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Preface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Biology has always been an integral part of orthodontics. The biological processes 

behind the orthodontic movement of teeth have been a source of scientific curiosity 

since the early parts of the twentieth century, and visionaries like C. Sandstedt, 

A. Oppenheim, B. Orban, and A. H. Ketcham established a long-lasting relationship 

between the two fields. The controversies about the use of light or heavy forces dur- 

ing orthodontic tooth movement and the observations of the biological effects of 

such forces on teeth, periodontal ligament, and supporting bone have gradually 

shifted to a more profound and better understanding of the mechanisms involved in 

the remodeling of those tissues and cellular event associated with it. It is with grati- 

tude that we can recognize pioneers like Reitan, Davidovitch, and Per Rygh as major 

contributors, who introduced new ways to study this field. 

In more recent years, the interest in the biology of tooth movement has shifted to 

a different set of priorities. As a specialty, we started a conversation about how to 

use our fundamental understanding of orthodontic tooth movement to accelerate the 

movement of teeth through the bone. We are also using this knowledge to attempt to 

control, minimize, and also predict the occurrence of iatrogenic effects and, ulti- 

mately, to bring to our patients a better experience during their treatment. 

This book is primarily the work of people who are passionate about the biology of 

orthodontic tooth movement. They have dedicated a life time to the study and the under- 

standing of how teeth move when we treat our patients. They have been inspired by their 

mentors who instilled in them this scientific curiosity and the power to ask the questions 

discussed in this book. This book is not only an account of our current knowledge of this 

field but also an opportunity to look into the future and see the possibilities that will be 

available to the clinician to improve the treatment of the people that we serve. 

As to me, I am grateful to my family, my teachers, and mentors. They made me 

who I am today, and they gave me the greatest gifts of all, the curiosity to ask ques- 

tions and the passion for what I do. I wish to dedicate this book to Professor Jean- 

Claude Kaqueler who introduced me to research and electron microscopy, Dr. 

Charles J. Burstone who made me love orthodontics, and to Dr. Ravindra Nanda for 

his unwavering support along this extraordinary journey. 

You have my eternal gratitude. 

 
Richmond, VA, USA                                                                           Bhavna Shroff 
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Role of Alveolar Bone in Mediating 
Orthodontic Tooth Movement 

and Relapse 
 
 

Imad Maleeh, Jennifer Robinson, and Sunil Wadhwa 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 

In this chapter, we present a unique perspective on biological tooth movement, 

one that describes the adaptive nature of the alveolar bone in response to mechan- 

ical loading. We provide a new foundation to the classical “pressure-tension” 

theory of orthodontic tooth movement. The chapter describes the individual roles 

of the cell types of bone (osteoblasts, osteoclasts, osteocytes, osteoprogenitor 

cells, and bone lining cells) in response to tooth movement, largely focusing on 

the mechanosensing osteocytes. Also discussed are methods that possibly 

increase the rate of orthodontic tooth movement as well as the plausible role that 

osteocytes may have in mediating relapse. Finally, we conclude with an “overall 

model of tooth movement and relapse.” This chapter attempts to present an 

upstream mechanism to the traditional “pressure-tension” theory based on the 

most recent evidence. 
 

 
 
 

German anatomist and surgeon Julius Wolff was the first to describe the adaptive 

nature of bone in response to the mechanical loads under which it is placed. Bone 

mass and architecture are determined primarily by loading patterns (magnitude and 

direction), which cause the bone trabeculae and cortex to remodel accordingly [1]. 
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Increases in bone mass result from increased mechanical strains, such as physical 

activity [2]. On the other hand, decreased strain magnitude from prolonged bed rest 

leads to bone loss [3]. Similar to long bones, the alveolar bone that houses the denti- 

tion acclimates to changes in occlusal loading. However, the mechanisms in which 

occlusal forces are transferred to the alveolar bone have the added complexity of an 

intervening medium, the periodontal ligament (PDL). Orthodontic tooth movement 

(OTM) is based on the aforementioned biological principle; intermittent or continu- 

ous forces are applied to teeth, changing the mechanical loading of the system and 

subsequently eliciting a cellular response that leads to bone adaptation in a new 

functional environment. Many theories have been described in the literature with the 

attempt to elucidate the mechanisms involved in biological tooth movement. Most 

in vivo studies have concentrated on changes occurring within the PDL; how- ever, 

more recent proposals have focused on the response of the alveolar bone [4]. In this 

chapter, we will concentrate on the recent studies showing that tooth move- ment 

may be more heavily dictated by the alveolar bone as opposed to the PDL. 
 

 
1.1       Cell Types Involved in OTM 

 
There are five types of cells identified in the alveolar bone that respond to orthodon- 

tic tooth movement: osteoblasts, osteoclasts, osteocytes, osteoprogenitor cells, and 

bone lining cells [5]. Osteoblasts are of mesenchymal origin and are primarily the 

bone-forming cells. Osteoblasts synthesize and secrete the extracellular matrix of 

bone, including type 1 collagen. Several factors have been shown to influence the 

development of osteoblasts from mesenchymal progenitor cells in the PDL. The 

factors include bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), transforming growth factor 

(TGF-βI and II), insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I and II), platelet-derived growth 

factor (PDGF), and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) [6]. In addition to their bone- 

forming capabilities, osteoblasts lining the bony socket are now believed to respond 

directly to strain from orthodontic tooth movement through a process known as 

mechanotransduction [7]. 

The second type of cells are the osteoclasts, which are derived from hematopoi- 

etic stem cells. Osteoclasts are responsible for the bone resorption necessary for 

tooth movement. Soluble factors such as colony-stimulating factor (CSF), receptor 

activator of nuclear factor-kappa B ligand (RANKL), osteoprotegerin (OPG), and 

bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) regulate osteoclast differentiation [8–10]. These 

factors are produced by osteocytes found in the alveolar bone and osteoblasts found 

in the PDL [11]. CSF as well as RANKL and its receptor RANK promote 

differentiation of osteoclasts. OPG inhibits differentiation by acting as a decoy 

receptor for RANKL, thus inhibiting its binding to RANK [12]. 

The third type of cell is the osteocyte, which is believed to be a terminally dif- 

ferentiated osteoblast that is surrounded by the bone matrix and whose function is 

primarily proprioceptive and responsive [13]. Osteocytes communicate with neigh- 

boring osteocytes and osteoblasts on the bone surface via long cytoplasmic exten- 

sions, in which direct exchange of ions occurs through connections called gap
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junctions. The osteocytes reside within the bone in a space called a lacuna, and their 

cytoplasmic processes are housed within small canals called canaliculi. They are 

thought to be the mechanosensory cells of bone that play a pivotal role in functional 

adaptation to changing loading patterns [14]. 

The fourth cell type is the bone lining cell, which is also thought to be a termi- 

nally differentiated osteoblast. Lining cells are involved in bone protection and 

maintenance of bone fluids [15]. They may also be involved in the propagation of 

the activation signal that initiates bone resorption and bone remodeling [15]. Lastly, 

osteoprogenitor cells are the stem cell population tasked with generating osteoblasts 

and are situated in the vicinity of blood vessels of the PDL [16]. 

Orthodontic tooth movement occurs as a result of a complex sequence of events 

that involves cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions as well as a conglomeration of 

systemic hormones, cytokines, and growth factors. Recent research has pointed to 

osteocytes and osteoblasts lining the alveolar within the PDL as key cells regulating 

orthodontic tooth movement. 
 

 
1.2       Osteocytes May Be Responsible for Mediating 

Orthodontic Tooth Movement Resorption 
 

Orthodontic tooth movement was historically described by the “pressure-tension 

theory.” This theory was first developed through classic histologic studies and led 

researchers to postulate that within the bony socket, “pressure” and “tension” sides 

were generated after force application [17–19]. The theory hypothesizes the side 

that the tooth is moving toward causes pressure/compression of the PDL (also 

named the “compression” side). Compression of the PDL is then believed to cause 

constriction of the blood vessels within the PDL causing a lack of nutrient flow and 

subsequent hyalinization and cell death. Osteoclasts from within the PDL (frontal 

resorption) or from the adjacent bone marrow (undermining resorption) invade the 

area and resorb the hyalinized PDL and adjacent alveolar bone causing the tooth to 

move [20]. On the contralateral side of the socket, namely, the “tension side,” PDL 

fibers are stretched leading to stimulation of bone deposition. This theory simpli- 

fies tooth movement to a 2-dimensional process, namely, the mesial and distal 

ends. More recently, studies have described resorptive patches localized more lin- 

gually or buccally of the moving teeth. This is likely a consequence of irregulari- 

ties in the periodontal and bone morphology, which illuminates the 3-dimensional 

nature of tooth movement [21]. Due to the presence of the PDL fibers between the 

tooth and the bone, the terminology of this theory is confounding. The “pressure or 

compression” side suggests loading of the bone, when in actuality the PDL fibers 

develop laxity and thus are unloaded or could be under tension [22]. On the “ten- 

sion” side, stretched PDL fibers are seen, causing the loading of bone and bony 

matrix deposition. For the sake of clarity, we will therefore eliminate the use of 

compression and tension and refer to the compression side as the direction in which 

the tooth is moving and tension as the direction opposite to the direction of tooth 

movement (Fig. 1.1).
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Fig. 1.1  Model of orthodontic tooth movement. On the direction the tooth is moving, orth- 

odontic force causes an increase in apoptotic osteocytes and increase in the production of RankL. 

On the side opposite to the direction of tooth movement, orthodontic force causes an increase in 

the production of scleraxis in PDL fibroblasts and an increase in osterix in the PDL alveolar 

lining cells 

 
In the direction in which the tooth is moving, osteoclasts are required to resorb 

the alveolar bone in order to allow for orthodontic tooth movement. The exact 

mechanism for the recruitment of the osteoclasts remains unknown. However, recent 

evidence points to osteocytes controlling alveolar bone resorption. Evidence that 

osteocytes are responsible for osteoclast bone resorption during orthodontic tooth 

movement comes from a study in transgenic mice in which the osteocytes were 

ablated. These mice express the receptor for diphtheria toxin on the cell sur- faces 

of osteocytes. Therefore, an injection of diphtheria toxin caused osteocyte cell death. 

It was found that orthodontic tooth movement in the later phase was signifi- cantly 

reduced in transgenic mice with osteocyte cell death. Further, the number of 

osteoclasts and the quantity of eroded bone surface were significantly reduced in the 

transgenic mice injected with diphtheria toxin than in control mice [23]. 

It is established that osteocytes are the mechanosensing cells within the bone [24]. 

Osteocytes form a lacunar-canalicular network that allows their communica- tion 

with other osteocyte, osteoblast, and osteoclast progenitors [24]. Mechanical 

loading-induced fluid flow through the lacunar-canalicular network provides nutri- 

ents to osteocytes and the upregulation of anabolic factors [25]. In contrast, loss of 

loading causes a decrease in fluid flow and increased osteocyte apoptosis. Birte 

Melsen was one of the first to posit that the resorption seen in orthodontic tooth 

movement is associated with alveolar bone underloading [26]. Meikle followed her 

study and used Frost’s principle of a “mechanostat” to help support her findings. The 

fundamental idea of this principle is that for each bone in the skeleton, there is
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a functional adapted state within the boundaries of which normal bone mass is 

maintained [27]. It was found that the use of an orthodontic appliance (cross-arch 

spring bonded to the teeth) changes the dynamics of the stimuli received by the bone 

and has a negative effect on bone mass. A bonded appliance, whether active or pas- 

sive, was sufficient to alter the loading dynamics of the teeth, shielding some areas 

of bone from stress and leading to bone loss and osteopenia [4]. This osteopenia 

resulted from stress shielding of the interradicular bone by the appliance and a con- 

sequent reduction in occlusal loading below the critical threshold required for main- 

taining normal osseous architecture. 

Osteocytes cause increased bone resorption during an underloading state by 

releasing RANKL and undergoing apoptosis. RANKL is the key molecule involved 

in the maturation of osteoclasts. In bone, osteocytes are the major producers of 

RANKL and cause an increase in osteoclastogenesis by releasing soluble RANKL 

through the lacunar-canalicular network. This promotes its interaction with osteo- 

clast precursors to stimulate their differentiation and activation [28]. Therefore, the 

increase in orthodontic tooth movement-induced RANKL expression may result 

from osteocytes within the alveolar bone. This may explain why tooth movement 

in mice in which the osteocytes are ablated has a decrease in osteoclastic bone 

resorption [23]. 

We and others have found that orthodontic tooth movement causes a significant 

increase in osteocyte apoptosis within 1 or 2 days [29]. We also found that osteo- 

clast recruitment occurred after 72 h and was particularly evident at day 7 after the 

initiation of orthodontic force. This suggests that osteoclastogenesis commences 

later than the peak of osteocyte apoptosis, suggesting that it is a downstream 

effect [29]. Apoptotic osteocytic bodies have been shown to release potent factors 

that cause an increase in osteoclasts [30–32]. It may seem paradoxical that osteo- 

cyte apoptosis causes an increase in osteoclast resorption, whereas osteocyte abla- 

tion causes an inhibition of osteoclast bone resorption. These confounding results 

may be explained by the type of cell death and/or the amount of cell death. In 

osteocyte ablation, it is presumed that osteocyte cell death occurs via necrosis [33], 

which may cause a differential response for osteoclastogenesis as compared to 

osteocyte apoptosis. Further it may also be possible that cell death of a finite 

number of osteocytes causes bone resorption, whereas cell death of all the alveo- 

lar bone osteocytes causes inhibition of osteoclast resorption. Future studies on the 

role of OTM-induced osteocyte apoptosis on osteoclast resorption are needed in 

order to clarify this issue. 
 

 
1.3       Osteoblast Progenitors Within the PDL and Alveolar 

Bone Lining Cells Mediate New Bone Formation 
 

The periodontal ligament is composed of alveolar bone lining osteoblastic cells and 

fibroblastic PDL cells. In the direction opposite to which the tooth is moving, upreg- 

ulation of osterix within the alveolar bone lining cells and scleraxis within the 

periodontal fibroblasts occurs [34]. Osterix is an osteoblast differentiation factor,
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and its upregulation is associated with new bone formation. In mice that are defi- 

cient in osterix, no bone formation occurs [35]. In contrast, scleraxis upregulation is 

associated with tendon formation and has been shown to cause downregulation of 

osteoblast differentiation [34]. Therefore, the upregulation of scleraxis with the PDL 

fibroblasts prevents its calcification and maintains its patency, whereas upreg- 

ulation of osterix on the alveolar bone lining osteoblasts causes deposition of new 

bone on its surface. We have also found the upregulation of the bone maturation 

marker bone sialoprotein (BSP) in alveolar bone lining cells on the side opposite the 

direction of tooth movement [36]. BSP is also associated with matrix calcification 

[37]. Taken together, the results suggest that the OTM process, on the side opposite 

the direction of tooth movement, causes osteoblast differentiation of the osteoblast 

lining cells of the periodontal ligament. 

However, whether the increase in bone formation is due to changes in the 

mechanical loading environment of the osteoblast lining cells within the PDL or 

instead caused by soluble factors released by osteocytes within the alveolar bone 

remains unknown. Evidence that it may be from osteocytes comes from a classical 

study by Heller and Nanda in which they gave a lathrytic agent that caused disrup- 

tion of the collagen fibers within the PDL. In this study, they found that OTM caused 

an increase in new bone formation on the side opposite of tooth movement in ani- 

mals treated with control and the lathrytic agent. From these results, the authors 

concluded that the PDL-induced fiber tension on the alveolar osteoblast lining cells 

may not be absolutely necessary to stimulate bone formation during OTM. Instead 

distortion of the alveolus bone related to force application may be a more important 

factor initiating the new bone formation [38]. It has also been shown that osteocyte 

production of sclerostin was reduced on the side opposite to the tooth movement 

[39]. Sclerostin is mainly produced by osteocytes and inhibits the Wnt signaling 

pathway, and its downregulation is associated with new bone formation [40]. 

Therefore, the new bone formation seen on the side opposite to which the tooth is 

moving may be due to osteocytic decrease in soluble Sost, which is a known Wnt 

signaling inhibitor. The net effect is an increase in Wnt signaling within the alveolar 

bone lining cells, an increase in osterix and BSP expression, and new bone forma- 

tion. Future studies examining new bone formation on the side opposite to the tooth 

movement in transgenic mice with alteration in Sost signaling are needed to clarify 

this issue. 
 

 
1.4       Methods to Increase the Rate of Orthodontic 

Tooth Movement 
 

Several approaches to accelerate orthodontic tooth movement by altering bone biol- 

ogy have been proposed. Currently, two main methods exist for accelerating tooth 

movement by altering bone biology: (1) induced local bone damage, i.e., 

corticotomy-assisted orthodontics, piezocision-aided orthodontics, and corticision, 

and (2) mechanical loading-induced remodeling, i.e., vibration. Local bone damage- 

assisted OTM is performed by perforating the cortical bone or by making local
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incisions around the cortical bone. The biological basis for this modality is that local 

bone damage (i.e., microcracks) has been shown to cause an increase in osteo- clast 

activity and bone remodeling [41]. Case reports in the literature and small clinical 

trials have demonstrated a modest increase in the rate of initial OTM by these 

methods [42–44]. However, this effect was not seen in the long term. In addi- tion, 

we have performed a recent study in which we evaluated the effect of applied force 

with and without corticision. We found no differences in the rate of tooth movement 

and osteoclastic bone resorption between animals that received the cor- ticision 

procedure versus those who did not in a rat model [45]. Taken together, the results 

suggest that corticotomy, corticision, and/or piezocision results in a modest change 

in the rate of initial orthodontic tooth movement. This may be due to the fact that the 

resorption seen in the later phases in OTM is due to underloading of osteo- cytes in 

the alveolar bone, which is not affected by local bone damage procedures. In support, 

osteocyte ablation caused a decrease only in the later phases of tooth movement [23]. 

Also, OTM-associated microcracks are seen in both directions in which the tooth is 

moving and not limited only to the resorption side [46]. The early increase in OTM 

seen in bone damage-associated tooth movement may be associ- ated with the fact 

that osteoclast recruitment does not occur immediately after the application of 

orthodontic force, but rather 3–7 days later [29]. Therefore, the increase in the initial 

phase of tooth movement by local bone damage may be due to an earlier recruitment 

of osteoclasts. 

Recently, the use of resonance vibration has been developed as a new treat- 

ment modality for accelerating tooth movement. This idea contradicts the tradi- 

tional use of vibration for increasing bone mass. Whole body vibration has 

demonstrated significant increases in bone mineral density and structure due to 

the mechanosensory functions of osteocytes [24, 47, 48]. Therefore, the anabolic 

effect provided by vibration would theoretically inhibit tooth movement by pre- 

venting OTM-associated osteocyte underloading. In fact, Kalajzic et al. showed 

that vibration in rats decreased the rate of tooth movement [49]. Moreover, 

Woodhouse et al. found no evidence that supplemental vibration force increased 

the rate of initial tooth alignment or reduced the time required to achieve com- 

plete alignment [50]. Taken together, the results suggest that the effects of vibra- 

tion on accelerating orthodontic tooth movement are not due to a biological 

response. On the contrary, the effects may have more to do with frictional sliding 

forces. 
 

 
1.5       Retention 

 
One of the most pressing issues in orthodontic treatment is tooth relapse. Relapse is 

defined as the tendency of teeth to return toward their pretreatment positions [51]. 

Specifically, its occurrence renders treatment failure for both the orthodontist and 

the patient. Instability of orthodontically aligned teeth occurs to some extent in 

almost every patient [52]. The etiologic factors that drive relapse are still unclear; 

however, several causes have been proposed. Relapse is believed to be complex and
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multifactorial, including factors such as inter-canine width [53], mandibular growth 

rotation [54], facial growth [55, 56], third molar eruption [57], influence of stretched 

gingival and connective tissue fibers [58–62], treatment modalities [63], uncoopera- 

tive patients, imbalance in muscle and soft tissue pressure [64, 65], arch dimensions 

[66], and ongoing bone turnover [67]. However, it is now becoming clear that orth- 

odontic tooth movement and relapse occur via the same biological mechanisms, 

regardless of the initial force applied. 

Similar to orthodontic tooth movement, orthodontic relapse is associated with 

increased osteoclast activity and apoptosis on the side in which the tooth is moving 

[68]. One of the big differences between OTM and relapse is that relapse is associ- 

ated with an increase in alveolar bone density, whereas OTM is associated with a 

decrease. For example, Franzen et al. demonstrated that after appliance removal, 

tissue mineral density and bone volume percentage gradually increased as the course 

of relapse progressed, attaining control levels after 3 days [69]. The return of bone 

density back to the levels of pre-orthodontic tooth movement during relapse leads 

one to speculate that changes in osteocyte mechanical loading environment may also 

mediate relapse. This is consistent with the findings of increased osteo- clasts and 

an increase in apoptosis during orthodontic relapse. However, studies with osteocyte 

ablation and relapse are needed in order to further investigate this hypothesis. 
 

 
1.6       Overall Model of Tooth Movement and Relapse 

 
In our working model, we posit that when an orthodontic force is applied to the teeth, 

it causes a change in the mechanical loading environment of the osteocytes within 

the adjacent alveolar bone. In the direction in which the tooth is moving, there is an 

underloading state causing osteocytes to release factors (RANKL) and undergo 

apoptosis, both of which promote osteoclastic bone resorption. On the side opposite 

to direction of tooth movement, osteocytes undergo an increased loading response 

causing them to inhibit their release of Sost which promotes new bone formation 

from osteoblasts lining the alveolar bone. The net effect of OTM is an overall 

reduction in alveolar bone density due to increased bone resorption relative to new 

bone formation. 

After the cessation of OTM and removal of the forces applied to alveolar bone 

from braces, a portion of the alveolar bone may be in an underloading state. This 

causes osteocytes to release RANKL and undergo apoptosis causing bone and tooth 

remodeling. The net effect is the return of alveolar bone density baseline levels and 

repositioning of the teeth close to their original position. Efforts to accelerate the 

rate of orthodontic tooth movement may occur by further reducing the underloading- 

induced bone remodeling state. Furthermore, retention strategies should be aimed at 

increasing alveolar bone density after the cessation of orthodontic tooth movement. 

Reducing the underloading remodeling state to accelerate orthodontic tooth move- 

ment is difficult to achieve. This may explain the modest effects experienced over 

the past century. On the other hand, trying to increase bone density after the
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cessation of tooth movement to prevent relapse may be easier to achieve. For exam- 

ple, externally applied vibration in conjunction with retainer wear may further 

enhance tooth stability [70]. 

 
Conclusion 

Traditionally, orthodontic tooth movement was believed to occur by causing 

necrosis of the PDL, causing the recruitment of osteoclasts and subsequent 

resorption and tooth movement. However, recent studies have now suggested that 

tooth movement may be due to alterations in the mechanical loading state of 

alveolar bone osteocytes. On the side in which the tooth is moving, there may be 

an underloading state causing osteocytes to release RANKL which increases bone 

resorption. On the other side, an increased loading state in which the osteo- cytes 

decrease their release of Sost resulting in an increase in bone formation may exist. 

Because these two theories are not mutually exclusive, it is possible that a 

combination of the two is occurring. It is now evident that the traditional idea that 

OTM solely occurs by necrosis and hyalinization of the PDL is a misconception. 
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Abstract 

Tooth movement, as it is generally visualized by orthodontist clinicians, is mod- 

eled as a biological event mediated by the cells of the periodontal ligament (PDL) 

whereby alveolar bone resorption is witnessed on the “pressure” side and bone 

apposition on the “tension” side. This “pressure-tension” image is burned so 

deeply into the orthodontic psyche after a century plus of scrutiny that the struc- 

tural features, characteristics, and mechanisms involving the tooth, the PDL, and 

the alveolar bone are at the heart of the prevailing tooth movement paradigm and 

have dominated investigatory attention. Scholarship on tooth movement biology 

has focused on breaking down the cell-centric “pressure-tension” model into its 

component parts so as to tease out individual functions. Our understanding of the 

tissue, cellular, and molecular mechanisms involved in orthodontic tooth move- 

ment has created a segregated literature and knowledge base of part-processes 

that is indeed impressive. But these reductionist explanations of the physical body 

– this collection of parsed physiological processes – have not resulted in a 

cohesive understanding of clinically relevant tooth movement. 

During the past 15 years, interest in accelerating tooth movement has grown. 

The common basis for biologically based acceleration techniques is some form 

of injury to the alveolus resulting in mineralized tissues surrounding the teeth 

becoming less mineralized (osteopenia). It is the increase in tissue turnover and 

the osteopenia of alveolar trabecular bone that facilitates rapid tooth movement. 

Lessons learned from acceleration technique wound healing draws attention to 
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the importance of tissue strain, microenvironments, and tissue turnover and brings 

us face-to-face with the body as lived in relationship to a changed environ- ment. 

The intentionally injured body takes predictable actions through the sens- ing and 

interplay of multitudes of information for the sake of reestablishing equilibrium, 

and in this regard, the local-regional interpretation of microstrain means a lot. 

Mechanobiological disciplines like orthodontics are best understood through 

stresses imposed, strains experienced, and how the lived body – insepa- rable 

from its environment – intentionally adapts and reestablishes homeostasis. 

Tooth movement biology, in order to be coherent, needs to be based upon an 

understanding of the mechanobiology that unfolds in the lived body actively 

engaged in immediate and meaningful interaction with the environment with the 

intended goal of achieving/maintaining homeostasis. In the humble opinion of the 

authors, a shift toward an understanding of intentional relations in nature, i.e., the 

mechanical “thresholds” of microstrain that normal and repair tissues encoun- ter 

for different in vivo activities, is critically important in understanding tooth 

movement and moves us toward a unifying “phenomenological” concept of tooth 

movement biology. Tooth movement is unique; what emerges as critical in an 

understanding of these phenomena is the extraordinary sensitivity of trabecular 

bone anabolic and catabolic modeling to a combination of strain and the influ- 

ence of intramedullary pressure changes on bone fluid flow. The present day 

inability to measure strain and pressure accurately in the various microenviron- 

ments involved in tooth movement is a hiccup worth overcoming. 
 

 
2.1       Prevailing TM Paradigm: An Account 

 
2.1.1    Current Paradigm 

 
Tooth movement as currently understood from a “wet-fingered” clinical perspective 

is that when an orthodontic appliance applies a force, there is little movement ini- 

tially but after a month or so teeth begin to move. A clinician’s understanding is that 

of a cell-mediated process – that the periodontal ligament (PDL) experiences “pres- 

sure” in the direction of movement and “tension” on the opposite side. The PDL is 

recognized as the major site of activity with some contribution from undermining 

resorption on the medullary side of the lamina dura [88, 105]. This model is uncom- 

plicated and visual, explains and predicts tooth movement based upon over a cen- 

tury of observations, aids in clinical decision making, and can be comprehended in 

its entirety because this pressure-tension model contains only those structure and 

process features that are of primary importance. Teeth move at a rate that is some- 

what predictable, comprehensive orthodontic treatment takes 21–27 months for non-

extraction therapy and 25–35 months for extraction treatment [10]. 

Less familiar to the nonacademic orthodontic clinician but nevertheless accepted 

and emerging is the mechanobiological model of tooth movement in which strain 

(deformation) is perceived and adaptive mechanisms affecting mineralized and non- 

mineralized  paradental  tissues  eventually  bring  the  host  back  to  steady-state
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homeostasis [24, 54]. Teeth move orthodontically through the alveolar bone because 

mechanical stress (load) results in strain (deformation) within a cell-rich viscoelas- 

tic system. Strain in hydrodynamic closed or semi-closed biological systems leads 

to cellular responses with feedback controls, and these physiological regulatory 

processes stabilize health and functioning [47]. Sustained stresses to the dentoal- 

veolar complex can come from orthodontic force application (intentional) or injury 

(intentional or unintentional) and both are examples of external stimuli (stresses) 

resulting in biological strain and the initiation of physiological regulatory processes 

that eventually return tissues to an active and sensitive steady-state condition. 
 

 
2.1.2  Evolution of Tooth Movement Concept: 

A Typological Account 
 

The prevailing PDL cell-mediated pressure-tension paradigm is firmly rooted in the 

structure and process features of tooth movement. Hence, an evolutionary account 

of tooth movement concept based upon its features and characteristics, i.e., a typo- 

logical account, appears relevant. The scholarly literature amassed to date describ- 

ing tooth movement biology is impressive and diverse, and the literature base 

broadly coincides with the historical development of investigative techniques that 

have been applied to study tooth movement [21], i.e., light microscopy [96, 122], 

histomorphometry [109, 129], histochemistry [23], electron microscopy [118], in 

vitro culturing [68], and autoradiography [39], somewhat in that order; molecular 

biology has been dominate from the 1970s and computed tomography has devel- 

oped since. 

 
2.1.2.1  Histology to Histomorphometry 
Comprehensive and detailed evolutionary accounts of tooth movement concepts are 

provided by others [21, 82, 102, 121]. The description provided here reviews the 

PDL cell-centric nature of these concepts that serve to predict how the microstruc- 

ture and biological constitution of the tissues supporting tooth movement have 

evolved as a consequence of the mechanical environment. 

The idea that orthodontic tooth movement is dependent on the cells responsible 

for resorption and deposition of the bone of the socket dates back at least to 1839 

[82]. The prevailing cell-centric paradigm for the biology of tooth movement, how- 

ever, was initialed in a three-part article on the theory of tooth movement published 

in 1904–1905 in which Sandstedt convincingly demonstrated, apparently for the first 

time, tooth movement as a process of resorption and apposition. Sandstedt 

described histologically and radiographically that “the (alveolar) wall appears to 

move” as apposition on the alveolar side is balanced by resorption in adjacent vas- 

cular spaces and vice versa. New bone formation was shown in areas of tension, and 

resorption was demonstrated in areas of compression (pressure zones); he provided 

a first description of a hyaline zone developed during tooth movement and notes that 

“at the limit of the hyaline zone the alveolar wall presents a deep, undermining notch 

filled by proliferating cells as in resorptive areas.” His seminal work was
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followed in 1911 by Oppenheim with a description of tissue change incident to tooth 

movement particularly of the bone [82]. 

It was the histomorphometric descriptions in human tissues by Reitan that gained 

wide attention in 1950s and further elucidated an understanding of tooth movement 

highlighting tissue response based upon type and magnitude of force, type of tooth 

movement, and variability of tissue reactions between individuals. Storey added the 

concept of differential force application in the 1950s and the idea that there is an 

optimum range of force values that will produce the maximum rate of tooth move- 

ment. Autoradiography was introduced in the 1960–1970s to measure changes in 

cell proliferation and metabolic activity [21]. 

When mechanically loaded, it was described in the 1960s that the periodontal 

tissues behave as a viscoelastic gel which flows when subjected to a steady force but 

“bounces” when a load is briefly applied and then removed [82]. In the 1960s and 

1970s, attention was drawn to the effects of bone bending on tooth movement and 

the physiological strain magnitude on changes in metabolic activity with later inter- 

est in the molecular. The in vitro cell and tissue culture systems of the 1970s pro- 

vided some answers to questions not readily accessible from animal studies 

conducted in vivo [82]. Davidovitch [21] reviewed the evolution of concepts regard- 

ing the biological foundation of force-induced tooth movement and described the 

known mechanobiological regulation involved at that period of time. 

 
2.1.2.2  Molecular Mechanisms 
During the 1970s, the mechanobiological pressure-tension model was well estab- 

lished as it became more apparent that mechanical strain activates multiple cell 

internal signaling pathways and/or second messengers in order to modulate the 

behavior of all cells responsible for tooth movement within the hydrodynamic peri- 

odontal ligament and alveolar bone [82]. Knowledge of these molecular signaling 

systems in the biomedical sciences exploded at an alarming rate during the “long 

1970s [130].” 

Krishnan [61, 62] expanded the overview of the orthodontic tooth movement 

process, by delineating reactions occurring in mineralized (alveolar bone) and non- 

mineralized (PDL and gingiva) paradental tissues and their associated neurovascu- 

lar networks. The authors presented known information about the mechanism of cell 

signaling in response to mechanical loading, including mechanosensing, trans- 

duction, and cellular responses. They presented the various components of this 

extracellular matrix (ECM)/cellular interrelated chain of responses in an organized 

sequence, highlighting the links between clinical events and knowledge derived from 

basic research [62]. 

 
2.1.2.3  Mechanobiology 
Mechanobiology is the understanding of biology from the perspective of mechanics 

and how physical forces influence the movement of molecules in cells, the molecu- 

lar mechanisms by which cells sense and respond to mechanical signals (mechano- 

transduction), how cells know when and how much to differentiate, and to where 

cells  migrate  [25].  For  the  musculoskeletal  system,  mechanobiology  is  the
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understanding of how skeletal tissues are produced, maintained, and adapted as an 

active response to biophysical stimuli in their environment [24]. 

Cell-centric mechanobiological models, i.e., the view that cell-level effects will 

be extrapolated directly to the tissue or organ, have been used to describe tooth 

movement after orthodontic force application [21, 53, 61, 62, 77, 78, 81, 82, 139, 

152, 155]. But the cell-centric model of tooth movement that has been our history 

does not fully account for clinical observations. 

There is an incomplete understanding of bone and PDL tissue adaptation (turn- 

over) but skeletal turnover encompasses modeling and remodeling, a complex net- 

work of cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions involving systemic hormones, locally 

produced cytokines, and growth factors, many of which are sequestrated within the 

bone matrix, as well as the mechanical environment of the cells [82, 121]. Calcified 

bone matrix of the lamina dura and trabecular bone must become decalcified by 

osteoclasts in order for a tooth to change in position [144], and it is well known but 

poorly understood how osteocytes initiate and control bone turnover [53, 54] and 

how the development and activity of osteoclasts are under the control of the osteo- 

blasts [45]. 

Biophysical and biochemical tooth movement mechanisms have been intensely 

studied, yet the links between tissue response and force application remain obscure. 

It is fair to say that reductionist strategies have been used in an effort to understand 

the complex phenomenon called tooth movement [82], i.e., by analyzing what is 

considered the basic mechanisms or the essences of the topic [17]. Our ability to 

identify, catalogue, and classify events that affect the sequence, timing, and signifi- 

cance of factors that determine the nature of the biological response of each para- 

dental tissue to orthodontic force is quite impressive [62]. But so doing in this 

manner identifies us as typological and does not take into account the particular 

kinds of variation exhibited by individuals that are a concrete feature of the world 

that has primacy in biological theorizing [72]. 

The pressure-tension concept is currently, and has been, the essence of and cen- 

tral to explanations of tooth movement [105, 139]. Meikle [82] indicated that the 

idea that pressure and tension sites are generated within the PDL is firmly embed- 

ded in the orthodontic subconscious and it continues to play a key role in organizing 

our ideas, as well as advancing our understanding of a complex biological process. 

After 100+ years, the orthodontic community has a reasonably good understanding 

of the sequence of events involved in orthodontic tooth movement at the tissue and 

cellular levels on both the tensile and compression sides of the periodontium [82]. 

Scholarly literature suggests that much is known about bone apposition and resorp- 

tion and “that” understanding explains tooth movement. 

But have we not been answering an easier question than the one that needs to be 

answered [120]? In our search for a means to fulfill our need to understand, we end 

up answering not “What explains tooth movement?” but rather the more tractable 

“What inherent features of the pressure-tension event explains tooth movement”? 

The latter question focuses on what we already know, i.e., inherence heuristic and 

cognitive processes that appeal to the inherent features [120] of the pressure-tension 

concept; the former question does not. There is no rational basis for preferring an
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explanation of tooth movement based upon the properties of PDL pressure-tension. 

Is it not an obvious fact of perception that, if there is a change in the perspective of 

an object being viewed, the appearance of the object will change accordingly? [117] 

It is suggested that a more cogent explanation for tooth movement resides not from 

parsed processes of the physical body, but rather in a deeper understanding of bio- 

logical stress and strain, i.e., the lived body in relation to its environment [151]. 

 
2.1.2.4  Tooth Movement Model Critique 
According to Weiss et al. [150], inductive reasoning and hypothesis-driven experi- 

mentation are the driving forces behind reductionism (“bottom-up” research) in 

medical science. Reductionist scientists break down the proposed system into its 

component parts so as to tease out individual functions. Using this method, the sys- 

tem is viewed as equaling the sum of the parts and understanding the system as a 

whole depends on defining the important interactions of each of the system’s con- 

stituents. A reductionist’s approach to bone pathophysiology would entail, for 

example, breaking bone down into its component parts—the osteoblast, osteocyte, 

and osteoclast—and then determining the individual cell’s function and the interac- 

tions it has with its neighbors. This would yield information that can be applied to 

produce a larger system of bone remodeling [150]. But an organism cannot be 

understood as a collection of individual parts, a concept contrary to reductionism, 

i.e., the entire patient (and not just the region of interest) and their milieu must be 

considered [151] because the stress–strain of biological tissues must be considered 

collectively. In other words, nature consists in relationships – it is a dynamic system 

of interdependencies not a collection of separate things [46], i.e., stress results in 

strain and strain results in a continuum of adaptive changes while the lived body 

seeks homeostasis. 

Meikle [82] described as “reductionist” the chronological accounts of tooth 

movement focused on discovery of new molecules and experimental techniques and 

pointed out that doing so made the subject less accessible to the clinician. A review 

of orthodontic literature through the 2000s [47, 62, 63, 77, 78, 82, 139, 156] is tes- 

timony to the fact that reductionist explanations of tooth movement focused on 

molecular systems have not resulted in a cohesive understanding of clinically rele- 

vant tooth movement. The literature complied related to tissue, cellular, and molec- 

ular mechanisms involved in orthodontic tooth movement is extensive, but a 

coherent narrative on tooth movement biology does not exist [82]. In order for basic, 

mechanistic knowledge derived from “bottom-up” research to be effectively trans- 

lated, the reductionist-derived knowledge must be placed back into a clinical con- 

text [145] and the way to do so is to decode the stress–strain dynamics of living 

tissues and consider the human body as inseparable from its environment. 

The pressure-tension model, as represented in the scholarly literature, is depicted 

as a natural physical event. Orthodontists heretofore regard pressure-tension as an 

event that is characterized by osteoclastic resorption on the pressure side and osteo- 

blastic apposition on the tension side – that to understand these essentials is to 

understand tooth movement [105]. Such a view of the pressure-tension construct is 

spatiotemporally restricted to the PDL and is insensitive to tissue strain variation
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except that too much biomechanical force will hyalinize the PDL and inhibit tooth 

movement for a time. 

Biology examines the physical body, whereas phenomenology examines the body 

as a vehicle of lived experience [151]. Organisms live and operate as wholes and 

cannot be reduced to its smallest divisible units without losing something essen- tial 

and meaningful from the whole; moreover, nothing can remain unchanged by a 

change in its environment [151]. In the context of the present discussion, it has been 

our history to model tooth movement activities based upon samples of physical data 

of the objective body using the cell-mediate PDL pressure-tension model. The 

method of reducing an organism to its smallest parts suggests that part-processes 

behave the same way regardless of context – a position which fails to understand 

meaningful deviations in such behavior [151]. To date, tooth movement scholarship 

has evolved primarily from third-person research methods of the physical or natural 

body and not from first-person investigation techniques of the body as lived. A first- 

person view of tooth movement may yield outcomes that do not behave the way 

mechanical phenomena do [117]. 
 

 
2.1.3    Beyond the Current Model 

 
Cells convert mechanical signals into a biochemical response, but little is known 

about how they function in the structural context of living cells, tissues, and organs 

to produce orchestrated changes in cell behavior in response to stress. Ingber [56] 

suggested that our bodies use structural hierarchies (systems within systems) com- 

posed of interconnected extracellular matrix and cytoskeletal networks that span 

from the macroscale to the nanoscale to focus stresses on specific mechanotrans- 

ducer molecules. A key feature of these networks is that they are in a state of iso- 

metric tension, i.e., experience a tensile prestress, which ensures that various 

molecular-scale mechanochemical transduction mechanisms proceed simultane- 

ously and produce a concerted response. These features of living architecture are the 

same principles that govern tensegrity (tensional integrity) architecture, and 

mathematical models based on tensegrity are beginning to provide new and useful 

descriptions of living materials, including mammalian cells [56]. 

The body is a physical thing, an object that can be weighed, measured, and 

described using purely physical or naturalistic terms. But the body is also a per- 

ceiving and experiencing organism actively engaged in immediate and meaning- 

ful interaction with the environment in order to achieve/maintain homeostasis, 

i.e., the lived body [151]. The body as lived, or the habitual body, is a relationship 

to an environment and to a set of abilities [11]. Actions take place constantly 

through the sensing and interplay of multitudes of information for the sake of 

maintaining/achieving equilibrium. These interactions with the environment are 

inhabited by meaning; the body executes goal-directed actions that reflect the vis- 

ible form of its global and meaningful intentions [11]. This embodied phenome- 

nology or phenomenal body is a unified potential or capacity to achieve/maintain 

homeostasis.
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There are unique features about the physical environment where tooth movement 

takes place. The fibrous joint between tooth and bone is specialized and persists 

life-long. The periodontal ligament (PDL) that provides support, sensory, nutritive, 

and renewal functions is biologically unique. The PDL width ranges from 0.15 to 

0.38 mm and consists of 53–74 % collagen fibers and 1–2 % blood vessels and nerve 

endings embedded into an amorphous mucopolysaccharide matrix [99]. The PDL is 

about 70 % water in a viscoelastic system which helps teeth to withstand stress loads 

[93, 94, 128]. Fibroblasts are the principle cell of the PDL and occupy about 

20–35 % of the ligament volume, excluding the blood vessels [147]. PDL fibroblasts 

are highly sensitive to mechanical stress and are responsible for the rapid turnover 

of their extracellular compartment, collagen, which allows a rapid adaptation of the 

tissue to changing loads, such as in orthodontic tooth movement [147]. Collagen 

fiber bundles end in either the cementum or embedded in the bundle bone of the 

lamina dura, i.e., Sharpey’s fibers [93, 94]. The PDL may be loaded under a long- 

lasting, sustained force system (orthodontics) or under short-term, impact-type force 

applications (mastication). Viscoelastic properties are dependent on the mag- nitude 

and the frequency of the loads applied [99]. 

Alveolar bone is comprised of cortical bone with compact structures and low 

porosity that forms the hard shell and trabecular bone with a three-dimensional 

interconnected network of trabecular rods and plates that forms the inner surface. 

The cortical bone haversian system with osteocytes and complex, diverse types of 

branching, and interconnections consists of repeating osteons averaging in diameter 

about 200 µm. In trabecular bone, the trabecular rods and plates form three-dimen- 

sional structures, and within the trabeculae are less regular arranged lamellae and 

osteocytes. The main components of bone matrix are organic material (10–30 % in 

amount) and mineral salts (70–90 % in amount). The organic material, which is 

primarily type I collagen (90 %) and nonfibrillar organic matrix (osteocalcin and 

osteopontin present in a large proportion) gives the bone toughness. The mineral 

salts, mainly nanocrystallite apatite materials, permeate the organic matrix and pro- 

vide the characteristic rigidity and strength of bone [110]. The trabecular bone is 

subject to strain while surrounded by marrow that is a highly viscous fluid; experi- 

mental studies have shown that loading of bone induces pressure gradients within 

the marrow, known as the intramedullary pressure [6, 86]. Hence, the medullary 

space is an interesting mechanobiological microenvironment comprised of trabecu- 

lar bone displaying poroelastic properties and subject to strain as well as bone mar- 

row displaying properties of a viscoelastic solid and subject to intramedullary 

pressure changes [6]. 

In structural connective tissues, loads are carried not by the cells themselves but 

by the extracellular matrix (ECM) which they produce [49, 57]. ECM components, 

which fill the space around cells in the periodontal ligament, are mainly composed 

of fibrous molecules and ground substance. The major fibrous molecules are type I 

and type III collagens which play a main role in resisting tensional forces and hold- 

ing teeth in the alveolar socket [98]. For collagen from fibroblasts, various types and 

orientations are produced [94], and for bone from osteoblasts, osteoid, woven, and 

lamellar  bone  provide  varying  degrees  of  structure  and  mineralization;  the
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anisotropic properties of collagen and bone increase tissue strength. The tissues’ 

ability to sustain functional loading without failure or damage is therefore achieved 

because the fibroblast matrix producing cells can regulate the orientation, mass, and 

physical properties (strength and stiffness) of their matrix in relation to the require- 

ments of prevailing functional load-bearing [118]. Mechanical force is directly 

exerted on the periodontal ligament during orthodontic treatment, and periodontal 

ligament cells undergo great changes in morphology and function, leading to active 

degradation and synthesis of extracellular matrix [13, 98]. Stiffness of the PDL 

increases with increasing loading velocity [13, 98]. 

The periodontal ligament plays important roles in mediation of mechanical force, 

in alveolar bone modeling and remodeling and in maintenance of physiologic equilib- 

rium within periodontal tissue [13]. PDL collagens type I and type III produced from 

fibroblasts are the major fibrous molecules that play an important role in resisting 

tensional forces [58], and in the homeostatic PDL, the ratio of type I to type III is 

approximately 5 to 1 [137]. The collagen-type balance changes in acute phases of 

inflammation and healing with type III collagen synthesized in excess of type I col- 

lagen, while type I synthesis predominates in the fibrosis stage of inflammation [137]. 

Compositions of the various microenvironments are altered as a consequence of 

sustained (especially episodic) stress, i.e., more type III collagen in strained PDL [13] 

or higher percentage of woven compared to lamella bone in the medullary space [13]. 

Fibroblast-sourced progenitor cells in the periodontal ligament can differentiate into 

osteoblasts for the physiological maintenance of alveolar bone [49, 58, 111, 147]. 

Collagen fiber bundles are basic guarantees for osteoblast phenotype and calcium 

nodule formation and their characteristics, to a certain extent, determine bone forma- 

tion. If fiber bundles are bulky and dense, bony tissue will deposit along the stretched 

fiber bundles and be embedded in the fiber bundles to form the lamellar bone. If fiber 

bundles are thin, bony tissue will evenly deposit on the bone surface [13]. 

PDL mechanics cannot be expected to be as simple as a crystalline material such 

as bone [94]. Soft tissues such as the PDL exhibit complex constitutive behavior, 

being viscoelastic, inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and nonlinear, and exhibit a sus- 

ceptibility to irreversible damage during the initial cycles of loading [94], i.e., “pre- 

conditioning” or “strain softening.” The PDL in vivo will stiffen under conditions of 

sustained stress [99] in order to reduce future strain levels and the elastic modulus 

will vary with strain rate with steeper stress–strain curve at higher strain rate. PDL 

modulus of elasticity is so low compared to elastic modulus of teeth and cortical 

bone that an order of magnitude variance in the PDL modulus of elasticity from 6 to 

12 MPa due to PDL composition change does not make much of a difference on 

these tissues with a modulus about 35 times greater [116]. However alveolar tra- 

becular bone beyond the lamina dura has a modulus similar to the PDL and is quite 

sensitive to changes in stress; strains of 0.2 % or 2000 microstrain initiates turnover 

changes in trabecular bone [90]. 

 
2.1.3.1  Bone Modeling and Remodeling 
Bones of the skeleton are designed to provide structure, and tissue strain is likely the 

most  relevant  parameter  to  control.  And  vice  versa,  strain,  or  its  immediate
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consequence, is the load-related event most likely to influence bone cell behavior 

and therefore bone structure. Strain distribution is a controlling variable for func- 

tional adaptation in bone tissue and adaptive bone change will be stimulated by strain 

situations where the strains are not abnormally high, but simply “inappropri- ately” 

distributed. Mechanically adaptive bone modeling is sensitive to both strain 

distribution and strain magnitude. An increase in strain level, if sustained, will result 

in an increase in bone mass and/or structural rearrangement, and hence an increase 

in bone strength [118, 135]. 

Bone experiences internal strain when mechanically loaded (stressed), and from 

an engineering standpoint, strain refers to the change in length of a bone (deforma- 

tion) when load is applied. As mentioned previously, strain is a unit-less value, and 

strain is small for bone and often expressed in terms of microstrain or µɛ [34, 148]. 

Strains in living bone result in bone formation and/or resorption, and these basic 

metabolic processes are cell-level activities conducted by osteoblasts and osteo- 

clasts. However, the type and function of the bone at the tissue level, whether it be 

cortical bone or trabecular bone, will dictate transduction signaling mechanisms, 

feedback loops, and physiological processes within microenvironments at all orga- 

nizational levels from nano-level to organ-level. How bone metabolizes depends 

upon strain level and homeostatic demands of that particular cortical or trabecular 

bone microenvironment, i.e., bone remodeling and modeling [24, 30, 113, 114]. 

There are important differences between bone modeling and bone remodeling, 

and these differences, although controversial, are seldom discerned in discussions 

about tooth movement. Bone modeling is a bone surface activity that leads to shape, 

mass, and strength changes [4, 28, 34, 108, 110, 126]. Where dynamic strain thresh- 

old exceeds the skeletal tissue’s minimum effective strain for modeling, i.e., >1000– 

1500 microstrain (µɛ), mechanically controlled surface changes of cortical and 

trabecular bone is turned on (lamellar or layered bone apposition); modeling 

involves adding more tissue or changing the structure’s micro- and macro-architec- 

ture and/or shape, thereby increasing local-regional bone strength and stiffness with 

the net effect of reducing tissue strain [30]. Both anabolic and catabolic bone mod- 

eling results from a stimulus representing activation, and the mechanisms are inde- 

pendent processes (uncoupled) from each other [16, 53, 59]. 

In contrast, bone remodeling is a bone subsurface activity that leads to renewal of 

haversian bone and, in healthy adults, results in a zero-based exchange, i.e., causes 

neither gains nor losses of bone. Where dynamic strains exceed the skeletal tissue’s 

minimal effective strain for remodeling threshold (<100 µɛ), remodeling is switched 

on and turns cortical bone over in small packets performed by specialized groups of 

cells (BMUs) comprised of cutting and filling cones, i.e., secondary osteon 

formation [59]. The sequence of events is coupled as activation < resorp- tion < 

formation or A-R-F [24, 34, 59, 106], i.e., new bone is formed only on a previ- ously 

resorbed surface. In the same macroscopic bone at the same time, modeling and 

remodeling can respond in opposite ways to the same stimulus, although both 

mechanisms appear to utilize the same kinds of osteoblasts and osteoclasts [37]. 

The tooth movement that is achieved after sustained force application is a conse- 

quence of strain perceived and a complex orchestration of events that appear to be
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dependent upon the rate-limiting temporal dynamics of the periodontal ligament 

(PDL) and its contents, i.e., immediate PDL compression <4-week lag time for a 

local PDL bone modeling cell population shift and mobilization sufficient to induce 

tooth movement < indefinite frontal resorption as well as undermining resorption 

with tooth movement of 1 mm per month (for translation type movement). However, 

according to Frost, the basis for understanding this phenomenon does not equate to 

mechanical stress acting upon effector cells leading to tooth movement, but rather 

on an understanding of how strain acts at other organizational levels which he termed 

the intermediary organization [30]. The lamina dura immediately adjacent to the PDL 

is cortical bone and typical trabecular bone in the medullary cavity is not. Hence, 

there are two distinctive bone microenvironments involved in tooth move- ment 

leading to increased strain which respond differently, i.e., cortical bone (inter- nal) 

remodeling does not increase significantly, while trabecular bone (surface) 

modeling activity increases dramatically. 

The prevailing pressure-tension event model is typological and flawed. 

Orthodontic research is misguided when using pressure-tension as a typological 

event [72]. Time and again the same statements are made in clinical study after 

clinical study as stated by Van Schepdael et al. [139], “Accurate prediction of orth- 

odontic tooth movement is made difficult by the high inter-patient variability and by 

the complexity of the process.” The classic, ongoing example of this is the optimal 

force question. It has been demonstrated in orthodontic literature that there are cer- 

tain thresholds of orthodontic mechanical load application beyond which controlled 

tooth movement rate or magnitudes are not affected; the threshold in beagle dogs for 

moving second premolars into extraction sites was reported as 300 cN above which 

tooth movement rate was not affected [140]. While threshold levels reported have 

varied depending on the experimental animal used, the optimal force investigation 

has been pursued repeatedly and consistently decade after decade [2, 101, 107, 146] 

yielding the same results, i.e., beyond a certain threshold of force application, tooth 

movement rate is not affected. Substantial individual variation in treatment response 

is always observed and described (mentioned) in orthodontic force magnitude stud- 

ies which cannot be explained by data gathered. 

In general, a greater strain signal has a greater effect on bone formation and 

bone resorption, but for any given strain signal, the strain signal is lower in bones 

with greater mass and is higher in bones with less mass [6, 65]. Individual sub- 

ject “robustness” represents variation in the strain response to the same level of 

stress and plays a significant role in explaining subject variation in controlled 

investigations such as optimal orthodontic force studies. In the opinion of the 

authors, a deeper understanding of the orchestrating nature of tissue strain within 

the two unique bone microenvironments in tooth movement (cortical versus tra- 

becular) should explain the inter-patient variability cited. Application of orth- 

odontic forces generates bone strain levels and hydrostatic pressures greater than 

“steady state” and initiates an adaptive response from bone; that response is in 

the form of primarily catabolic and anabolic modeling with the purpose of 

increasing strength and/or physiological competence and reducing strain back 

toward “steady-state” levels [37].
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A strain-centric model for tooth movement would include controlled orthodontic 

mechanical load (stress) and tissue strain. The load increases deformation of both 

the extracellular matrix (substrate strain) and increases extracellular fluid flow [97]. 

Alveolar bone marrow is a highly vascularized with cellular soft tissues located in 

the medullary cavity and in the pore spaces of trabecular bone. Loading of whole 

bones leads to deformation which increases the interstitial bone fluid flow creating 

a hydraulic pressure gradient in the bone marrow, and marrow cells respond to these 

mechanical stimuli [106]. Stress in the trabecular bone marrow during loading 

reaches a sufficient magnitude to affect cell mechanobiology [86]. 

The initial localized mechanical signal to bone cells does not activate remodeling 

of cortical bone lamina dura, but the increased strain and hydrostatic pressure does 

activate both anabolic and catabolic uncoupled lamina dura and trabecular modeling. 

The initial applied orthodontic force induces a decrease in strain (<100 µɛ) on the side 

of tooth movement and lamina dura remodeling is activated [83]; at the same time, 

extracellular tissue flow increases microstrain within the medullary cavity on the side 

toward the tooth movement. Catabolic modeling takes place on the medullary surface 

of the lamina dura on the side of tooth movement in response to reduced strain and 

resulting in undermining resorption; uncoupled anabolic modeling within the medul- 

lary cavity on the side of movement responds to increased medullary cavity hydraulic 

pressure (>3000 µɛ) resulting in woven bone production, medullary stiffening, and an 

increase in overall or whole-bone strength and toughness. By the time the lamina dura 

has demineralized on the side of movement by a combination of remodeling and cata- 

bolic modeling, trabecular bone has transitioned from lamellar to predominately 

woven bone which has unique material and mechanical characteristics (dense, tough 

and resists resorption). The former strength provided by the lamina dura has been 

replaced with a medullary cavity dominated by woven bone formation on the side of 

movement [83] inspired by an increased hydraulic pressure gradient [106] and medul- 

lary pressure from extracellular fluid flow and whole-bone competence. 

 
2.1.3.2  A Phenomenological TM Concept 
An organism’s biology is best understood when it is recognized that the organism 

and environment mutually participate in the event of actualization [151]. Hanley [46] 

described intentional relations in nature as phenomenology applied to the natu- ral 

sciences and Goldstein used the equation [phenomenon = organism + environ- 

ment] to explain interventions [151]. A mechanobiological approach describes the 

evolution of the structure and biological constitution, whereas a phenomenological 

approach describes the global mechanical behavior [85]. A phenomenological orth- 

odontic equation should be tooth movement = load applied + tissue strain. In tooth 

movement, stress (load) and strain (deformation) are intentional, simultaneous, and 

reciprocally related. The organism changes and the environment changes and vice 

versa; both must be consulted for understanding the biological event [151]. The 

declaration that “the stress-generated signals that are so important for normal func- 

tion have little if anything to do with the response to tooth movement” [105] is 

misinformed and ill-advised; orthodontically generated stress signals represent a 

deviation from the typical prestress of daily living.
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In orthodontic tooth movement, the environment within which the tooth move- 

ment takes place is meaningful to that activity – it is an example of the lived body 

relating to its environment [46] and best described by stress and strain as the essen- 

tial characteristics. A collection of pressure-tension descriptions is not the essence 

of understanding tooth movement – tissue strain and the lived body strength needed 

to adapt to the orthodontic load is. This “tissue strain” notion of pressure-tension 

invites, no… requires a consideration of strain variation within microenvironments 

because the events that unfold using stress–strain dynamics must be in the context 

of how much stress is employed, how much strain experienced per microenviron- 

ment, and the ever-changing temporal strength adaptations taking place. The princi- 

pal context is a lived body striving to reach equilibrium (homeostasis); it seems 

fruitless to try and build a compelling tooth movement model short of the insepa- 

rable combination of orthodontic load + tissue strain relative to the unique microen- 

vironments involved. 

We believe a rational understanding of “optimal” tooth movement resides in the 

ever-changing dynamic relationship of microstrain in the microenvironments 

involved, and it is only when these relationships are deciphered will a unifying con- 

cept of tooth movement emerge. Mechanical loads are applied at the organ-level and 

propagate to a level where cells can sense them; forces define much of the organiza- 

tion of cells [29] which in turn results in changes at the tissue level [5]. The lived 

body and its networks are in a constant state of isometric tension or tensile prestress 

(tensional integrity) in response to daily activities, gravity, etc. [56]. Mechanical 

stress (load) from an orthodontic appliance creates tissue-/cell-level strain beyond 

typical daily living leading to an increase in hard and soft tissue turnover. Strain is 

a unit-less value often expressed in terms of microstrain or µɛ wherein 0.1 % defor- 

mation = 1000 µɛ. The various tissues involved in tooth movement are more or less 

sensitive to strain changes, for example, contents of the PDL turnover at low, i.e., 

~1500 µɛ [116], trabecular bone responds to all levels of microstrain [15, 90], and 

cortical bone remodels at very low microstrain levels, i.e., <50 µɛ [34, 142], <100 µɛ 

[59] or <100–300 µɛ [83]. 

The tooth movement itself perpetuates strain until the tooth stops moving and 

malocclusion is resolved, and the host continues to adapt during the process. Hence, 

tooth movement from sustained tissue strain within the periodontium is unique and 

represents a complicated “quantum” process of energy dissipation requiring changes 

in the PDL as well as the supporting alveolar bone, tissues with different cell popu- 

lations, and modeling/remodeling (turnover) characteristics. 

In the dog study [140], it would appear that the orthodontic loads of 300 and 500 cN 

were interpreted by the host tissues with a certain degree of sameness and that “same- 

ness” may have been due to woven bone modeling. In all likelihood, local remodeling 

effector cells were turned off while modeling effector cells for woven bone were turned 

on, especially at the 300–500 cN load range. Woven bone is produced when microstrain 

levels are >3000 µɛ [43] and/or when bone strength needs to increase immediately, but 

this partially mineralized tissue is somewhat resorption resistant and it takes time for 

lamellar bone replacement. Moreover, hydraulic stiffening of marrow within the tra- 

becular bone compartments of whole bones provides additional stiffness to the overall
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bone [6]. In the orthodontic mechanical load studies cited, there was no accounting for 

whole-bone strength or robustness. The host responds to stress through a series of 

adaptive responses that help thwart future stress and, for skeletal tissue, that means 

anabolic modeling to increase bone strength [59]. If 300 and 500 cN loads elicit similar 

host responses, tooth movement rate is not affected. In this context, human physiology 

uses early environmental cues in preparing responses to future life experiences [133] 

and homeostasis is brought into the conversation. This is a phenomenological explana- 

tion based upon host stress plus tissue strain and does not encompass any particular 

underlying mechanism in physical, chemical, or molecular terms [5]. And this explana- 

tion also raises issues with regards to spatial and temporal scaling and dynamic changes 

within unique microenvironments as there are no governing principles that serve to 

explain except for a strain-centric model. 
 

 
2.2       Lessons Learned from Wound Healing 

 
Intentionally wounding, such is in surgical intervention, changes the equilibrium of 

local tissue fluids and results in transient swelling and edema. Bone tissue contains 

two types of fluid, blood, and interstitial fluid. Interstitial flow is considered to have 

a role in bone’s mechanosensory system [19, 67]. Interstitial fluid flow in bone 

results from transcortical (intramedullary) pressure gradients produced by vascular 

and hydrostatic pressure [52]; both hydrostatic pressure and mechanical loading 

serve to mediate injury-induced anabolic and catabolic bone changes [22, 48]. When 

tissue injury occurs, the equilibrium balance between intra- and extracellular fluid 

compartments can no longer be sustained, and the increases in the pressure or 

velocity of bone fluid flow act to enhance mechanotransductory signaling and ana- 

bolic bone modeling [51]. This has been demonstrated using dynamic hydraulic 

stimulation, i.e., increased compression from a cuff placed over a limb, which 

resulted in increased bone fluid flow and increased anabolic trabecular bone model- 

ing within 24–48 h of compression application [50]. 

Experimental  orthodontics  resulting  in  accelerated  tooth  movement  has 

raised awareness that the prevailing PDL cell-centric paradigm of tooth move- 

ment does not satisfactorily explain the biological changes observed when the 

periodontium is stimulated by a noxious insult like corticotomy. PDL cell medi- 

ation and undermining resorption do not readily explain observations following 

intentional alveolar injury. Explanations are inadequate for observations such as 

translation of a canine into a first premolar extraction site at the rate of 6 mm per 

month (dental distraction), or active orthodontic treatment times averaging 6 

months (selective alveolar decortication). Attempting to explain what happens 

to the cell-mediated PDL tooth movement model when the alveolus is intention- 

ally wounded offers important insight into the biology of tooth movement. Only 

when a model cannot adequately explain the experimental data set or observa- 

tions, a refinement of the model together with a change in model parameters 

seems appropriate [141].
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2.2.1    A Focus on Wound Healing 
 

Wounding, and the tissue strains and intramedullary pressures that ensue, forces an 

understanding of the interplay between space and time. Wound healing is a clear 

example of spatial processing and represents a continuum or gradient from acute 

tissue turnover to steady-state homeostasis depending upon the magnitude of the 

wound and the distance from the site of injury; the uniqueness of the physiological 

activity along that physical continuum is time-bound beginning from injury occur- 

rence [87]. Biological systems and the cells that compose them have finite size and 

age features, and decisions such as “when” to stop growing and “when” to divide are 

also inherently “where” questions [26]. A stem cell, for example, has no need to 

differentiate and divide if it is sitting within an intact tissue, but as the needs of the 

tissue change or as nearby damaged tissues are encountered, new growth becomes 

necessary; continuously monitoring the spatial environment ensures that the mecha- 

nisms inherent to cellular processes can be timed appropriately [26]. From the cell’s 

perspective, the local pressures and strain field and how it changes from the baseline 

condition is what drives adaptation; it is unlikely that the direction of loading is 

important [79]. Hence, a fuller understanding of tooth movement should emerge if 

there is a shift in focus from a cell-centric to strain-centric concept. 

 
2.2.1.1  Strain 
The magnitude of bone forming and resorbing events are controlled by intramedul- 

lary pressure or pressure gradients in the marrow milieu as it has been demonstrated 

that controlled enhancement of intramedullary pressure results in significantly 

increased trabecular bone anabolic and catabolic modeling [149]. Although a posi- 

tive effect of hydrostatic pressure on bone formation has been identified [50], the 

exact value of that pressure in human bone tissue has not been determined in vivo. 

The strains are amplified locally and the local strain maxima will constitute the true 

effective strain [110]. 

Wounding causes tissue strain and there is widespread evidence, both clinical and 

laboratory-based, that bone healing depends on the mechanical conditions at the 

injury site [87]. Tissue strain is generated because of a combination of inflam- 

matory processes and the closed or semi-closed hydrodynamic nature of host tissues 

[24, 110]. Level of mechanical injury stress applied at the time at wounding can be 

measured experimentally, but quantifying tissue strain and hydrostatic pressure is 

more complex and study of healing tissues characteristics have depended, for the 

most  part,  on  information  derived  using  finite element  modeling  [110,  141]. 

Although strain levels within tissues after wounding is not easily quantified [86, 87, 

146], response to the tissue strain incurred from injury has been analyzed using high-

resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography technology, i.e., assessment 

of in vivo bone density, and architectural and mechanical properties at the microscale 

level [22]. 

When wounding bone introduces tissue strain levels exceeding >3000 µɛ, there is 

an instant reduction in bone strength, and the time course of the change in bone 

strength and other biomechanical parameters has been calculated in humans by
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micro-finite element analysis [22]. Using the strain-centric concept, host response 

after wounding bone is focused on increasing bone strength in order to reduce healing 

strain levels, assure structural integrity and physiological competence, and eventually 

achieve maintenance strain levels consistent with homeostasis [118]. At tissue strain 

levels >3000 µɛ, cortical bone remodeling does not contribute to increased bone 

strength and increased cortical anabolic modeling adds little bone strength [34]. 

However, increased intramedullary pressure gradients result in a rapid and extensive 

upregulation of trabecular anabolic modeling and serves as a primary source of 

increased bone strength and stiffness [22]. Trabecular bone is exquisitely sensitive to 

changes in mechanical environment, adaptive turnover is initiated at very small strain 

levels [15, 90], and woven bone production would be high following bone injury [22]. 

In a study of distal radius fracture healing in women, a 10 % decrease in bone stiffness 

was observed immediate post injury accompanied by about 10 % increase in trabecu- 

lar thickness and density; the authors hypothesized that the formation of new woven 

bone in the trabecular region evident in the first weeks was the primary reason for the 

eventual post fracture improvement in bone strength [22]; woven bone mineralization 

is 50–70 % completed within a few days of apposition in humans and contributes 

significantly to bone stiffness, strength, and mechanical competence [4, 7, 20]. 

Lamellar bone is slowly formed in the adaptive threshold range (1000–2500 µɛ), 

highly organized with parallel layers or lamellae that make it stronger (anisotropic 

property) than woven bone; woven bone is poorly organized with a more or less 

random arrangement of collagen fibers and mineral crystals [24, 138]. Woven bone 

forms as a dose-dependent response to tissue strain after wounding bone [73, 138, 

155]. Woven bone is quickly formed when a threshold value of strain is exceeded 

[34, 134] and under conditions where a rapid rate of matrix deposition is needed 

[138]; the high strains associated with lamellar/woven bone transition has been esti- 

mated at ~5000 µɛ [132]. Intramedullary woven bone forms de novo when mechani- 

cal strains were significantly elevated [9], a robust woven bone response can be 

expected within 7 days [73] after wounding and complete recovery of bone strength, 

and stiffness can be expected after 14 days [76] (Fig. 2.1). 

 
2.2.1.2  Microenvironments 
The ability to respond to injury and to repair is a fundamental property of almost all 

tissues, and two host characteristics during wound healing are important in an 

understanding of tissue strain reduction: microenvironments [87, 95, 121] and tis- 

sue turnover [29, 87], and both are best understood in the context of spatiotemporal 

scales [26]. The mechanical conditions local to the injury site, the strain microenvi- 

ronments, are the stimuli responsible for guiding formation of different skeletal and 

nonskeletal tissues, and healing outcome is related to strain microenvironment; 

lower tensile strains are associated with bone formation [87]. The healing stages 

after wounding serve to refocus energy to reduce tissue strain by creating effective 

microenvironments that support essential functions [41, 44, 69, 75, 103, 126]. For 

example, aseptic inflammation and angiogenesis support increases in anabolic mod- 

eling which, in turn, increases bone strength and reduces local tissue strain. In self- 

limiting wound repair, host response varies according to distance from most severe
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Fig. 2.1   A diagram illustrating the relationship of strains and adaptive responses. Note that osse- 

ous microstrain environment consistent with orthodontic tooth movement likely represented by 

1500–3000 µɛ and that alveolar corticotomy plus tooth movement is likely represented by 3000– 

8000 µɛ (Redrawn and adapted from Jee [59]) 
 

 

injury scaled according to time since the injury occurred [29, 66, 125], and repair 

mechanisms and pathways are defined by the tissues of the microenvironment 

involved in the injury [95]. 

 
2.2.1.3  Turnover 
Wound healing literature emphasizes the metabolic upregulation (turnover) of tis- 

sues, termed regional acceleratory phenomena or RAP, and microenvironments are 

affected along the spatiotemporal scale [29, 32, 33, 35, 142]. The catabolic and 

anabolic upregulation is very site-specific and only those regions within the indi- 

vidual loaded bone that experience sufficient microstrain adapt [34, 148]. Injury 

represents an abrupt external change forcing the host to seek a condition of equilib- 

rium or stability within its internal environment (homeostasis) as a means of dealing 

with a noxa. Elevated strain in the range >1500 microstrain (µɛ) results in increased 

activation frequency of modeling with more sites undergoing formation processes 

than resorption processes [8, 9]; lamellar apposition is less affected than woven bone 

formation when microstrain is >3000 µɛ [80]. Histological evidence in long bone 

studies indicate that the cellular proliferation and angiogenic responses are different 

between conditions related to woven bone formation and conditions related to 

lamellar bone formation. The expression profiles demonstrate an earlier and more 

robust gene activation following higher tissue strains leading to woven bone forma- 

tion and a later, lesser response following lower tissue strains leading to lamellar 

bone formation [80]. Hydrostatic pressure increases from intentional wounding,
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such as in the case of alveolar decortication, would result in dramatically increased 

anabolic modeling and woven bone production along a spatial gradient [83, 84] 

because cancellous bone is exquisitely sensitive to mechanical stimulation [15]. 

Elevated strain did not lead to increased remodeling activation resulting in 

increased bone mass nor was there evidence that elevated strain changes the indi- 

vidual vigor of osteoclasts or osteoblasts, or that the sigma period was altered [9]. 

As mentioned previously, in the same bone at the same time, modeling and remod- 

eling can respond in opposite ways to the same stimulus [37]; microstrains >3000 µɛ 

turns on trabecular, periosteal, and endosteal modeling and turns off cortical haver- 

sian bone remodeling. There is a positive correlation between the initially applied 

peak strain and the rate of healing and bone stiffening [18]. 

Scales of space come into play because the intensity of the biological processes 

and physiological events (turnover) in host tissues decrease as a function of distance 

from the precise point or location of injury [29, 66, 125] and the spatial tissue gradi- 

ent scale is influenced by the magnitude of the injury [87, 138]. The greatest tissue 

turnover (activity level) will be closest to the point of injury and the tissue turnover 

within that mechanical microenvironment is proportionate to injury magnitude [29, 

155]. Formation of the different tissue types occurs in distinct strain microenviron- 

ments and the type of tissue formed is correlated most strongly to the local magni- 

tudes of tissue strain [87]; that woven bone response that is scaled to the severity of 

injury indicates that woven bone formation is a well-regulated response to skeletal 

injury or to elevated mechanical strain [138]. 
 

 
2.2.2  Wound Healing and Orthodontic Tooth Movement 

in Perspective 
 

Orthodontic force application resulting in tooth movement is a stimulus (arguably a 

mild form of wounding) that causes tissue strain at the >1000–2500 µɛ range, and 

repair processes are initiated purposefully aimed at returning the host to a state of 

homeostasis [128]. But tissue changes secondary to orthodontic mechanical stress 

are subtle compared to the scope and degree of tissue change subsequent to the stains 

introduced by tissue wounding of >3000 µɛ. Wounding and orthodontic force 

application both create tissue strain, but the border between a noxa (wounding) and 

a mechanical stimulus (orthodontics) resulting in anabolic modeling has not yet been 

established [83]. The strain levels perceived as trauma are likely to be the same as the 

strain levels perceived as mechanical stress provoking a structural adaptation to 

mechanical usage [83]. The magnitude of tissue strain created by corticotomy 

surgery will exceed the tissue strain produced by orthodontic mechanical stress 

alone, i.e., the host response will be scaled to wounding strain levels and increased 

hydrostatic pressure, surgery site location, magnitude of surgical insult, and time; 

host response will not be scaled to orthodontic stress values. 

In a wound, strain, and increased hydrostatic pressure are produced at the site of 

injury, bone healing depends on the mechanical conditions at the injury site [87]. At 

the cellular level, a wound forms a blood clot which initiates a cascade of events, 

including inflammation: immune cells arrive at the wound site to prevent infection
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and to remove debris followed by fibroblast proliferation, extracellular matrix 

(ECM) modeling, angiogenesis, and the deposition of new connective tissue, other- 

wise known as granulation tissue, a callus, or a scar [3, 104, 119, 127]. In healthy 

individuals who are injured, repair results in once functional tissue becoming a patch 

of cells, mainly fibroblasts, and disorganized extracellular matrix, mainly col- lagen 

[44]. In conventional orthodontic tooth movement, the mechanical stress is translated 

into tissue strain evoking an aseptic inflammatory response in the PDL 

microenvironment. And except for the clot formation, host response to orthodontic 

force application appears remarkably like the response to a wound leading to hya- 

linization followed by macrophage debris removal, angiogenesis, and revitalization 

of the PDL, but with a less intense spatiotemporal scale. 

The microenvironments of particular interest in orthodontics are the PDL and 

trabecular bone which demand attention to principles of mechanobiology [74, 89]. 

If orthodontic tooth movement can be regarded as subclinical wounding, tooth 

movement secondary to reactivated orthodontic appliance adjustments has the 

effects of persistent wound signals invoking greater quantums of trabecular bone 

modeling activity [100] resulting in greater alveolar bone turnover [59, 142]. Verna 

and Melsen [144] manipulated alveolar bone turnover and reported greater rate and 

amount of tooth movement in high-turnover conditions [143, 144]. 
 

 
2.2.3    Alveolar Corticotomy and Orthodontics 

 
Use of alveolar corticotomy to facilitate tooth movement dates back to late nine- 

teenth century, but the treatment strategy lay fallow until the early 1950s when it was 

reintroduced as a corticotomy-osteotomy technique [60]. Alveolar corticotomy 

alone, i.e., without osteotomy, was reported in 1976 in the treatment of openbite 

malocclusion [40], and alveolar corticotomy with augmentation bone grafting was 

introduced in 2001 [92, 152, 153]. The effect of the combined hydrostatic pressure 

and tissue strain from selective alveolar decortication plus orthodontic force is 

unknown but strain most certainly exceeds the micro-damage range (>3000 µɛ) 

compared  to  orthodontic  treatment  alone  (1000–3000  µɛ). Following  alveolar 

decortication, catabolic modeling of trabecular bone and transient osteopenia in the 

medullary space [66, 125] serves to increase intramedullary pressure which further 

stimulates anabolic modeling and woven bone production [22]. Increased woven 

bone production [91] later remineralizes with no net bone matrix loss [66]; the time 

course for this is approximately 11 weeks in rats when no tooth movement is 

involved [125]. Trabecular bone is exquisitely sensitive to mechanical stimulation 

and suggests that the mechanical environment is a major determinant of the physi- 

ological behavior of mammalian cancellous bone [15]. Trabecular bone serves a 

metabolic function and turnover is very rapid following corticotomy [66, 112, 125]. 

Trabecular bone is also the tissue that, when calcified, serves as resistance or a bar- 

rier to tooth movement [143]. However, when the trabecular bone is demineralized, 

it is the closed or semi-closed hydrodynamic environment and the inherent strain- 

dependent signaling driven, in part, by moving teeth that controls rate and magni- 

tude of tooth movement.
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Given the complexity of the wound repair process, it is remarkable that repair rarely 

becomes uncontrolled [44, 64]. Wounded tissues change because there is continuing, 

persistent, declining strain and hydrostatic pressure until the system reaches steady- 

state equilibrium [12]. The clinical technique of alveolar corticotomy and orthodontic 

tooth movement is unique in that periodontal tissues intentionally wounded cannot 

completely repair until the tooth movement stops. The only other technique similar in 

man is distraction osteogenesis and its periodontal equivalent, dental distraction [71]. 

If a subclinical wounding technique (orthodontic tooth movement) is superimposed 

upon an intentional surgical wounding technique (alveolar corticotomy), the repair pro- 

cesses surrounding the moving teeth are functioning appropriate to tissue strains 

~3000–8000 µɛ and this is a microenvironment of trabecular bone modeling and woven 

bone. Following any significant injury, bone strength immediately decreases and the 

space that is occupied by woven bone becomes maximized at about 7 days after the 

injury. However, between 7 and 14 days, bone strength nearly doubles and presurgical 

bone strength is reattained due to the rapid mineralization of woven bone [138]. Teeth 

moving during woven bone formation will be more rapid than teeth moving during 

lamellar bone formation because woven bone is hypomineralized, and as long as the 

teeth keep moving, the woven bone cannot fully mature (mineralize). After a few 

weeks of healing, moving teeth reach a more mineralized microenvironment and tooth 

movement slows to a microenvironment dictated by lamellar bone formation. This 

explains why the accelerated translation tooth movement lasts only 6–8 weeks in large 

experimental animals [14, 55, 91, 123, 124] and in humans [1]. 

Decortication creates greater than minimum effective micro-damage strain (>3000 

µɛ) within a viscoelastic/poroelastic environment resulting in deformation of cells and 

tissues and increases in intramedullary pressure. This creates a progenitor 

microenvironment favoring trabecular bone modeling and a woven bone response 

scaled to the level of initial bone damage that increases tissue strength [138]. Because 

trabecular bone is thin, catabolic modeling (A-R) plays the key role in demineraliza- 

tion. Following alveolar decortication, the trabecular bone anabolic modeling is 

upregulated at least two to three times greater [125]. Frost [29, 34, 35] described 

regional acceleratory phenomenon denoting that the exuberant local response 

increases strength and reduces strain. The medullary cavity microenvironment after 

corticotomy is richly vascularized and replete with osteoblast progenitors high in 

osteoid production, but the PDL prevents mineralization of the woven bone sur- 

rounding moving teeth until tooth movement ceases. By day 14 after injury, the 

woven bone tissue is still relatively hypomineralized compared with cortical bone, 

but other spectroscopic features of the mineral and collagen of 14-day woven bone 

are equivalent or only modestly different from mature cortical bone [138]. After teeth 

stop moving, the partially mineralized woven bone provides a scaffold for additional 

bone deposition and woven bone is eventually converted into lamellar bone [42]. 

Bone strength increases via anabolic modeling with lamellar bone production on 

subperiosteal surfaces, but the contribution of woven bone produced within the med- 

ullary space most certainly contributes the greatest amount to bone strength. 

It has been proposed that orchestration of these complex series of events is beyond 

the cell level and is the responsibility of the intermediary organization [29].
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Alveolar decortication that dramatically influences the role of an intermediary orga- 

nization in orchestrating subsequent events is unknown and uninvestigated. Strain- 

dependent and hydrostatic pressure-dependent signaling under conditions of tooth 

movement following decortication with effective tissue strain levels exceeding 

micro-damage level (>3000 µɛ) can only be surmised. 
 

 
2.3       A Unifying Model: Tissue Strain 

 
All of the mechanobiological cell-centric models for tooth movement described from 

the mid-2000s to present [53, 61–63, 77, 78, 82, 139, 154, 156] are assembled on 

reductionist data gathered on objective bodies or physiological entities through third-

person methodologies [151] within the context of the prevailing pressure-ten- sion 

tooth movement model. None of these tooth movement models to date reflect the 

lived or phenomenal body through first-person research methodologies [151], i.e., 

none reflect that the human body is sensitive to energy flow and that the dynamic 

strength changes interpreted by the musculoskeletal system is what drives the host 

demand to preserve mechanical and physiological competence. 

None of the models proposed in orthodontic literature to date give serious consid- 

eration to the orchestrating influences of stress-induced microenvironments and to 

minimum effective strains [26, 30, 34, 38] that are capable of switching on and off 

stimulus–cell and cell–cell mechanisms. Tissue strain was discussed in these accounts 

as a mediating factor but it was the central role of the cells that prevailed. For example, 

the mechanobiological model proposed by Henneman [47] has been used to describe 

tooth movement in four stages after orthodontic force application oriented at the cell: 

(1) immediate matrix strain and fluid flow in both PDL and alveolar bone tissues; (2) 

cell deformation resulting from matrix strain; (3) cell activation and differentiation in 

response to cell deformation, i.e., fibroblasts and osteoblasts in the PDL and osteo- 

cytes in the bone; and (4) bone modeling and remodeling, i.e., apposition and resorp- 

tion, enabling tooth movement. Likewise, the mechanobiological model proposed by 

Van Schepdael et al. [139] predicted tooth movement based on the activity of PDL 

cells by considering nine coupled nonlinear partial differential equations and two dis- 

tinct signaling pathway. The molecular biological account for accelerated tooth move- 

ment proposed by Huang [53] likewise reverts to the cell-centric, compression-tension 

orientation with some mention of tissue strain and fluid flow. 

It has been made clear during the past 15 years that physical factors beyond 

orthodontic loads such as corticotomy surgery may be used to improve or accelerate 

tissue turnover and accelerate tooth movement. Mechanical stimuli whether it be 

stretch, compression, pressure, or enhanced perfusion/transport can greatly enhance 

matrix formation in the context of tissue engineering [43]. Alveolar decortication 

as a functional tissue engineering technique forces attention to which mechanobio- 

logical properties are the most important in understanding of tooth movement in both 

native and repair tissues. And it is clear that catabolic and anabolic modeling of 

trabecular bone is the number one priority activity in tooth movement with and 

without accelerated orthodontic technique.
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Native tissues are in-and-of-themselves complex in architecture and behavior. 

Functional tissue engineering techniques such as alveolar decortication show that 

repair tissues experience an altered mechanical environment. Compared to native 

tissues, there is an upregulation of activity and physiology as well as differences in 

mechanical properties. Superimposing engineered tissue repair onto tooth move- 

ment introduces time- and spatially varying stresses, strains, fluid pressure, fluid 

flow, and other biophysical parameters [43]. Knowledge of the mechanobiological 

context in which normal and repair tissues strive for homeostasis is essential, and 

that context is the range and history of stresses and strains placed on tissues and a 

thorough understanding of mechanical “thresholds” [34]. Orthopedist Harold Frost 

[27] was the first to articulate the importance of functional bone strain as a control- 

ling stimulus for bone architecture, a relationship that has come to be known as the 

mechanostat [29, 31, 34, 59, 132]. Those adapting Frost’s mechanostat to orthodon- 

tics by portraying the concept graphically were Melsen [84], Roberts [112, 115], 

Tyrovola [136], and Verna [142]. 

Host tissues are strain dependent. Response to tissue strain is aimed at preserving 

load-bearing structural integrity and physiological competence of skeletal tissues so 

signaling for bone modeling is likely turned on because increased bone strength is 

needed to reduce future strain demands on the skeleton [36, 87]. The prime objec- 

tive of bone’s adaptive modeling and remodeling activities is to produce a mass and 

arrangement of bone tissue in which functional loads produce strains that are appro- 

priate in both their distribution and magnitude [118]. The biologic “machinery” that 

determines skeletal strength forms a tissue-level negative feedback system and 

monitors bone metabolism [29, 38]. These signals give rise to sophisticated and 

distinct biomechanical and biophysical environments at the pericellular (micro- 

scopic) and collagen/mineral molecular (nanoscopic) levels, which are the direct 

stimulations that positively influence bone adaptation [110]. 

Tissue strain concept is a unifying concept that is posited for the lived body 

wherein host tissues are governed by minimum effective strain levels that account 

for individual variation. In the context of orthodontic tooth movement, bone model- 

ing is the dominant adaptive response to increased loads and the changes in tissue 

strains and intramedullary hydrostatic pressures resulting [132]. Even the slightest 

of strain increases produce an adaptive response in which bone apposition occurs 

practically unaccompanied by bone resorption [118]. It is postulated that strain- 

centered anabolic and catabolic modeling are the predominate characteristics of 

orthodontic tooth movement. Sugiyama et al. [132] suggests that bone mass/strength 

increases in a progressive, essentially linear relation with increasing strain-related 

stimulus derived from functional loading (Fig. 2.2). Where dynamic strains exceed 

a minimum effective skeletal modeling threshold range, mechanically controlled 

modeling turns on [132] to increase the local strength and reduce later strains 

(Fig. 2.2); adaptive modeling increases strength by adding more tissue and/or 

changing a structure’s micro- or macro-architecture [29, 30, 36]. 

Orthodontic tooth movement probably induces alveolar bone strains ranging from 

about 1500 to 3000 µɛ and would be generally within the adaptive-mild over- load 

or physiologic range. Alveolar corticotomy surgery most assuredly induces
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Fig. 2.2   A schematic diagram illustrating the progressive, essentially linear increase in bone 

mass/strength with increasing strain-related stimulus derived from functional load-bearing. In a 

bone that has already adapted to any level of load-bearing, any increase or decrease in strain- related 

stimulus will be associated with an increase or a decrease, respectively, in bone mass/ strength. At 

one extreme, bone loss will continue until a genetically determined minimum level is achieved. At 

the other extreme, the osteogenic response to loading will involve exuberant woven bone formation. 

This level of strain will probably be associated with increased levels of micro- damage. MES 

minimum effective strain (From Sugiyama et al. [132]) 
 

 
 

strain conditions exceeding the minimum effective micro-damage or overload 

threshold range, i.e., >3000 µɛ (Fig. 2.1). It is surmised that high strain levels post 

corticotomy surgery supersede tooth movement strain levels and therefore becomes 

the prevailing strain-directing mechanobiological activity. The cellular response to 

orthodontic force after alveolar corticotomy is categorically different because the 

PDL and osseous microenvironments, with and without decortication surgery, differ 

substantially. When bone strain is high (>3000 µɛ), bone mass and strength gains 

need to be high and swift. Woven bone production, in contrast to lamellar bone 

production, provides the greatest osteogenic gain and signifies response to high 

strain in the micro-damage range [73, 131]. Alveolar bone injury acquired by decor- 

tication certainly triggers a woven bone response that leads to a functional repair of 

whole-bone strength, and the woven bone response is damage-dependent, i.e., woven 

bone increases with increasing damage [73, 131]. 

The tissue strain-dependent hypothesis is that orthodontic appliance forces will 

be sensed as quantum energy and mechanical signals related to bone strength at 

various intermediary organization levels which will stimulate the guiding influences 

for micro- and nano-environment adaptation. In the beagle dog force threshold case
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described above, the superimposition or decortication surgery and tissue strains 

exceeding micro-damage strain threshold (>3000 µɛ) would create a microenviron- 

ment that supersedes the tissue strain influences of tooth movement (1500–3000 µɛ). 

Tooth movement adjacent to the decortication is rapid [1, 14, 55, 91, 123, 124] 

because demineralization of trabecular bone is rapid as is the production of woven 

bone which does not impede accelerated tooth movement as long as teeth are mov- 

ing and the osteoid cannot mineralize. The mechanical strain and hydrostatic pres- 

sure created from the surgical wounding affects tissues of the PDL and beyond; the 

greater the amount and/or magnitude of the surgery, the greater the area influenced. 

Whole-bone strain following decortication perceived in the micro-damage thresh- 

old range creates RAP [38, 70, 142] and potentiates modeling of the trabecular bone; 

all metabolic activities within that region will be affected including the PDL and 

tooth movement (Table 2.1). 
 

 
Table 2.1 Relationship between the strain-dependent theory and orthodontics-only and 

orthodontics + alveolar decortication 

Strain-dependent tissue influences and guiding at intermediary bone level 

 Periodontal ligament space Medullary cavity  

 Ortho + decort Ortho only 

 
 
Ortho 

Ortho only 
(1–2 Kµɛ modeling 

strain and lamellar 

(3–8 Kµɛ micro- 
damage strain and 

woven bone 

(1–2 Kµɛ 
modeling strain 

and lamellar 

Ortho + decort 
(3–8 Kµɛ micro- 

damage strain and 

load apposition) created) apposition) woven bone created) 

Initial Compressed Compressed .3 mm; Steady state RAP; increased 

 .3 mm; ischemia angiogenesis  cellular activity 

 Mostly steady RAP; angiogenesis; 

state; initial modeling and 

lamina dura increased cellular 

undermining activities; 

resorption undermining 

 resorption of lamina 

 dura 

Steady state; signs RAP; extensive 

of lamina dura angiogenesis; active 

undermining modeling activities; 

resorption little calcified bone; 

 no lamina dura 

Noticeable RAP; ample osteoid 

undermining leading to woven 

resorption; bone; no calcified 

modeling near bone 

PDL  
Undermining RAP; ample woven 

resorption; lamina bone beginning to 

dura disappears; calcify at sites 

modeling distant from the 

 moving tooth 

Lamellar bone Woven bone 

modeling modeling 
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A seminal orthodontic article entitled, in part, Biology of Biomechanics, was 

recently published reflecting a physics-over-biology point of view [116]. Finite ele- 

ment analysis (FEA) was used to model en masse retraction of the mandibular arch 

in the conservative treatment of a skeletal Class III malocclusion. It was concluded 

that instantaneous FEA, as modeled in the article, could be used to reasonably pre- 

dict the clinical results of an applied orthodontic load. The FEA formulation using 

a priori strain levels as best understood within the PDL at rest does not, however, 

account for the variations from individual to individual or the dynamic spatiotem- 

poral changes in load variations or vacillations in tissue strain levels during adapta- 

tion. The lead author, following a lifetime of research on the dynamics of orthodontic 

tooth movement, adroitly points out that measuring tissue strain is simply not reli- 

able, possible, or practical and that the appropriate, noninvasive tissue strain mea- 

suring technology has simply not evolved. The reverse engineering approach, 

represented in the Biology of Biomechanics, is a conceptual breakthrough but still 

does not explain the observations of inter-patient variability or adequately explain 

the experimental data sets and observations made in the multitude of clinical orth- 

odontic articles. Perhaps a tissue strain-centric model for tooth movement mechano- 

biology is a holy grail – but it is a unifying concept worth pursuing. 
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Abstract 

Understanding the molecular and cellular events during orthodontic tooth 

movement can greatly impact daily orthodontic practice. Selecting the most 

appropriate force magnitude, knowing precise tooth movement, optimizing 

activation intervals, preventing side effects, and, most importantly, develop- ing 

techniques that increase the rate of tooth movement are all influenced by this 

understanding. These events can be divided into two main phases, a 
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catabolic phase, where osteoclast-driven bone resorption determines the rate of 

tooth movement, and an anabolic phase, where osteoblast-driven bone for- 

mation reestablishes and maintains alveolar bone integrity of the new occlu- 

sion. These two phases are not simultaneous or independent – the catabolic 

phase is required and always precedes the anabolic phase. We call this bio- 

logical phenomenon the Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement. While cyto- 

kines play an important role in initiating the catabolic phase, interaction 

between osteoclasts and osteoblasts regulates the anabolic phase. Therefore, 

to increase the rate of tooth movement, acceleration techniques must focus first 

on producing higher cytokine activity and second on enhancing osteo- clast 

and osteoblast interactions to expand the boundary of tooth movement and 

maintain the integrity of alveolar bone in the newly established occlusion. In 

this chapter, we will review the events of both catabolic and anabolic 

phases of treatment and how to manipulate them to enhance orthodontic 

outcomes. 
 
 

 
3.1       Introduction 

 
The foundation of orthodontics relies on stimulating the movement of teeth through 

alveolar bone. This movement is initiated in response to application of orthodontic 

forces. While this is a daily reality of any orthodontic treatment, optimizing this 

movement and reducing potential risk factors remain the main challenges for 

researchers. To address these challenges, understanding the biology of tooth move- 

ment is fundamental. 

It is generally accepted that for orthodontic force to move a tooth, bone resorp- 

tion should be activated to remove the bone in the compressive path of movement, 

while bone formation should follow on the opposite tension side of the tooth to 

maintain the integrity of alveolar bone. It is important to understand that the rate of 

bone resorption controls the rate of tooth movement, while the rate of bone forma- 

tion determines the success of treatment. Based on these concepts, the biological 

events of orthodontic tooth movement can be divided into two main phases: a cata- 

bolic phase when bone resorption occurs and an anabolic phase when bone forma- 

tion occurs. 

In spite of clarity in the overall cellular and histological events of orthodontic 

movement, the mechanism behind these events is ambiguous. Some of the questions 

that remain less agreed upon include the following: How are bone resorption and 

formation activated in response to orthodontic forces? Are these events the direct 

effect of mechanical stimulation induced by orthodontic forces, or are there indirect 

mediators of orthodontic tooth movement? Does the periodontal ligament (PDL) 

play a role in controlling the rate of tooth movement? How can the catabolic and 

anabolic effects of orthodontic forces be increased when needed? To address these 

questions, a general understanding of how each type of bone cell functions is 

necessary.
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3.2       Bone Cells and Their Role in the Biology of Tooth 
Movement 

 
Three types of bone cells play a significant role in the biology of tooth movement: 

osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts. Osteoblasts are mononuclear cells found 

along the surface of bones. They are derived from mesenchymal stem cells in the 

bone marrow and synthesize collagenous and non-collagenous proteins that com- 

prise the organic bone matrix, the osteoid. Inactive osteoblasts that cover bone sur- 

faces, particularly in the adult skeleton, are called bone lining cells. These cells are 

quiescent until growth factors or other anabolic stimuli induce their proliferation and 

differentiation into cuboidal osteoblasts. Osteoblasts are the main cells partici- 

pating in the anabolic phase of orthodontic tooth movement with a limited role dur- 

ing catabolic phase. 

Osteocytes are mature osteoblasts embedded in lacunae within the bone matrix. 

Although immobile, osteocytes possess exquisitely fine processes, which traverse 

the mineralized matrix in tunnels called canaliculi, to make contact with other 

osteocytes, as well as with osteoblasts residing on the bone surface. Given their 

preponderance in the bone, and their intricate three-dimensional network, osteo- 

cytes are key mechanosensors that recognize mechanical load and, by regulating 

osteoclast and osteoblast activity, reshape the bone to fit the mechanical demand. 

The mechanism by which mechanical stimulation activates osteocytes is not clear. 

Loading of bone under physiologic condition results in strain, or deformation, in the 

bone matrix and the lacunae and canaliculi that surround the osteocytes. Some authors 

suggest that it is the magnitude of the matrix deformation (strain) that trig- gers bone 

remodeling [27]. Conversely, others argue that load itself is not the main ostoeogenic 

component of mechanical stimulation, but, instead, load by-products such as strain 

rate [29], strain distribution [36], or fluid flow [31] are the primary remodeling 

initiators. While this controversy remains under active investigation, there is 

consensus that mechanical stimulation is detected by osteocytes via fluid shear stress 

produced by increased fluid flow in the lacunocanalicular system and electrical 

strain potentials. These responses to mechanical load activate osteocytes to secrete 

key factors, such as prostaglandins, nitric oxide, or insulin-like growth factors 

(IGFs), which then activate osteoclasts and osteoblasts in a tightly synchro- nized 

biological phenomenon called bone remodeling. 

While it is clear that osteocytes are critical for normal bone remodeling, the pre- 

cise role they play in the biology of tooth movement is unknown. They may play a 

role in the catabolic phase of movement by activating osteoclasts. However, it is 

more probable that they play a role in the anabolic phase by coordinating osteoblast 

activation. 

The last cell type that plays a significant role in orthodontic tooth movement is the 

osteoclast, which is the major bone resorbing cell. Osteoclasts are specialized mono- 

cyte/macrophage family members, formed by the fusion of numerous monocytic 

precursors to create giant multinucleated cells. Terminal differentiation in this lin- 

eage is characterized by the acquisition of mature phenotypic markers, such as the 

calcitonin receptor, tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP), and cathepsin K, and
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the appearance of a ruffled border rich in proton pumps that acidify the bone surface 

to which the cells are attached, resulting in resorption pits. 

Osteoclasts play an important role in the catabolic phase of orthodontic tooth 

movement. In fact, it is osteoclasts that control the rate of bone resorption and, 

therefore, the rate of tooth movement. However, osteoclasts do not function inde- 

pendently. In fact, they require signals from other cells for their precursor recruit- 

ment, maturation, activation, and targeted, site-specific bone resorption. The 

consequences of unregulated osteoclast activation would be catastrophic as bone 

resorption would proceed unchecked producing weakened bone and fractures. 

Consequently, osteoclasts cannot be considered the direct target of orthodontic 

forces. Instead, the upstream events that control osteoclast formation and activation 

must be the main target. We have compiled the scientific evidence to support a new 

Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement. 
 

 
3.3       Catabolic Phase of Orthodontic Tooth Movement 

 
3.3.1    Theories on Initiation of Tooth Movement 

 
Orthodontic forces produce different types of movement depending on the magni- 

tude of forces and couples applied to the teeth. Each type of tooth movement causes 

a specific pattern of stress distribution in different areas of the PDL and alveolar 

bone. It is widely accepted that the areas experiencing the highest compression 

stresses are the ones that undergo the highest levels of osteoclastic bone resorption. 

During recent years, many theories have been developed to explain the initial events 

of orthodontic tooth movement leading to osteoclast activation in these compression 

sites. In general, these theories split into two camps: one proposes that bone cells 

(more specifically osteocytes) are the direct target of orthodontic forces (direct 

view), while the other proposes that the PDL is the key target of treatment (indirect 

view). However, there is agreement in both theories that osteoclasts are the final cells 

that resorb bone and, therefore, are the cells that control the rate of tooth movement. 

Using the research on weight-bearing bone as the basis of the direct view hypoth- 

esis, its proponents claim that there are two mechanisms by which direct loading 

may activate osteocytes. In the first mechanism, when mechanical stimulation is at 

physiologic levels, osteocytes recognize the different components of mechanical 

stimulation (such as matrix deformation) and direct the bone remodeling machinery 

by triggering osteoclast to remove the old bone structure and rebuild new load- 

friendly bone by activating osteoblasts. According to this mechanism, orthodontic 

tooth movement can be considered a physiologic adaptation to mechanical stimula- 

tion induced by orthodontic forces. In the second mechanism, when mechanical 

stimulation is at higher (pathologic) load levels, microfractures appear in the matrix 

that are recognized by osteocytes, which then activate the remodeling machinery. In
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this mechanism, orthodontic tooth movement is considered a response to trauma 

caused by orthodontic forces. 

While the osteocyte-driven bone remodeling response to physiologic or patho- 

logic levels of forces is supported by data derived from studies of weight-bearing 

bones, this theory of bone remodeling in response to orthodontic forces is question- 

able. Experiments in long bones and alveolar bone demonstrate that at physiologic 

levels, osteocytes do not recognize static forces [3, 35]. This argues against consid- 

ering orthodontic tooth movement a physiologic adaptation to mechanical stimula- 

tion, since orthodontic forces are mostly static rather than intermittent. Supporting 

this idea, the application of orthodontic forces to dental implants used as anchorage 

during orthodontics treatment does not induce movement of the implant. 

Can orthodontic forces stimulate tooth movement by inducing microfractures in 

the bone? While microfractures occur in response to orthodontic forces [42], the pos- 

sibility that it is the main mechanism of tooth movement is low. The fact that orth- 

odontic force cannot move an ankylosed tooth demonstrates that microfractures are 

not the main triggers for tooth movement. Moreover, the relationship between force 

magnitude and tooth movement is not linear, and soon after applying orthodontic 

force, the bone remodeling rate reaches a saturation point. If microfractures are the 

trigger for tooth movement, one would expect higher forces should increase the rate 

of movement without a saturation of the response [1, 2]. It should be emphasized that 

while application of higher magnitude force (at the pathologic level) may damage the 

bone around an implant significantly to the point of implant failure, the stronger 

forces do not move the implant in bone. Coupled with the fact that the lower, physi- 

ologic, magnitude of force is applied during clinical orthodontics strongly suggests 

that microfractures are not the trigger for orthodontic tooth movement. 

Supporters of the indirect view of tooth movement propose that the PDL is the 

primary target of orthodontic forces. Consider the impossibility of moving an anky- 

losed tooth, which lacks a PDL. Based on this proposal, the PDL exhibits areas of 

compression and tension in response to orthodontic forces. If the duration of force 

application is limited to a few seconds (i.e., is intermittent), the incompressible tis- 

sue fluid prevents quick displacement of the tooth within the PDL space. However, 

if the force on a tooth is maintained (i.e., is static, as in orthodontic treatment), the 

fluid is squeezed out of the PDL, providing space for tooth displacement in the 

socket and further compression of the PDL. The immediate result of this displace- 

ment is blood vessel constriction in the compression site. The resulting decreased 

blood  flow would  cause  a  decrease  in  nutrient  and  oxygen  levels  (hypoxia). 

Depending on the magnitude of pressure and blood flow impairment, some of the 

cells go through apoptosis, while other cells die nonspecifically, resulting in an area 

of necrosis that is identified histologically as the cell-free zone. It should be empha- 

sized that apoptotic or necrotic changes are not limited to PDL cells and some of 

the osteoblasts and osteocytes in adjacent alveolar bone also die in response to 

orthodontic forces. This sequence of events leads to an aseptic, acute inflammatory 

response with the early release of chemokines from local cells (Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1   Cytokines regulate osteoclastogenesis. Cytokines are mediators of osteoclastogenesis 

with important roles at different stages of this process. Some of these cytokines produced by local 

cells bind to receptors on the surface of osteoclast precursor cells to induce their differentiation into 

osteoclasts (RANKL, TNF-α), while others directly stimulate osteoclast activation (RANKL, IL1). 

Additionally, local cells can also downregulate osteoclastogenesis by producing a RANKL decoy 

receptor, osteoprotegerin (OPG) 

 
Chemokines are small proteins released by local cells that can attract other cells 

to the area. The release of chemokines in response to orthodontic forces facilitates 

expression of adhesion molecules in blood vessels and stimulates further recruit- 

ment of inflammatory and precursor cells from the microvasculature into the extra- 

vascular space. Given their strong biological influence on localized cellular activity, 

it is important to discuss chemokines in the context of the biology of tooth move- 

ment and to demonstrate the role they play in our Biphasic Theory of Tooth 

Movement. 
 

 
3.3.2    Initial Aseptic Inflammatory Response 

 
One of the chemokines that is released during tooth movement is monocyte che- 

moattractant protein-1 (MCP-1 or CCL2) [40], which plays an important role in 

recruiting monocytes from the bloodstream to enter the surrounding tissue where 

they become tissue macrophages or, importantly to us, osteoclasts. Similarly, the 

release of CCL3 [9] and CCL5 (RANTES) [6] during orthodontic tooth movement 

leads to osteoclast recruitment and activation.
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Within the first few hours of orthodontic treatment, there is further release of a 

broad spectrum of inflammatory mediators. Thus, in addition to chemokines, cyto- 

kines are also released during orthodontic treatment. These extracellular proteins 

play an important role in regulating the inflammatory process. Many cytokines are 

proinflammatory and help to amplify or maintain the inflammatory response and 

activation of bone resorption machinery. Importantly, some cytokines are anti- 

inflammatory, thereby preventing unrestrained progression of the inflammatory 

response. The main proinflammatory cytokines that are released during orthodontic 

tooth movement are IL-1α, IL-1β, TNF-α, and IL-6 [13]. These cytokines are 

produced by inflammatory cells such as macrophages and by local cells such as 

osteoblasts, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells. 

Another series of inflammatory mediators that are released during orthodontic 

tooth movement are prostaglandins (PGs) and neuropeptides. PGs are derived from 

arachidonic acid metabolism and can mediate virtually every step of inflammation 

such as vasodilation, increase vascular permeability, and adhesion of inflammatory 

cells. During orthodontic tooth movement, these mediators can be produced directly 

by local cells or by inflammatory cells in response to mechanical stimula- tion or 

indirectly by cytokines. For example, TNF-α is a potent stimulator of PGE2 

formation [30]. PGs act locally at the site of generation, then decay spontaneously, 

or are enzymatically destroyed [11, 34]. Similar to PGs, neuropeptides can partici- 

pate in many stages of the inflammatory response to orthodontic forces. 

Neuropeptides are small proteins, such as substance P, that transmit pain signals, 

regulate vessel tone, and modulate vascular permeability [24]. The importance of 

all these inflammatory markers can be appreciated in the role that they play in 

osteoclastogenesis. 
 

 
3.3.3    Inflammatory Mediators Governing Osteoclastogenesis 

 
As previously discussed, osteoclasts are multinucleated giant cells derived from 

hematopoietic stem cells of the monocyte-macrophage lineage that resorb bone. 

After recruitment to traumatized area, osteoclast precursors begin to differentiate 

into osteoclasts. Cytokines are important mediators of this process. For example, 

TNF-α and IL-1 bind to their receptors, TNFRII [12] and IL-1R [20], respectively, 

and directly stimulate osteoclast formation from precursor cells and osteoclast acti- 

vation (Fig. 3.1). Additionally, IL-1 and IL-6 [28] can indirectly stimulate local 

cells or inflammatory cells to express M-CSF (macrophage colony-stimulating fac- 

tor) and RANKL (receptor activator of nuclear factor B ligand). These ligands, 

through cell-to-cell interactions, bind to their respective receptors, c-Fms and 

RANK, which are both expressed on the surface of osteoclast precursors (Fig. 3.1). 

Other inflammatory mediators that enhance osteoclast formation through enhanc- 

ing RANKL expression by stromal cells are PGs, especially PGE2  [39]. As men- 

tioned before, PGs can be produced by local cells directly in response to orthodontic 

forces or indirectly as downstream of cytokines such as TNF-α. It should be empha- 

sized that local cells normally downregulate osteoclastogenesis by producing a
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RANKL decoy receptor, osteoprotegerin (OPG) [43]. Therefore, OPG levels in 

compression sites should decrease to enable tooth movement. 
 

 
3.3.4    Effect of Cytokine Inhibition on the Rate of Tooth 

Movement 
 

The importance of cytokines in controlling the rate of tooth movement can be appre- 

ciated from studies that block their effects. It has been shown that injection of IL-1 

receptor antagonist or TNF-α receptor antagonist (sTNF-α-RI) results in a 50 % 

reduction in tooth velocity [ 5, 18, 19, 22]. Similarly, tooth movement in TNF type 

II receptor-deficient mice is reduced compared to wild-type mice [46]. Animals 

deficient in chemokine receptor 2 (a receptor for chemokine ligand 2) or chemokine 

ligand 3 show a significant reduction in orthodontic tooth movement and the num- 

ber of osteoclasts [10]. Likewise, it is well known that nonsteroidal anti-inflamma- 

tory drugs can reduce the velocity of tooth movement by inhibiting prostaglandin 

synthesis [8, 23]. Inhibition of other derivatives of arachidonic acid, such as leukot- 

rienes, also significantly decreases the rate of tooth movement [26]. 
 

 
3.3.5    Saturation of the Biological Response 

 
Taken together, these studies support the conclusion that inflammatory markers play 

a critical role in orthodontic tooth movement by controlling the rate of osteoclast 

formation and, therefore, bone resorption. It logically follows that increasing the 

magnitude of orthodontic forces would trigger a cascade of increased inflammatory 

marker expression and osteoclastogenesis resulting in faster tooth movement. 

Surprisingly, one of the biggest controversies in the biology of tooth movement lit- 

erature revolves around the relation between magnitude of force and the rate of tooth 

movement. While some studies show that higher forces do not increase the rate of 

tooth movement [32, 33], others argue the opposite [44]. This paradox is explained 

by the inappropriate use of tooth movement as a measure of the effect of force 

magnitude on the rate of tooth movement. Although tooth movement is indeed the 

desired result of the biological response to force, it does not precisely measure the 

relation between force magnitude and the biological response that causes tooth 

movement. 

Many factors affect the amount of tooth movement independent of the force 

magnitude. These factors can be intrinsic, such as differences in root and alveolar 

bone shape or bone density, or they may be extrinsic, such as occlusal forces, chew- 

ing habits, or limitation of the mechanical design. These variables are difficult to 

accurately assess in humans due to the need for a large group of subjects with simi- 

lar anatomical features, age, gender, and type of malocclusion. While these limita- 

tions are easier to control in animal models, depending on the study duration, 

measuring tooth movement as the sole representative of the effect of force magni- 

tude can still produce conflicting results because the biological response varies
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throughout the stages of tooth movement. Different investigators may capture dif- 

ferent stages of this biological response and make erroneous conclusions that are not 

representative of the complete process. 

Because of experimental design limitations mentioned above, it is more logical 

to study the biological response to different force magnitudes in rats that share a 

similar genetic background and use molecular and cellular changes, rather than the 

amount of tooth movement, as the outcome measurements. Recent studies demon- 

strate that increasing the magnitude of orthodontic force increases inflammatory 

marker levels, osteoclast recruitment and formation, alveolar bone resorption, and 

the rate of tooth movement. However, there is a force level above which we cannot 

stimulate these biological responses any further [1, 2]. Thus, the magnitude of cyto- 

kine release that can be induced by orthodontic forces has an upper limit, and con- 

sequently the osteoclast activity initiated by orthodontic forces has a saturation point 

(Fig. 3.2). While the saturation point can vary with the type of tooth move- ment, 

patient anatomy, bone density, and duration of treatment, the range of this variation 

is limited, and therefore, the rate of tooth movement is usually predictable. While 

increasing the force magnitude does not overcome this limitation, any meth- odology 

that can increase the osteoclast numbers in the area could be the answer to enhancing 

this biological response. 
 

 
3.3.6  Effect of Cytokine Stimulation on the Rate 

of Tooth Movement 
 

If inhibiting inflammatory markers decreases the rate of tooth movement, it is logi- 

cal to assume that increasing their activity should significantly increase the rate of 

tooth movement. Indeed, injecting PGs into the PDL in rodents increases the num- 

ber of osteoclasts and the rate of tooth movement [21]. Systemic application of 

misoprostol, a PGE1 analog, to rats undergoing tooth movement for 2 weeks signifi- 

cantly increases the rate of tooth movement [38]. Similarly, local injection of other 

arachidonic acid derivatives, such as thromboxane and prostacyclin [15], increases 

the rate of tooth movement. 

Another approach to increasing inflammatory mediators that can improve the 

rate of tooth movement is to stimulate the body to produce these factors at a higher 

level. The advantage of this approach is a coordinated increase in the level of all 

inflammatory mediators. As discussed before, many cytokines participate in 

response to orthodontic forces. Injecting one cytokine does not mimic the normal 

inflammatory response, which is a balance of pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators. 

However, which approach safely triggers the body to produce higher levels of 

inflammatory mediators is not clear. 

Animal studies have shown that introducing small perforations in the alveolar 

bone (micro-osteoperforations (MOPs)) during orthodontic tooth movement can 

significantly stimulate the expression of inflammatory mediators. While application 

of orthodontic force beyond the saturation point does not elevate the expression and 

activation of inflammatory mediators beyond certain levels, adding MOPs to the
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Fig. 3.2  Saturation of biological response with increased orthodontic forces. The upper right maxillary 

molar of rats was mesialized using different magnitude of forces (0–100 cN), and the hemimaxillae 

were collected for different analyses at different time points. (a) IL-1β was evaluated by enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent-based assay after 1, 3, and 7 days of force applications. Data expressed as the 

mean±SEM of concentration in picograms per 100 mg of tissue. (+ Significantly different from 0 cN at 

same time point; * significantly different from 3 cN at same time point; # significantly different from 

10 cN at same time point.) (b) Mean numbers of osteoclasts in the PDL and adjacent alveolar bone of 

mesiopalatal root of maxillary molar 7 days after application of force. Osteoclasts were identified as 

cathepsin K-positive cells in immunohistochemical stained sections from different force groups. Each 

value represents the mean±SEM of five animals (+ significantly different from 0 cN; * significantly 

different from 3 cN; # significantly different from 10 cN). (c) Micro-CT images of right maxillary 

molars of control and different experimental groups 14 days after application of force. Each value rep- 

resents the mean±SEM of the average distance between first and second molar measured at height of 

contour in five animals (* significantly different from 0 cN; # significantly different from 3 cN)
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area of tooth movement increases the level of inflammatory mediators [41]. This 

response is accompanied by a significant increase in osteoclast number, bone resorp- 

tion, and localized osteopenia around all adjacent teeth, which could explain the 

increase in the rate and magnitude of tooth movement (Fig. 3.3). One may argue that 

the effects of the shallow MOPs on tooth movement are not a response to increased 

cytokine expression, but rather due to weakening of the bone structure. While the 

effects that perforations can have on the physical properties of the bone cannot be 

ignored, the number and diameter of these perforations are too small to have 
 

a                                                             b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.3   Micro-osteoperforations increase osteoclast activity, decrease bone density, and accelerate 

tooth movement in rats. Rat hemimaxillae were collected 28 days after application of force to mesi- 

alize the first molar. Control group maxilla did not receive any force (C), O group maxilla received 

force only, and O+MOP group maxilla received three MOPs placed 5 mm mesial to the first molar 

in addition to the force. (a) Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction analysis of cytokine 

gene expression. Data is presented as fold increase in cytokine expression in the O and MOP groups 

in comparison to C group. Data shown is mean±SEM of three experiments. (b) Number of tartrate- 

resistant acid phosphatase-positive osteoclasts in the C, O, and O+MOP groups, identified as brown 

cells in immunohistochemical stained sections. Each value represents the mean±SEM of five ani- 

mals (* significantly different from C group, ** significantly different from O group). (c) Axial 

views of right maxilla of control and different experimental groups were obtained by micro-CT. Note 

the significant increase in osteoporosity in the presence of MOPs. (d) Intraoral photographs show 

the increase magnitude of tooth movement in the O+MOP group in comparison to the O group
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significant impact. Similarly, a human clinical trial using a canine retraction model 

demonstrates that MOPs can amplify the catabolic response to orthodontic forces. 

Canine retraction in the presence of MOPs results in twice as much distalization 

compared with patients receiving similar orthodontic forces without MOPs. This 

increase in tooth movement is accompanied by an increase in the level of inflamma- 

tory mediators [4]. 

Clinical studies demonstrate that increasing the number of MOPs significantly 

increases expression of inflammatory mediators and the magnitude of tooth move- 

ment (Seminars in Orthodontics, [3] http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/j.sodo.2015.06.002). 

Therefore, one should expect procedures such as orthognathic surgery, corticoto- 

mies, or piezocision to significantly increase the levels of inflammatory cytokines 

beyond those induced by MOPs. While increase in cytokine release by these meth- 

ods is accompanied with higher rate of tooth movement, unfortunately, the increase 

in the expression of inflammatory mediators is not sustained for a long time. A 

significant decrease in cytokine activity is observed 2–3 months after any of these 

treatments. As a result, each of these procedures would need to be repeated during 

the course of orthodontic treatment, which renders some of the abovementioned 

modalities impractical. 
 

 
3.4       Anabolic Phase of Orthodontic Tooth Movement 

 
3.4.1    Osteoblast Activation 

 
The catabolic phase of tooth movement that we just discussed is followed by an 

anabolic phase that allows the bone to keep its new morphological relation with 

adjacent structures. Importantly, the anabolic phase must involve both the trabecular 

and cortical bones. However, the molecular events that initiate the anabolic phase 

are not clear. 

Alveolar bone in the area opposite to the direction of tooth movement is exposed 

to tensile stresses. Similar to activation of osteoclasts in compression side, the acti- 

vation of osteoblasts in the tension side cannot be denied. But why are osteoblasts 

activated in the tension side? Some have suggested that osteoblast activation in these 

areas is simply a response to tensile stresses. However, many observations discredit 

this view. While some in vitro experiments demonstrate osteoblasts activa- tion in 

response to tensile forces [17], these experiments have not been supported by in vivo 

studies. Experiments in long bones and alveolar bone demonstrate that at physiologic 

levels, osteocyte activation requires intermittent loads of specific fre- quency and 

acceleration [4, 14, 37]. Therefore, application of static tensile forces such as 

orthodontic forces would not be able to explain bone formation in the ten- sion side. 

Furthermore, it has been shown that static tensile forces in long bones can cause bone 

resorption and not formation [7], while under high frequency and accel- eration, 

tensile forces similar to compression forces can be osteogenic [16, 35]. Thus,  other  

factors  should  explain  the  anabolic  phase  of  orthodontic  tooth

http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/j.sodo.2015.06.002
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movement. The Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement was developed to address these 

inconsistencies. 
 

 
3.5       Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement 

 
As we have just detailed, the biological phenomenon of tooth movement results 

from tightly coupled and choreographed response of osteocytes, osteoclasts, and 

osteoblasts to orthodontic forces. Specifically, the evidence points to the conver- 

sion of orthodontic forces into temporally sequenced biological phases of catabo- 

lism followed by anabolism in alveolar bone. Taken together, the data on tooth 

movement led us to developed the Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement to not only 

more fully explain the biological consequences of orthodontic treatment but to also 

guide researchers to develop accelerated, efficacious, and safe orthodontic 

treatments. 
 

 
3.5.1    Biology of Tooth Movement: Rethinking the Existing Data 

 
The classic theory of biology of tooth movement has three main pillars (1) osteo- 

clastogenesis occurs due to compression stresses and osteoblast activity occurs due 

to tensile stresses, and therefore osteoclasts should populate compression sites and 

osteoblasts should populate tension sites; (2) the catabolic phase and anabolic phase 

occur independently of each other in the PDL on opposite sides of the tooth; and (3) 

although independent, the catabolic and anabolic phases occur simultaneously, since 

both compression and tensile stresses occur simultaneously. 

While these principles are still the foundation of current thinking, they are only 

partially true. Histologic sections at early time points of force application demon- 

strate activation of osteoclasts in both compression and tension sites, which sug- 

gests that both compression and tensile forces can traumatize the PDL (Fig. 3.4a). 

It also demonstrates unequivocally that osteoclastogenesis is not limited to the com- 

pression side. This can clearly be observed in uCT scans of the alveolar bone around 

moving teeth, which demonstrate increase in radiolucency all around the tooth and 

not only in the compression site (Fig. 3.4b). 

It is also illogical to assume a strict geographical distribution of bone resorption 

and formation based on compression and tension. If tension produced only bone for- 

mation without any resorption, then the trailing, tension-bearing alveolar bone would 

become measurably (in fact, ridiculously) thicker following tooth movement. 

Likewise, if compression only produced bone resorption, then there would be com- 

plete resorption of alveolar bone at the leading compression-bearing region of the 

socket. In fact, neither of these occur, which means that both catabolic and anabolic 

responses occur in the alveolus around the entire tooth – regardless of the type of force 

that is actually experienced at a specific site – ensuring that the alveolus remains intact 

throughout orthodontic treatment.
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Fig. 3.4  Evidence supports the Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement. Rat hemimaxillae were 

collected at different time points after application of force (25 cN) to mesialize the first molar. 

Control animals did not receive any force. (a) Immunohistochemical staining for tartrate-resistant 

acid phosphatase 3 days after force application. Axial section shows osteoclasts identified positive 

red cells in both the tension and compression side of the moving root. (b) Micro-CT images of right 

maxillary molars of control (C) and orthodontic force (O) animals, 14 days after application of 

force, show significant osteopenia surrounding the moving first molar (red rectangular are). (c–

e) Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction analysis of osteoclast (RANK L and cathep- sin 

K) and osteoblast (osteocalcin and osteopontin) markers in the hemimaxillae of rats at different time 

points after force activation. Data is presented as fold increase in expression in response to 

orthodontic force compared to day 0 and as mean±SEM of three experiments. (c) The onset of 

significant differences in RANK L and cathepsin K were observed at day 3, and for osteopontin 

and osteocalcin at day 7 and day 14, respectively, supporting a catabolic phase preceding and ana- 

bolic phase during tooth movement. (d, e) Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction analy- 

sis of rat maxillae where molars were moved in the absence (ortho) or presence (ortho+AI) of anti-

inflammatory drugs, added to the drinking water (* significantly different from ortho group)
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Fig. 3.4   (continued) 

 
While both the catabolic and anabolic phases occur at all points around the tooth, 

they do not occur simultaneously. There is a measurable delay in the anabolic phase 

following the catabolic phase, as demonstrated by the high expression of osteoclast 

markers at early stage of tooth movement and high expression of osteogenic markers 

toward later stages of tooth movement (Fig. 3.4c). If the anabolic phase results directly 

from tensile stress, then one would expect osteoblast activation and the expression of 

bone formation and resorption markers to occur simultaneously, without any delay. 

Furthermore, when anti-inflammatory medication is given (with a subsequent 

decrease in osteoclastogenesis), osteogenic activity decreases significantly as mea- 

sured by decreased osteogenic marker expression (Fig. 3.4d, e)
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Based on these observations, it is logical to assume that the biologic response 

during tooth movement comprises two clearly separated phases that are not site 

specific. In other words, both compression and tensile stresses cause damage to 

the PDL, which stimulates a perimeter of osteoclastogenesis (Fig. 3.5b). The 

tooth will move in the direction of the orthodontic force into the space created 

by osteoclast activity, and with that movement, the perimeter of osteoclastogen- 

esis drifts in the direction of the force. This phase is followed by an anabolic 

phase, where osteoblasts are activated to replace the destroyed bone, creating a 

perimeter of osteogenesis (Fig. 3.5c). The osteoclastogenesis perimeter is a pre- 

requisite for the activation of the osteogenic perimeter. It is important to note that  

in considering  our  proposal  that  there  is  a  strict  temporal  relationship 

between the osteoclastogenesis and osteogenic phases, histological sections 

would appear to contradict our conclusion by demonstrating that the two phases 

are independent events. Remember, histological sections are deceiving because 

they are static representations of a dynamic phenomenon. The data on osteoclast 

and osteogenic markers clearly support the temporal relationship that we pro- 

pose (Fig. 3.4). 

In the Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement, osteoclasts play an important role in 

the activation of osteoblasts. This is in agreement with numerous studies that sug- 

gest osteoclasts are principle regulator of osteoblast activity [25]. In healthy indi- 

viduals, osteoclast activation is tightly coupled to osteoblast activation. This effect 

can occur through different pathways: (1) osteoclasts release paracrine factors that 

directly recruit and activate osteoblasts, (2) osteoclasts activate osteoblasts through 

direct cell-cell interaction, and (3) bone resorption by osteoclasts exposes bone 

matrix proteins that then attract and activate osteoblasts (Fig. 3.5d). While these 

pathways differ fundamentally, they do share an important feature. In each case, 

osteoclast activity precedes osteoblast activity. This directionality is seen any time 

osteoclasts are activated and is best visualized in the remodeling cone where the 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.5   Biphasic Theory of Tooth Movement explained by the coupling of osteoclast activity with 

osteoblast activity. The biologic response during tooth movement comprises two clearly separated 

phases. After application of an orthodontic force (a), both the compression and tensile stresses 

generated by displacement of the tooth cause damage to PDL stimulating a perimeter of osteoclas- 

togenesis (red circle) (b). Once the tooth moves in the direction of the orthodontic force into the 

space created by osteoclast activity, a perimeter of osteogenesis and bone formation (blue circle) is 

created roughly in the same area of the alveolar bone where the catabolic response took place (c). 

The coupling of the catabolic response (osteoclast activity) with the anabolic response (osteo- blast 

activity) during orthodontic tooth movement can occur through different pathways: osteoclast- 

derived signals working a paracrine fashion, direct cell-cell interaction, and growth factor release 

from the matrix during bone resorption (d)
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head of the cone is occupied by osteoclasts and the tail of the cone is filled with 

osteoblasts. By harnessing this repeatable and predictable sequential process, we can 

increase the anabolic effect of orthodontics in both trabecular and cortical bones. 
 

 
3.5.2    Enhancing the Anabolic Effect of Orthodontic Treatment 

 
Enhancing the catabolic effect of orthodontic tooth movement is the basis for accel- 

erating tooth movement using MOPs. To ensure dental and skeletal health at the end 

of MOPs and orthodontic treatment, as well as to ensure long-term occlusal stabil- 

ity, the anabolic effect of treatment must also be enhanced. 

Stimulating the anabolic effect in trabecular bone allows us to move a tooth into 

an area of alveolar bone loss, as commonly seen at post-extraction sites. Likewise, 

enhancing the anabolic effect in cortical bone can increase the boundaries of orth- 

odontic tooth movement. A more detailed look at the coupling of the catabolic and 

anabolic responses uncovers exciting possibilities for new orthodontic treatment 

methods. 
 

 
3.5.3    MOP-Enhanced Anabolic Response 

 
Activation of osteoblasts by osteoclasts is observed during tooth movement where 

the bone resorption phase of tooth movement is followed by a bone formation phase 

to prevent bone loss during tooth movement. Similar phenomenon can be stimulated 

during movement of a tooth into an area of alveolar bone loss. These areas usually 

are occupied with thick cortical bone that is short in height and nar- row in width. 

Moving a tooth in this area is slow, can cause root resorption, and usually results in 

tilting the crown into the edentulous space without significant root movement. 

Applying MOPs in this edentulous area harnesses the catabolic phase of 

orthodontic treatment to decrease the bone density. This allows faster tooth 

movement into the area with less possibility of root resorption and greater bodily 

movement rather than tipping. This osteoclast activity then increases osteo- blast 

activity significantly, which couples catabolism-dependent tooth movement with 

anabolism-dependent remodeling that restores the bone height and width in the 

previously edentulous site. 
 

 
3.5.4    MOP-Generated Cortical Drift 

 
Alveolar cortical bone sets the physical and physiologic limits of orthodontic tooth 

movement. While a tooth can be driven through the cortical plate if the orthodontic 

force applied to it has sufficient magnitude, direction, and duration, the speed of 

cortical bone remodeling is slow enough that appropriately directed forces rarely 

place any tooth in danger of breaching the physical limit set by the cortical bone. 

However, orthodontists face a conundrum when they have a borderline extraction 

case where expansion would provide the ideal space needed to unravel the crowding
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but the alveolar boundary conditions are not robust enough to tolerate the expansion. 

Therefore, it would be of great value for orthodontists to manipulate these boundary 

conditions by increasing bone formation at the surface of the cortical bone. 

Application of MOPs in the direction of orthodontic tooth movement can stimulate 

osteoclasts that will first decrease the bone density of cortical bone and second stim- 

ulate osteoblast activity in the direction of movement. This treatment results in the 

drift of the cortical plate into a new position with significant bone formation in the 

direction of tooth movement. This is especially important when moving teeth toward 

the cortical boundaries, for example, during expansion in adults or retraction of 

lower anterior teeth during correction of severe class III patients. 
 

 
3.6       Summary 

 
In this chapter, we reviewed current views on the biology of tooth movement, dis- 

cussed scientific evidence that questions the validity of current theories, and pre- 

sented a new theory on the biology of tooth movement – the Biphasic Theory of 

Tooth Movement. Based on this theory, the catabolic and anabolic phases of tooth 

movement are not limited to a particular area or to the type of stress generated as 

previously proposed. In addition, the catabolic phase always precedes the anabolic 

phase and is necessary for anabolic phase to occur. 

Since both catabolic and anabolic phases can be manipulated by procedures such 

as MOPs, it is possible not only to increase the rate of tooth movement but also to 

expand the boundaries of tooth movement by stimulating bone formation in trabecular 

and cortical bone and introducing a new era of orthodontics where nonsurgical correc- 

tion of severe skeletal deformities in a short period of time will become routine. 
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Abstract 

This chapter summarizes, criticizes, and updates the knowledge regarding 

orthodontitis – the inflammation that lies behind orthodontic tooth movement 

and orthodontic root resorption, gathered over the years, focusing on the last 

decade publications that followed the ending of the Human Genome Project. 

Types of root resorption as well as the remodeling and (mini)modeling processes 

involved in the orthodontic root resorption process are described. Several well- 

known theories that might explain root shortening as a result of orthodontic treat- 

ment are presented. The effects of patient-related factors and treatment-related 

factors (orthodontic and non-orthodontic) are discussed in light of current litera- 

ture. A protocol to minimize orthodontic root resorption and to avoid conse- 

quences of periodontitis during orthodontic treatment, using radiographic 

monitoring (standard, frequent, or intensive), is suggested. 
 

 
 
 

Inflammation is the process that lies behind orthodontic tooth movement [1–5]. 

Further, no orthodontic tooth movement is possible without this inflammation [6, 7]. 

Orthodontic force application, most of the time, reduces blood flow for enough time 

to induce local changes in the periodontal ligament (PDL) [8]. The body reaction to 

this process is usually by aseptic local inflammation. Until recently, when “orthodon- 

titis” [9] was presented to the profession, this inflammation which lies behind tooth 
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movement and orthodontic root resorption (ORR) induced by orthodontic treatment 

was never named. 

Orthodontitis, composed from the prefix which is our profession and the suffix 

“-itis” [10] that is used in medical terminology to describe any inflammation of an 

organ or a tissue. Since this inflammation involves the bone, the periodontal liga- 

ment and the tooth, the best name to fully describe the process is probably 

“orthodontitis.” 

According to histological observations, most studies demonstrate root surface 

changes cemental and dentinal in all teeth that are exposed to any level of force 

application [11, 12]. Although the effect of orthodontitis on the alveolar bone is dif- 

ferent on the pressure and the tension sides, the effect on roots’ surfaces is similar, 

but not equal, on both sides. Usually, more remodeling/modeling activity is detected 

on the pressure than on the tension sides. 

From radiographic or clinical point of view, the manifestation of orthodontitis on 

the roots can be divided into two groups: 

 
(a)  Instrumental orthodontitis (IO) – where no radiographic signs on the roots’ sur- 

faces are evident 

(b)  Instrumental-detrimental orthodontitis (IDO) – where radiographic signs on the 

roots’ surfaces are evident 

 
Instrumental Orthodontitis (IO): IO initiates controlled bone modeling (resorp- 

tion and apposition) [13], as well as bone and cemental remodeling (reversible 

changes) [13, 14]. IO enables tooth movement to occur due to frontal and undermin- 

ing alveolar bone resorption as well as bone apposition on the pressure and the ten- 

sion sides, respectively [15]. The roots next to IO areas also undergo surface 

resorption and apposition [16] mainly by cemental remodeling. These biological 

processes terminate when orthodontic force application ceases. The periodontal 

ligament that surrounds the roots, in most cases, is fully regenerated. IO symptoms 

include mild to moderate tooth mobility and/or sensitivity and pain during the first 

days following force application. The pain usually subsides in 1–3 days; however 

the mobility and some degree of sensitivity last during most time of the treatment 

[17]. IO clinical signs include mild to moderate tooth mobility [18] as the symptoms 

and minor to mild radiographic PDL (lamina dura) widening. No root shortening or 

other morphological changes can be detected radiographically. Signs and symptoms 

disappear following orthodontic force cessation. The mechanism behind the IO pro- 

cess is that the orthodontic force enables, in this case, almost normal blood flow but 

induces local electrical current and pH changes as well as release of different bio- 

logical materials due to local environmental change (e.g., cytokines, prostaglandins, 

and others) [1, 2, 14]. These events trigger local inflammatory activity in the area 

surrounding the roots that are limited to the PDL, affecting the alveolar bone and 

cementum. The inflammation in the pressure area induces mainly bone modeling 

process, where the alveolar bone is resorbed, while the inflammation in the tension 

area induces bone modeling by the apposition process; new bone is deposited on the 

affected surfaces.
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Surface cemental remodeling, similar to the physiological one, is induced in both 

areas as well. The inflammation mechanism, which is a part of a normal bone and 

cementum metabolism, is genetically controlled. It is activated regularly (not related 

to orthodontic treatment) during our lifetime and it remains behind the normal hard 

tissues remodeling/modeling process [13]. Regarding treatment, analgesics are 

sometimes prescribed during orthodontic treatment [19]. The patients/parents have 

to be aware of the pain, the sensitivity and the tooth mobility prior to force applica- 

tion, and the ability to use analgesics as well as soft diet during the period of pain 

and sensitivity. No further action is needed. If the pain, sensitivity, and/or tooth 

mobility lasts following treatment, the orthodontist should look for other reasons like 

dental trauma, periapical lesions, cervical resorption, or other tooth, periodon- tal, 

or endodontal pathologies. 

IDO is divided into two: 

 
1.  Instrumental and Detrimental Orthodontitis Grade 1 (IDO1): The inflammation 

in IDO1, for yet unknown reasons, changes its character on the cemental side and 

the remodeling process changes its characteristics to the modeling process; the 

resorption process goes beyond the cementum into the dentin. It might be that 

during orthodontic force application, the local environmental changes, due to the 

decrease in the local blood supply and bone bending, induce the formation of large 

enough necrotic tissue. The necrotic tissue which has to be eliminated 

consequently releases different chemicals and biological components which 

encourage the inflammation activity by recruiting local and far away inflamma- 

tory cells. This time the inflammation process on the root surface goes beyond 

the expected and wanted remodeling into the modeling process. IDO1 produces 

minor to moderate root shortening [20] as well as scattered lacunae on other root 

surfaces. This irreversible ORR is the direct result of orthodontitis. ORR is usu- 

ally diagnosed using X-rays during, close to the end, or following orthodontic 

treatment. The symptoms and treatment are similar to IO. When the orthodontic 

treatment is completed, there are only radiographic signs (root shortening or 

peripheral surface resorption) but no symptoms. Following treatment the 

patients/parents have to be informed about the morphological changes seen in the 

different X-rays films. No further treatment is needed. If IDO1 manifesta- tions 

are diagnosed during treatment, one should follow the suggested protocol 

(Appendix). 

2.  Instrumental and Detrimental Orthodontitis Grade 2 (IDO2): IDO2 is very simi- 

lar to IDO1. However, in this case, the inflammation results in severe root short- 

ening [20]. The symptoms are tooth mobility and sensitivity during or following 

orthodontic treatment. The signs include tooth mobility/sensitivity and severe 

root shortening as viewed on X-rays. The consequences of IDO2 require treat- 

ment. The treatment for IDO2 depends on the time that it is discovered. If IDO2 

is diagnosed during treatment, one should follow the suggested protocol 

(Appendix). However, if IDO2 is diagnosed after debonding, it is suggested that 

orthodontic or prosthodontic fixed retention be used to splint the affected teeth 

together with unaffected teeth. In rare situations, fused crowns can be a good
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treatment solution. Extractions and implant replacements should be considered 

only in extremely rare cases if ever, since it has been demonstrated that those 

teeth can remain in the mouth for many years [21, 22]. The mechanism for both 

IDO1 and IDO2 is similar to that described for IO. However, due to personal 

susceptibilities, the level of the resorptive activity on the root surface is different, 

and it is probably individually genetically determined [23–26]. It is suggested 

that the physiological remodeling process, which has five steps, namely, activa- 

tion, resorption, reversal, apposition, and quiescence, is being disturbed most 

likely in the transition between the resorption and the reversal stages [13, 14]. 

This coupling between resorption and apposition probably disappears or is 

delayed and, therefore, resorption continues into the next mineral tissue, the den- 

tin, and it is characterized by irreversible morphological root changes that can be 

detected radiographically. 

 
Background and terminology: 

Historically, the phenomenon, we previously called orthodontically induced 

inflammatory root resorption (OIIRR), appeared as root absorption in the profes- 

sional literature in the midst of the nineteenth century [27]; however, its significance 

began to receive clinical attention only in the beginning of and through the twentieth 

century [28, 29]. The knowledge related to OIIRR, since it was discovered, was 

expanded immensely, but yet, in spite of the scientific and the technological devel- 

opments, most of the publications that try to uncover ways to prevent this phenom- 

enon find difficulties in providing solutions. In almost all published data, there was 

a large variance between individuals in the study groups and in different teeth of the 

same individual. Even years after the Human Genome Project [30] ended, we do not 

know how to identify an individual patient with OIIRR potential or how to prevent 

the process. 

The initial term “root absorption” [27] was replaced in the beginning of the twen- 

tieth century by the term root resorption (RR) [28]. Since then the process was 

defined as apical RR (ARR) [31], external ARR (EARR) [32], orthodontically 

induced RR (OIRR) [33], orthodontically induced inflammatory RR (OIIRR) [6, 7], 

and others. Only lately, the new name orthodontitis was presented to the profession 

[9]. This new term actually covers the depth and breadth of what lies behind the 

OIIRR phenomenon. 

Although the clinical relevance of orthodontitis and its manifestations and ORR 

are controversial, the number of studies related to this topic has significantly 

increased. A review of all the articles is not realistic and there are many reviews on 

the subject with the most recent one published in 2010 [34]. This chapter will try to 

describe and discuss contemporary relevant materials and innovations that were 

published in the last decade and to focus on the analysis of this information. 

Orthodontitis is affected by both patient- and treatment-related factors. The main 

patient-related factors published lately are associated with the followings: heredity [14, 

23–25, 35–43], immunology [44–46], systemic factors [12, 47–64], chronologic age 

[65, 66], dental age [67, 68], gender [69, 70], presence of RR before orthodontic 

treatment [71, 72], habits [47, 73], previously traumatized teeth [74, 75], tooth
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structure/root form [70, 76–80], topography of adjacent alveolar bone [81–84], and 

individual   tooth   susceptibility   [85–87].   The   treatment-related   factors   should 

be divided into two groups: orthodontic treatment-related factors and non-orthodontic 

treatment-related factors. The orthodontic treatment-related factors published lately are 

associated with force magnitude [88–95], duration of force application [86, 88, 96–98], 

type of tooth movement [89, 99–101], and the treatment method [84, 86, 88, 102–118]. 

The non-orthodontic treatment-related factors published recently were endodontically 

treated teeth [42, 74, 75, 119, 120]; the use of nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drugs [50], 

doxycycline [51], and bisphosphonates [64]; surgical procedures (ovariectomy [62, 

63], sympathectomy [121]); and the therapeutic effect of adding fluoride [58], thyroid 

hormone [60, 82], light-emitting diode (LED) [122], and ultrasound [123, 124] as a 

part of the treatment. 

It is obvious that the periodical changes in the medical discourse have an impor- 

tant impact on the nature of the orthodontic studies and research. For example, when 

the influences of nutrition and metabolism on the human health were in the focus 

of the medical discourse, this same subject – the effect of nutrition and metab- olism 

on orthodontitis and ORR – was studied in orthodontics as well [31, 125, 

126]. When the medical literature was loaded with publications related to autoim- 

mune diseases, the idea that there is the exposure of the dentin, tissue which is not 

recognized by the body’s immune system, to humoral factors as an antigen appeared 

in the orthodontic literature as well [45]. 

And of course today, when the genes and associated subjects of the Human 

Genome Project like molecular biology and personalized medicine [127] are lead- 

ing the medical discourse, we see that the number of studies relating to genetics is 

rapidly rising [14, 23, 25, 26, 35–41, 128, 129]. Maybe in the near future, as we see 

substantial amount of medical studies with good results on vaccines against factors 

involved in the inflammation process, like interleukins or cytokines [130], studies 

related to orthodontitis and ORR will be focused in that field. 

The social hype and expectation raised by the Human Genome Project, initiated 

at the end of the last century, were enormous [131, 132], and they increased with 

the introduction of a private company – Celera – due to a competition with official 

government agencies that budget three billion USD to the project [133]. This proj- 

ect had short- and long-term goals [134]. Today, more than 10 years after the 

genome was decoded, it is clear that only a small part of the short-term goals, related 

primarily to mapping the human genome and to the innovative technology, have 

been fulfilled, while the major long-term goal is far from being achieved [30]. The 

ability to explain, using the knowledge obtained from the project, the differ- ences 

in diversity of physiological and pathological processes between different 

individuals proved to be restricted [134]. Now, we further understand that the genes 

act in different ways in changing environment [135] (e.g., stress, fever, com- 

pression, and tension). The knowledge that no direct relationship between the gen- 

otype and the phenotype exists makes the discovery of individual characteristics 

challenging. The fact that each gene has a relationship in activity and expression to 

other nearby and even far away genes makes the statistical possible gene interac- 

tive relationships almost countless [136]. It is now clearer that genes are only
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actors, among many others that play on the human biology stage or network. The 

current discourse in technoscience-medical world [137] discusses not only the 

genome but also the proteome, a new and by far more complex world than that of 

the genome [138, 139]. Results of the studies show that the connection of genetics 

and orthodontitis can provide explanations in only small percentages of the 

phenomenon [23, 140, 141]. This is mainly due to the large variance between indi- 

viduals and even between identical twins. 

Along our life span, surface root remodeling is among many other physiological 

processes that take place in our body [13, 142]. This remodeling is seen in all teeth, 

erupted or not, that serve as control in orthodontitis studies [58, 143] and is a part of 

the normal human body physiological turnover. This remodeling is controlled by the 

inflammation mechanism, and when ended, the resorbed area is fully regener- ated 

[13, 14]. It might be that this physiological turnover process is the result of direct 

(e.g., chewing) as well as indirect (mesial drift) pressure acting on the jaws that is 

transferred to the roots of the teeth. The only microscopic sign that indicates the 

existence of this resorption, apart from areas where it is directly observed, is the 

presence of a reversal line, a sedimentation of material generated by mononuclear 

lining cells from the blastic cells’ lineage (fibroblast, osteoblast, cementoblats, etc.) 

at the very depth of the resorption area, where apposition of mineral material and the 

reconstruction of the resorbed area had begun [13]. The cementum covering the root 

is very similar to the alveolar bone structure [144], and both, like the cortical bone, 

experience the remodeling process which under normal circumstances is described 

as a coupling process that has its own precise sequence, from activation through 

resorption, reversal, formation, and its conclusion at the quiescence stage A-R-R-F-

Q [13]. As mentioned, the process occurs at the roots of erupted teeth that are exposed 

to daily mechanical loads but also the roots of unerupted teeth that are exposed to 

indirect occlusal loads, as well as eruption forces. In most cases, this physiological 

resorption process takes place only at the cementum level and seldom reaches the 

defined boundaries of the dentin. This process is fully reversible and leaves no 

morphological scars that can be observed by external imaging methods. The process 

is a part of the normal cycle in both the apical cellular and the coronal acellular 

cemental layers. 

Orthodontic force application changes, in minutes, the anatomical and physi- 

ological environment of the roots. All tissues involved in the system, namely, the 

roots, the periodontal ligament, and the bone (tooth, periodontal ligament, and 

bone system (TPLBS)), and sometimes areas that are far from this system, the 

sutures and other bones of the skull, experience those changes and react accord- 

ingly. This unexpected load stimulus that does not belong to the normal growth 

and development pathway demands the body to react. The reaction does not nec- 

essarily have to be in the limits of the physiological borders of the inflammation 

controlled remodeling process, where the TPLBS remains at the end of the pro- 

cess untouched, keeping the morphology and the function unchanged, as seen in 

most instances of force application (as described in IO). Actually in many cases, 

the reaction to orthodontic force application, the remodeling, goes far beyond the 

cementum into the dentin and actual loss of root material can be detected either
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microscopically or macroscopically. These morphological changes are irrevers- 

ible and can be diagnosed, using several imaging techniques, especially cone bean 

computerized tomography, as shortening of the involved roots horizontally and/or 

rarely diagonally. Usually, the resorbed root material is replaced by alveo- lar 

bone; nevertheless, normal periodontal ligament layer always separates between 

the two, keeping the normal function of the harmed tooth [6, 7]. Actually, if we look 

at the different definitions related to bone turnover and other biologi- cal 

processes, the changes in the root can be associated with modulation or mini- 

modulation that initiated as remodeling reaction to the force application, and from 

a yet unknown reason, the coupling of reversal from resorption to formation did 

not occur. It is important to emphasize that teeth that experienced mild or even 

severe resorption do not lose their vitality, color, or function, similarly to the 

nearby periodontal ligament that moved in space [13]; furthermore, their roots’ 

surface areas, in many instances, are relatively increased by the side sur- face 

local resorption, which might increase their stability as a compensation for 

shortening the roots. 

Many publications are trying to explain the reasons or goals for bone remodel- 

ing. Is the goal of the process to repair micro-fractures in the bone due to fatigue, 

extreme loads, or local weakness, or is it a part of mineral, especially calcium, 

recruitment process, since the bone is the biggest mineral reservoir of the body? Or 

maybe is it a process that aims to remove osteocytes or cementocytes that went 

through apoptosis and ended their life cycle from the bone and cellular cemental 

areas, respectively? 

We know that in extreme circumstances, the body sacrifices less essential tissues 

and organs [145]. When the TPLBS is exposed to an extreme condition, such as 

increased force application, the local strain increases above a certain amount for a 

long enough time (the threshold of the amount of force and time is individually 

determined). The first programmed reaction activates the physiological inflamma- 

tion process. Local materials that are being released from the damaged cells initiate 

a process of recruiting local and far away cells in order to eliminate the and repair 

the initial damage. However, when the blood supply is decreased and the amount of 

the hyalinized necrotic tissue increases, there might be difficulties in maintaining 

the normal coupling process, even by accelerating it or by increasing the areas of the 

resorption on the cementum surface [94, 97]. Thus the remodeling process experi- 

ences insufficiency. The expression of this insufficiency, while still reversible, is 

detected first only by using the microscope and when it continues and the damage 

to the roots is large enough and goes beyond the cementum into the dentin. The 

initially reversible process turns into an irreversible one that can be detected even by 

using external imaging techniques. We do not know yet whether the reaction to the 

insufficiency remains within the boundaries of the known inflammation mechanism 

or activates a new, yet unknown, pre-programmed destructive reaction aimed to 

protect the surrounding alveolar bone and periodontal ligament by scarifying the 

roots. Further, we definitely should ask the questions: Why in most IDO1 and IDO2 

cases the roots are being replaced by bone tissue and not, for example, by connec- 

tive tissue? And moreover, how come the periodontal ligament and adjacent bone
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are fully regenerated while only the roots are being changed and resorbed? Are the 

bone and the periodontal tissue placed higher than the roots in the hierarchy of tis- 

sue importance (if it exists) (Fig. 4.1)? 

Another theory can be suggested. This one is based on the well-known evolutional 

phenomenon called the Butler’s field theory [146]. This theory tries to explain the 

reason for the disappearance of the last tooth in each field of the dentition (lateral 

incisors, second premolars, and third molars) during evolution [147]. It might be 

speculated that when the TPLBS is exposed to an extreme condition, in which the 

local blood supply stops and necrotic tissue appears, the body activates hidden 

genetic mechanisms which normally are used to decrease the number of teeth, how- 

ever in this instance only partially. 

The “self-defense mechanism” is another theological possibility that might 

explain this irreversible root shortening. It may well be that by activating the IDO1 

and IDO2, the body intends to prevent itself from reoccurrence of similar events in 

the future. Since force application increases the inside pressure in the TPLBS, the 

body initially utilizes physical and later biological mechanisms in trying to do their 

best to reduce the entropy (the disorder) immediately, with implication to the future. 

It might be that by reducing the root length, the disrupting local pressure is 

decreased, and future similar threat is prevented. The publication that found less 

root shortening in patients with a history of earlier orthodontic treatment compared 

to the remaining patients [148] supports this theory. There were early reports that 

recognized the overall protective function of the root’s outer layer, the cementoid, 

or the precementum [8], but there are no explanations why the roots are more pro- 

tected in the second orthodontic round. According to our proposed theory, the root 

shortening by itself can prevent a future pressure around the apex from being raised. 

In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, we can see the effect of root shortening on the amount 
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Fig. 4.2   Stress, force, and moments and the self-defense mechanism theory in uncontrolled force 

application. If an uncontrolled 100 g of force is applied to tooth A, the center of rotation is close to 

the center of resistance, and the stress distribution on the root surface is depicted by the horizontal 

lines. Note the minimal stress line next to both the center of rotation and the gingival area of the 

root. If the same force is applied to tooth B with a shorter resorbed root, the amount of stress devel- 

oped in the apical area is much lower than that on tooth A with the longer root (see text) 

 
of stress developed in the apical zone due to similar uncontrolled and torque force 

applications. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 graphics depict the issue [149]: 

The strain and of course the stress developed in the TPLBS following orthodontic 

force application are dependent on mechanical factors like the amount of the force 

applied, point of application, the resultant vector of force and moment, the location of 

the center of resistance, and others, as well as biological factors, like the root shape 

and form, the number of roots, the biological and physical properties of the cemen- 

tum, periodontal ligament and bone, and more. It is clear that mostly genetics deter- 

mines the major biological factor, related to the potential reaction to the strain. It 

determines the degree of the inflammatory reaction and the degree of the resistance or 
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Fig. 4.3   Stress, force, and moments and the self-defense mechanism theory in torque application. 

In order to move the root of tooth A and tooth B bucally, torque is needed. The center of rotation 

in this movement is in the bracket, which is away from the center of resistance. Using similar forces 

on both teeth, the amount of developed stress in the apical zone of tooth A is much bigger than 

the one developed in the tooth with shorter root B (see text)
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the vulnerability of the individual to orthodontitis. Genetics, epigenetics, and environ- 

mental factors determine the general health condition of the individual and his/her 

ability to react to the force. It is well known that even identical twins, whose genome 

is equal, react in different ways, due to environmental influences [150] and even 

hybrids mice do not always react exactly the same in identical conditions. Individual 

variances are always there. A major factor that should not be forgotten, associated to 

the reaction of the body to orthodontic force, is time. Roughly we can divide the popu- 

lation into three categories related to their susceptibility to orthodontitis: 

 
(a)  Those that are not susceptible at all and will never show any macroscopic signs 

(signs that can be detected by X-rays) during the whole treatment, whether light, 

medium, or heavy forces will be applied for short, medium, or long term. Those 

patients own a high threshold level to force over the time and will react always 

by developing only IO as a reaction to the applied forces. 

(b)  Those who will always show macroscopic signs of root shortening, in any orth- 

odontic treatment, when light, medium, or heavy forces will be used for short, 

medium, or long term. Those patients own a low threshold level to force over 

the time and will develop manifestations of IDO1 and occasionally IDO2 as a 

reaction to the applied forces. 

(c)  Those whose genetic-environmental complex reaction or threshold is sensitive 

to the amount of force and/or duration of treatment time. For example, when 

using low levels of force for a short treatment time, both or the mutual combina- 

tion of force and time is under the threshold of activating IDO (1 0R 2) (the 

actual amount of force level and time length are yet not known). This will pre- 

vent the appearance of macroscopic root shortening, however, if the force will 

be above their threshold or the time will be long enough or there will be a mutual 

combination, namely, low force but long treatment time or high force but a short 

treatment time; macroscopic root shortening as a result of IDO [1, 2] will be 

evident (see Fig. 4.4). 

 
During our lifetime there might be shifting from one group to another. It depends 

on health condition, nutrition, metabolism, mental state, and of course other 

unknown yet genetic and/or environmental variables. 

 
It is well known that all the abovementioned biological- and treatment-related fac- 

tors change with time and actually all the time, even during the orthodontic treatment 

or experiments. Therefore, our abilities to in-depth study the subject are limited, and 

drawing conclusion from those studies should be taken with utmost care. Most of the 

clinical studies, dealing with orthodontitis, are retrospective, and therefore we can 

only compare the final state with the initial one or to a 6–9-month periapical X-ray of 

the upper incisors, suggested by Malmgren [20], if it was taken [151, 152]. We do not 

have the ability to follow or to know from those studies the exact time root changes 

had happened. Is it at the beginning, midterm, or final stages of the treatment? Was it 

a short-term event or did it last slowly through the whole treatment time? From 

Malmgren [20] publication, it is clear that the number of teeth suffers from IDO
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Fig. 4.4   Population susceptibility categories 

 
increases with treatment time. We can speculate that during the last period of treat- 

ment, the ability to involve torque movements in the treatment is increased. Torque, 

unlike uncontrolled movements, moves the center of rotation, away from the center of 

resistance, toward the bracket and by that increases the distance from the apical region. 

The direct result of this movement, the torque, is the heavily increased moment devel- 

oped in the apical region relative to an uncontrolled movement, which might affect the 

local stress and further the activation of the destructive consequence (Fig. 4.5). 

We know the gender and age of the patients, the treatment durations, the appli- 

ances used, whether it was an extraction or non-extraction case, and some other 

general socioeconomic and demographic parameters. We know that in most cases 

when we detect, following treatment, root length changes, they always appear in the 

apical region. It can be either full root shortening or diagonal one that is diagnosed 
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Fig. 4.5   The difference in stress distribution of uncontrolled force and torque on the apex. If an 

uncontrolled 100 g of force is applied to tooth A, the center of rotation is close to the center of 

resistance, and the stress distribution on the root surface is depicted by the horizontal lines. Note 

the minimal stress next to both the center of rotation and the gingival area of the root. In order to 

move the root of tooth B bucally, torque is needed. Since the center of rotation in this movement is 

in the bracket, which is away from the center of resistance, for the same force, the stress distribu- 

tion on the root surface is much higher especially in the apical zone
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using cone beam computerized tomography (CBCT) [153], an imaging tool that 

became, in recent years, very popular in dentistry. 

How come in most short-term experimental in vivo clinical studies, following a few 

weeks or months of treatment [89, 95], morphological root changes can be detected in 

the extracted teeth in the pressure and tension surfaces surrounding the roots, but never 

as apical root shortening, while in long-term clinical studies in which teeth are not 

extracted, apical root shortening is detected following 6 and more months of treatment? 

This disparity was never explained. Does the presence of cellular cementum in the api- 

cal region increase the vulnerability of the roots to orthodontic forces in this region 

compared to areas where acellular cementum is present? Does the fact that the coro- 

nary areas of the root, surrounded with very thin alveolar bone, having the ability to 

bend and absorb part of the pressure developed due to the force applied to the teeth 

defend those areas of the roots from the damage of orthodontitis (IDO)? Does the fact 

that the coronal root area is open to the oral cavity, and the different fluids, i.e., extracel- 

lular, intracellular, and blood, can easily move outside the scene and by that decrease 

the pressure developed, compared to the apical areas, where the bone is much thicker 

and the area is almost blocked to fast fluid movement, from higher to lower pressure 

zones, explain why we see mainly apical root shortening compared to less coronal root 

damage, or is it due to the fact that the stress distribution levels in most movements are 

higher in the apical region compared to the coronal region if the pressure level is the 

main factor initiating the IDO process (Fig. 4.6)? 
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Fig. 4.6  High and low pressure along the root surface. When 100 g of force is applied to the crown, 

the root moves accordingly. Crestal bone can bend (decrease the pressure), while the apical bone can- 

not. Fluids from the crestal zone can easily move into the oral cavity (decrease the pressure) compared 

to the fluid in the apical zone. In most movements the stress in the apical zone exceeds the one on the 

gingival zone. Thus the pressure in the crestal zone can actually be decreased or is much lower than in 

the apical zone, and therefore it is rare to see the signs of root resorption in the gingival zone
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Knowledge achieved from animal experiments, in which the researches were 

trying to imitate clinical human conditions, is important. However, there is always 

a risk of drawing conclusions from those experiments to humans. Human 

orthodontitis clinical studies are unfortunately short term in nature and usually 

examine the first premolars. Drawing clinical conclusions from 4- to 12-week 

studies on the behavior of the TPLBS exposed to 24 or more months of treatment 

is questionable. Moreover, the teeth that are examined in those studies, the first 

premolars, are usually the teeth that are not very susceptible and vulnerable to 

present signs of IDO. Further, we do not recall any short-term study where actual 

root shortening was reported. Therefore, it might be summarized that drawing 

long-term clinical conclusions from many laboratory studies is far from being 

accurate. We believe that similar attitude has to be toward studies using computer 

programs that simulate the actual conditions of the TPLBS. The finite element 

model (FEM) is the most popular one in this context [14, 79, 80, 154]. Although 

this engineering program accepts numerous physical properties’ variables of the 

biological components, again, drawing conclusions on the human TPLBS is lim- 

ited and has to be taken very carefully since it is impossible to follow the changes 

in time and of course to consider the individual variations in the reaction to force 

application. 

This part of the review will present and discuss orthodontitis and the effect of 

different patient-related factors published in the last decade: 
 

 
4.1       Genetic Factors 

 
The present concept in the professional literature is that bone remodeling is 

controlled by inflammation process. The current assumption says that normal bone 

remodeling is a reaction to probably local micro-fractures or local fatigue areas of 

the bone. This process is genetically controlled [13]. The term “bone remodeling” 

means that at the end of the precise timing process, a full regeneration (functional 

and morphological) of the remodeled part is completed. Since the cementum is very 

comparable to the alveolar bone, the implication of the remodeling process from the 

bone to the cementum is logical, especially since it was shown that alveolar bone 

remodeling and physiological cemental remodeling are alike [155]. As mentioned 

before it might be that the cemental remodeling process is the outcome of IO; how- 

ever in IDO the process goes beyond the cementum borders into the dentin to become 

irreversible minimodeling process (morphological root changes). Most of the current 

genetic research of the physiological (the one that is limited to the cementum) and 

the pathological (the one that damages the dentine) orthodontitis (IO and IDO) deals 

with parameters that are well known from the medical literature for being responsible 

to the inflammation process. Humoral and cell parameters like RANK, RANKL, 

OPG, P2X7R, cytokines, interleukins, prostaglandins, etc., and of course genetic 

expressions such as genotype, phenotype, polymorphism, and others are the main 

actors of the many research projects currently studying thoroughly the full extent of 

orthodontitis [14, 23–26, 35–41, 43, 128, 129].
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We see the Harris et al. [141] and Al-Qawasami et al. [23] publications as the two 

milestones related to hereditary and orthodontitis. Harris’ clinical research studied 

the meaning of patients’ susceptibility to EARR. The conclusion of this article says: 

“Even when the nature of the malocclusion, the treatment plan, the appliance and 

the practitioner appear to be held constant there is a considerable range among 

patients, in the occurrence and the extent of EARR. One interpretation of these dif- 

ferences is that the person’s genotype modulates his or her susceptibility to EARR: 

some people appear to be intrinsically endowed with resistance to apical resorption 

under the stress of mechanotherapy, and some, at the other extreme, are prone to 

experience severe resorption under the same regimen.” This conclusion was chal- 

lenged by the group from Indiana University who conducted their genetic-related 

studies for the last decade. The 2003 epic publication by this group was the first one 

to report on a genetic marker that identifies people who are susceptible to ORR 

before the beginning of orthodontic treatment. This research found association of 

EARR and IL-1β polymorphism suggesting a role of this cytokine in the pathogen- 

esis of EARR. One of the conclusions of this article suggested that potential orth- 

odontic patients can be screened for IL-1β genotype by analyzing the DNA from a 

simple cheek swab or mouthwash taken during initial examination to identify those 

who carry 2 copies of the high-risk allele (allele 1 of IL-1β). As of today, almost 10 

years after this study was published, we are not aware of any clinic that does this 

test, nor did we read any prospective study that found potential orthodontic patients 

who carry two copies of this allele, and their susceptibility to EARR was evaluated 

during and following treatment. Further, another retrospective study [37] found that 

the allele and the genotype distribution of the IL-1β polymorphism in patients and 

control cohorts revealed no indication of a predisposition to EARR, and another 

group  [26]  found,  with  much  higher  logarithmic  odds  (LOD)  score  than  the 

Al-Qawasmi et al. group [23], that variations in the interleukin 1-RN (IL-1 receptor 

antagonist) gene and not only in the IL-1β gene are determinants of a predisposition 

to postorthodontic EARR. The debate on the role of genetic polymorphism as well 

as different biologic agents like interleukins, prostaglandins, RANK and RANKL, 

osteoprotegrin (OPG) [40], TNFα, TNFRSF11A, TNSALP [35, 39], and others on 

the susceptibility to EARR is ongoing, and we hope that in the future it will be 

cleared and solved. 
 

 
4.2       Immune System Factors 

 
Surprisingly, the number of publications discussing role of the immune system in 

orthodontitis, in the last 20 years, is minute relative to the overwhelming number of 

publications related to genetics of the inflammation process and orthodontitis. As 

mentioned previously, this might be the effect of the shift of the current medical 

discourse to the genome role in physiological and pathological conditions. 

It is well known that the immune reaction itself and the modulation of different 

lymphocytes response go mutually with the components of the inflammatory process 

[156, 157]. Therefore it might be just a question of time that this issue will
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become again a part of the medical discourse and the dental discourse as well. Years 

ago it was hypothesized that susceptibility to detrimental orthodontitis may be asso- 

ciated with autoimmune response to dentine matrix proteins [45, 158]. This was 

based on the evidence that anti-dentine antibodies could be detected in experimental 

root lesions in mice. The recent paper by Ramos et al. [46] concludes with two 

important issues that should get more attention: 

 
(a)  Each individual carries antibodies against the dentin matrix, which might not be 

recognized as a self-structure by the human immunologic system (probably from 

the time of the physiological exposure of the material during the replace- ment 

of the deciduous dentition). These antibodies may become active upon exposure 

of the dentin during the hyalinization that leads to damage of the cementum 

layer and dentine exposure. The level of these antibodies decreases during 

orthodontic treatment especially in patients who suffer from more exten- sive 

IDO [159]. 

(b) Relatively high levels of anti-human-dentine-extract (HDE) secretory IgA (sIgA) 

are simple indicators for patient’s susceptibility to IDO. This antibody is the 

main line of defense of the oral cavity and the upper respiratory tract surfaces 

and is secreted in large amounts into the saliva by the salivary glands [128]. 

 
This study further suggests to analyze the level of this antibody (sIgA) before 

initiating orthodontic treatment in order to learn about the susceptibility of the patient 

to IDO, in a similar way to the study of Al-Qawasamy et al. [23], who suggested the 

DNA examination for two copies of allele 1 of IL-1β in new orthodontic patients. 
 

 
4.3       Other Systemic Factors 

 
The patient’s systemic condition in relation to IDO continues to be investigated and 

is focused on two main issues. One is the spontaneous systemic state and the other 

one is the systemic status derived from influences of external factors: substances 

such as drugs, food supplements, hormones, and other materials and therapeutic 

procedures such as surgical. The systemic condition that involves no dispute regard- 

ing its influence on IDO is allergy including asthma. 

Owman-Moll and Kurol [47] selected fifty adolescents and divided them into 

two equal groups: the high-risk group based on measurements of the most severe 

IDO, namely, IOD2 expression, and the low-risk group based on measurements of 

mild or no changes in root morphology IO and IDO1 expression. After a prelimi- 

nary screening of possible risk factors regarding IDO, only subjects with allergy 

showed an increased risk of root resorption, but this was without statistical 

significance. 

In 2006, Nishioka et al. [48] studied retrospectively the association between IDO2 

expression and immune system factors in 60 Japanese orthodontic patients. The 

pretreatment records revealed that the incidence of allergy was significantly higher 

in the IDO2 group. The incidence of asthma also tended to be higher in this
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group. From these results, they concluded that allergy and asthma may be high-risk 

factors for the development of excessive root shortening during orthodontic tooth 

movement in Japanese patients. 

Periodontitis was suggested to influence orthodontitis in a similar way to allergy 

and asthma as the number of inflammatory cells in the tissues adjacent to the roots 

of the teeth increases; however this issue was never studied or verified directly, and 

no conclusion related to ORR can be drawn. For example, experimental periodonti- 

tis was induced in rats by placing a cotton ligature around the cervix of the first upper 

molars for 48 h. An increase in the percentage of resorption areas and in the number 

of odontoclasts following orthodontic force application was found. These 

histomorphometric values were reduced once the inflammatory reaction had sub- 

sided. The results suggest delaying orthodontic treatment in patients with periodon- 

tal disease until the inflammatory signs have subsided [49]. Can we draw clinical 

conclusions from this 2-day rat experiment on the effect of periodontitis in conjunc- 

tion with orthodontic force application to humans especially related to apical root 

shortening? 
 

 
4.4       Chronologic Age 

 
As most studies in previous decades found no significant correlation between the 

age of the orthodontic patients and the incidence and severity of IDO expression, it 

was quite surprising to find different results in recent studies. The results of a study 

in rats [65] revealed that adult rats (9–12 months old) had increased incidence and 

severity of root shortening with prolonged tooth movement compared to young rats 

(6 weeks old). In both groups, the middle part of the root had the highest incidence 

and severity of resorption. A clinical study by Jiang et al. [66] on 96 patients between 

9 and 34 years treated by fixed appliances for at least 1 year found that patient age 

correlated with RR of the upper incisors before treatment and after treatment accord- 

ing to panoramic radiographs. It may be speculated that more ORR occurred in 

adults due to the presence of resorbed roots before treatment. However, the inaccu- 

racy of analyzing the exact amount of ORR on panoramic radiographs is a well- 

known phenomenon [160, 161]. 
 

 
4.5       Dental Age 

 
There is a consensus in the professional literature that ORR is related to the process of 

root development and that there is an advantage of moving teeth with incomplete root 

development regarding prevention of root shortening. However, while Hendrix et al. 

[47] found that teeth with incomplete root formation at the onset of orthodontic treat- 

ment continue to develop roots during treatment, but the roots reach somewhat less 

than their expected root length potential, Mavragani et al. [68] found no significant 

difference in the extent of root lengthening between the roots that elongated during 

treatment and the normal root lengthening in age-matched untreated individuals. They
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also found that roots that were incompletely developed before treatment reached a 

significantly greater length than those that were fully developed at the start of treat- 

ment. The differences between the two publications might be the result of the way the 

teeth were X-rayed and the roots’ length was measured [159, 160]. 
 

 
4.6       Gender 

 
All recent studies found no association between gender and IDO expression. No 

difference in either the incidence or severity of ORR between male and female 

patients was found in a study by Sameshima and Sinclair [69] who used periapical 

radiographs of 868 patients who were treated with full, fixed edgewise appliances. 

No statistically significant differences in ORR were found in relation to gender in a 

group of 96 subjects treated using fixed appliances for at least 1 year and who had 

panoramic radiographs at two time points [66]. “Even” the CBCT did not reveal a 

significant association between IDO and the gender of orthodontic patients [70]. 
 

 
4.7       Presence of RR Before and During Orthodontic 

Treatment 
 

Confirmation to the positive correlation that was found in the past between the sever- 

ity of ORR at the end of orthodontic treatment and the presence of ORR before treat- 

ment was given in the clinical study by Jiang et al. [66]. This correlation, obtained by 

evaluation of panoramic radiographs, was found especially for the anterior teeth. 

Another correlation that was confirmed during the last decade by Artun et al. 

[71] is the positive correlation between the presence and severity of ORR during the 

initial stages of treatment and the severity of the resorption present at later stages, as 

evaluated on periapical radiographs for the maxillary central and lateral incisors. 

They found that patients with detectable ORR during the first 6 months of active 

treatment are more likely to experience resorption in the following 6-month period 

than those without. In a later study Artun et al. [72] found the amount of the resorp- 

tion at the end of treatment to be highly correlated to that found after 6 and after 12 

months of treatment. 
 

 
4.8       Habits 

 
Contrary to articles published in the past, the last published studies on the associa- 

tion between habits or parafunction on orthodontitis found no association. Owman- 

Moll and Kurol [47] checked the nail biting habit histologically on teeth that were 

moved orthodontically before their extractions, while Makedonas et al. [73] related 

to nail biting, nail biting history, finger sucking, and finger sucking history and used 

CBCT to evaluate the severity of resorption after 6 months of active treatment. They 

found no impact of the habits or past habits on the amount of the resorption.
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4.9       Previously Traumatized Teeth 
 

The only study in the last decade concerning OIRR in relation to previous trauma is 

the one by Makedonas et al. [73] who diagnosed ORR with CBCT after 6 months of 

orthodontic treatment with fixed appliances. The results of the study indicated that 

trauma before treatment did not have any impact on the amount of resorption after 6 

months of active treatment. 
 

 
4.10     Tooth Structure/Root Form 

 
The different effect of the orthodontic force on teeth with different root forms is still 

in controversy. Some of the studies found root morphology as not being a risk factor 

for IDO [47, 70, 73, 76, 77]. Mavragani et al. [76] studied mild dental invagination 

and Van Parys et al. [77] pipette-shaped roots, and according to Lund et al. [70], root 

length at baseline was not associated with the degree of resorption. However, other 

studies reached different results. Smale et al. [78] report on long roots, narrow roots, 

and deviated root form as risk factors for EARR of the central incisors and on nor- 

mal root form and wide roots as preventive factors. Nishioka et al. [48] found root 

morphology abnormality (shortened, blunt, eroded, pointed, bent, bottle shaped) 

significantly higher in the ORR group of orthodontically treated patients. Finite ele- 

ment model [79, 80] found various root morphologies affecting stress distribution of 

forces along the roots. Oyama et al. [79] applied forces in a vertical (intrusive) and 

horizontal (lingual) direction to the tooth axis and observed stress concentration in 

the root of the models with short, bent, and pipette-shaped roots. In the models with 

a bent or pipette-shaped root, significant stress was concentrated at the root apex. In 

the short-root model, significant stress was concentrated at the middle of the root, 

while the blunt-shaped root model showed no significant stress concentration at the 

root. Kamble et al. [80] applied orthodontic forces in various directions (intrusion, 

extrusion, tipping, and rotational) on maxillary central incisors and found signifi- 

cantly increased stress at the apex of the root with dilacerated morphology and at the 

cervical one-third region of the tooth with the short root. Increased stress was 

observed at the middle one-third region in the tooth with the pipette-shaped root 

during intrusion and extrusion. They conclude that the stress distribution pattern 

indicates that the maxillary central incisors with deviated root morphology are at 

higher risk of RR. 
 

 
4.11     Topography of Adjacent Alveolar Bone 

 
The bone factor regarding orthodontitis has been studied for decades. A study on 

tooth movement through regenerated bone created after distraction osteogenesis on 

beagles [81] found less resorption of the roots when the teeth were moved in 

mature, well-organized and mineralized bone created after 12 weeks of consolida- 

tion compared with immature, fibrous, and less-mineralized bone after 2 weeks of
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consolidation; however the amount of tooth movement was greater when the teeth 

were moved to immature bone although with more tipping. The effect of bone 

turnover rate on tooth movement and RR in rats was studied by inducing second- 

ary hypo- and hyperthyroidism [82]. The different metabolic rates were created 

by this induction. It was found that low bone turnover induces a significantly larger 

amount of resorption on roots that are not submitted to mechanical loading. 

However the amount of RR induced by the orthodontic force was not influenced 

by the metabolic rate. The high bone turnover in the hyperthyroidism group 

increased the amount of orthodontic tooth movement but did not decrease the 

amount of IDO. It has to be noted again that administration of low doses of thy- 

roid hormone (TH) was found to have a protective role on the root surface during 

orthodontic treatment [60]. Controversial reports on the association between alve- 

olar bone density and orthodontitis appear in the literature [11]. Bone structure 

effect on orthodontitis of lower incisors was studied on pre- and posttreatment 

cephalometric radiographs of orthodontic patients by Otis [84]. No significant 

correlation was found between the extent of the IDO and the amount of alveolar 

bone around the root, the thickness of cortical bone, and the density of the tra- 

becular network. Motokawa et al. [84] hypothesized that a movement of the max- 

illary central incisor near the cortical bone of the alveolus and incisive canal might 

cause severe RR. 
 

 
4.12     Individual Tooth Susceptibility 

 
All teeth may suffer from RR induced by the inflammation created by the orth- 

odontic movement [11]; however several studies indicate that some of the teeth are 

more vulnerable to IDO than others. Apajalahti and Peltola [85] report that 

according to their study that used panoramic radiographs pre- and posttreatment, 

the most severe resorption was seen in the maxillary incisors and premolars. 

However according to most studies, the maxillary incisors are the most affected 

by RR during orthodontic treatment. This might be due to the greater movement 

of these teeth compared to other teeth during orthodontic treatment in order to 

achieve greater esthetic and functional demands [11] Mohandesan et al. [86] who 

studied the roots of maxillary incisors on periapical radiographs before and 6 and 

12 months after the start of treatment found more shortening of the roots of the 

lateral incisors compared to those of the central incisors and that clinically signifi- 

cant  resorption  was  found  at  a  higher  rate  for  the  laterals  compared  to  the 

centrals. 

Opposite results were obtained recently by Jung and Cho [87] who report that 

according to their study on panoramic radiographs, maxillary central incisors were 

found to be the most resorbed teeth, followed by the maxillary lateral incisor. They 

found that the latter teeth are followed by the mandibular central incisors and the 

mandibular lateral incisors regarding vulnerability to IDO. 

This part of the review will present and discuss the treatment-related factors 

affecting OIIRR published in the last decade:
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4.13     Orthodontic Treatment-Related Factors 
 

4.13.1  Force Magnitude 
 

There is no orthodontic tooth movement without force application; therefore, the 

force level is the immediate or usual suspect blamed for IDO1 and IDO2. In the last 

decade, Darendeliler and his group in Sydney, Australia, published results of several 

researches using microcomputed tomography, scanning electron microscopy, and 

laser microscopy, discussing the force magnitude effect on orthodontitis [89–95]. In 

these studies, it was found that the volume of the resorption craters at least in certain 

areas of the roots (in human premolars and rats molars) was directly proportional to 

the force magnitude exerted for intrusion, extrusion, rotation, tipping, and bodily 

movements. Only one similar study, conducted by a group from the Netherlands [88] 

on mandibular premolars of dogs, that measured the dimensions of the lacunae found 

the effect of force magnitude on the severity of root resorption to be statisti- cally 

insignificant. According to a recently published study by Darendeliler’s group, when 

extremely heavy forces were applied on rats’ molars, root resorption increased; 

however the amount of tooth movement decreased [89]. 

All those studies, which contributed tremendously to our understanding of the 

orthodontitis process, have to be taken with utmost care. Orthodontics human stud- 

ies that involve extractions of teeth are usually short term. The average study length 

is a few months, while orthodontic treatment lasts usually 20–24 months. Moreover, 

the premolars which are the common teeth involved in those studies are not the ones 

that suffer from IDO1 and IDO2 as, for example, the upper incisors and none of the 

extracted teeth demonstrated apical RR. Again, we can learn a lot from animal stud- 

ies; however the implication from those studies on human beings is not always cor- 

rect and exact. 
 

 
4.13.2  Duration of Force Application 

 
No study to date contradicted the direct correlation found between the duration of 

force application and the severity and incidence/prevalence of the resorption that 

occurs during treatment, whether those studies were clinical [86, 96] or histological 

[88, 97, 98]. It is more than reasonable to assume that long-term exposure of the 

roots to orthodontitis might eventually lead to IDO1 or even to IDO2 expression. As 

we previously mentioned, genes and their products and the proteins act differently 

in changing environment; therefore, the longer the treatment, the chances of the 

environment to change increases. 
 

 
4.13.3  Orthodontic Type of Movement 

 
Teeth are probably more vulnerable to intrusion. It was found that applying intru- 

sive 100 cN of continuous force to maxillary first human premolar teeth for 8 weeks
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prior to their extractions produced about four times more root resorption than simi- 

lar extrusive force [99]. 

Moreover, other [100, 101] clinical studies found that movements combined with 

intrusion are more detrimental to the roots (IDO1 and IDO2) than nonintrusive 

mechanics. 

These findings match others who found that significant resorption occurs more in 

compression areas compared to tension areas and can explain the findings that IDO1 

and IDO2 expressions following tipping movement are more pronounced than that 

resulting from bodily movement as the pressure is dispersed along the roots in the 

last mentioned type of movement [89]. Unfortunately the effect of torque per se on 

the IDO1 and IDO2 expression was not studied in the last decade. 
 

 
4.13.4  The Treatment Method 

 
There is evidence that IDO1 and IDO2 manifestations are present in all forms and 

methods of treatment. The use of removable thermoplastic appliances does not pre- 

vent this side effect. Krieger E et al. [103] found that all 100 patients included in 

their study that were treated to resolve anterior crowding by aligners had a reduction 

of the pretreatment root length. According to a previous microcomputed tomogra- 

phy study by Barbagallo et al., clear removable thermoplastic appliances have, in a 

short term, in vivo experiment similar effects on root cementum as light (25 g) orth- 

odontic forces derived from fixed appliances [104]. 

Also the use of self-ligating brackets does not reduce the incidence and severity 

of root uptake compared to the use of conventional brackets [105–107]. 

All the studies from the last decade that dealt with the effect of treatment involv- 

ing extractions on IDO expression compared to treatment without extractions found 

that the first one resulted statistically significant higher prevalence of severe root 

resorption [84, 86, 108, 109] probably due to the distance of teeth and roots moved 

during treatment. 

However, no difference was found in root resorption between two-step and en 

masse space closure procedures [110]. Even though the use of super-elastic heat- 

activated arch wires was not found to significantly increase the severity of root 

resorption, compared to conventional multi-stranded stainless steel arch wires dur- 

ing the leveling stage of treatment [111], most studies found that intermittent forces 

cause less severe root resorption than continuous forces [88, 112–114]. However 

there might be clinical importance to the timing of reactivation according to the last 

mentioned study. 

A recent study found that more root resorption in patients is treated by the 

straight-wire method and less in the standard edgewise technique. The authors sug- 

gest that it may be attributed to more root movement in the pre-adjusted MBT tech- 

nique that was used to represent the straight-wire method [115]. 

Corticotomy-facilitated orthodontics (CFO) in adults to relieve moderate crowd- 

ing of the lower anterior teeth was found to reduce the total time of treatment sig- 

nificantly from  17.5 ± 2.8  weeks  in  the  CFO  group  to  49 ± 12.3  weeks  in  the
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conventional  orthodontic  therapy  group  and  decreasing  the  root  length  lost 

(0.02 ± 0.10 mm compared to 1.4 ± 0.8 mm) with no statistical significance [116]. 

No difference in the amount of resorption between the Fränkel and eruption guid- 

ance appliance groups was found [117]. 

The use of magnets for orthodontic tooth movements in rats by gradually increas- 

ing the force applied induced effective tooth movement with no pathological 

changes, such as root resorption [118]. However, this method has not been devel- 

oped enough for clinical use. 

A study by Brin et al. [162] that compared 1- versus 2-phase treatment of class II 

malocclusion found the proportion of incisors with moderate to severe ORR to be 

slightly greater in the 1-phase treatment group. 
 

 
4.14     Non-orthodontic Treatment-Related Factors 

 
4.14.1  Endodontically Treated Teeth 

 
Although in the past there was disagreement over the correlation between endodon- 

tically treated teeth and ORR [11], recent studies on periapical or panoramic radio- 

graphs indicate no significant difference in the amount or severity of RR during 

orthodontic treatment between root-filled teeth and teeth with vital pulps [74, 75, 

120]. However a recent study found that genetic variations in the interleukin-1β gene 

predispose root-filled teeth to EARR for matched pairs, secondary to orth- odontic 

treatment in a different way from their control teeth with vital pulps in subjects 

homozygous for allele 2 [2/2(TT)] [42]. 

Nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) are sometimes used to relieve pain 

during orthodontic tooth movement. Nabumetone given to orthodontic patients was 

found to be useful in reducing IDO manifestations, pulpitis, and pain caused by 

intrusive orthodontic movement, without altering tooth movement in response to the 

application of orthodontic force [50]. These results strengthen the inflammation base 

of orthodontitis. 

Doxycycline is one of the tetracycline antibiotics group and is commonly used to 

treat a variety of infections including chronic ones. Mavragani et al. [51] investi- 

gated the effect of systemic administration of low-dose doxycycline on ORR in rats 

and found a significant reduction in ORR, in the number of odontoclasts, osteo- 

clasts, mononuclear cells on the root surface, and TRAP-positive cells on the root 

and bone for the doxycycline-administered group. The effect of the doxycycline may 

be at least partly similar to that of the NSAIDs. 

Bisphosphonates, known to be inhibitors of bone resorption, continued to be 

studied in relation to orthodontic tooth movement in the last decade probably due 

their vast use in treatment for bone metabolism disorders such as osteoporosis, 

Paget’s disease, and bone metastases. While in the past there was a dispute over the 

effect of bisphosphonates on the roots during orthodontic movement, according to 

the studies of the last decade, these agents reduce ORR. The bisphosphonates inhibit 

the  ability  of  osteoclasts  to  resorb  bone  by  mechanisms  that  interfere  with
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cytoskeletal organization and formation of the ruffled border, and this leads to cell 

death by apoptosis [52, 53]. Fujimura et al. [54] found in their study on mice that 

bisphosphonates reduced the amount of tooth movement and the number of osteo- 

clasts. In addition, they also reduced ORR on the pressure side. Thus they con- 

cluded that bisphosphonates inhibit orthodontic tooth movement and prevent RR 

during orthodontic tooth movement in mice. Similar results were obtained earlier by 

Liu et al. [55] and later by Choi et al. [56], who found dose-dependent effect of the 

clodronate, a non-N-containing bisphosphonate or first-generation bisphosphonate, 

in rats. Their conclusion was that although clodronate might decrease RR related to 

orthodontic tooth movement, patients should be informed about a possible decrease 

in the amount of tooth movement and a prolonged period of orthodontic treatment. 

According to a systematic review on the influence of bisphosphonates in orthodon- 

tic therapy that was published in 2010 [57], no data are available on the effect of lon- 

ger than 21 days of bisphosphonates treatment, which is an important issue given the 

well-known side effects of this type of drug, which include maxillary osteonecrosis. 

The apoptosis of osteoclasts that leads to reduction in bone and RR is in contra- 

diction to the theory that reduced bone resorption increases RR [23]. 

Ovariectomy causes reduced estrogen levels resulting increased osteoclastogenesis 

[61]. Ovariectomy of female rats, performed to mimic postmenopausal patients, was 

found to affect tooth movement and orthodontitis. Tooth movement in the ovariec- 

tomy group was found to be more rapid and the amount of root shortening was more 

severe than in a control group [62]. A recent study [63] found that treatment of ovari- 

ectomized rats by systemic zoledronic acid, a potent and novel bisphosphonate that is 

used for the treatment of osteoporosis, inhibits orthodontic tooth movement and also 

reduces the risk of IDO2 expression in the ovariectomized rats. The mechanisms of 

action and the pharmacologic properties of the zoledronic acid directly involve the 

induction of osteoclast apoptosis [64]. These studies, albeit in rats, raise the awareness 

of the differences we may expect in treating orthodontically postmenopausal women. 
 

 
4.14.2  Sympathectomy 

 
Haug et al. [121] found that sympathectomized (SCGx) rats had significantly more 

RR and substance P-immunoreactive fibers in the compressed periodontal ligament 

following orthodontic tooth movement compared with control rats. This publication 

demonstrates that there might be a direct connection between orthodontitis and the 

nervous system, in this case the sympathetic one. We hope that the research of those 

relationships will be studied in the future. 
 

 
4.14.3  Fluoride 

 
The effects of fluoride intake on the roots during orthodontic tooth movement began 

to be explored on rats by Australian groups led by Darendeliler in the last decade. In 

2007 it was reported that fluoride reduces the size of resorption craters, but the effect
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is variable and not statistically significant (P > .05) [58]. In 2011 the findings were 

that RR lesions of the group exposed to fluoride were significantly reduced in length 

and depth (P < 0.01) [12]. The mineral content of the RR craters of the fluoride group 

had higher concentrations of fluorine and zinc (P < 0.01). There was less calcium in 

the craters of the no-fluoride group compared with the fluoride group (P < 0.05). The 

conclusion was that cementum quality (influenced by systemic fluoride exposure) 

might impact the extent of orthodontically induced resorptive defects. Another study 

of the group [59] found that fluoride reduced the depth, volume, and roughness of the 

resorption craters in the experimental groups. Regarding the duration of fluoride 

intake, it was found that the longer fluoride was administered via drinking water to 

the rats since their birth, the smaller the amount of tooth movement observed. Their 

conclusion was that fluoride in drinking water from birth reduced the severity of 

OIRR, but the amount of tooth movement was also decreased. The author’s hypoth- 

eses as to the action of fluoride are that fluoride could suppress RR by similar mecha- 

nisms present in caries: acid resistance, enhancement of remineralization, and 

suppression of odontoclasts. However, according to the last study of the group 

regarding fluoride effect on roots of patients, a high fluoride intake from public water 

did not have a beneficial effect on the severity of root resorption after a 4-week orth- 

odontic force application and 12 weeks of passive retention [163]. 
 

 
4.14.4  Thyroid Hormone 

 
The protective effect of thyroid hormone administration was confirmed by Vázquez- 

Landaverde et al. [60] who studied the effect of thyroid hormone-treated rats (intra- 

peritoneal and oral) during orthodontic tooth movement. Circulating T3 levels, 

systemic alkaline phosphatase (APase) activity, and 5′deiodinase (5′D) activity were 

evaluated in the periodontal area. The results showed that TH-treated animals 

(intraperitoneal or oral) had significantly less force-induced root resorptive lesions 

compared with a control group, without apparent changes in T3 or alkaline phos- 

phatase levels, and that periodontal remodeling was accompanied by a significant 

increase in local T3 generation as a result of T4 deiodination. This 5′D activity was 

higher in those animals that received exogenous TH. These results suggest that this 

protective TH mechanism may be achieved at a local level and that administration 

of low doses of TH may play a protective role on the root surface. 
 

 
4.14.5  Light-Emitting Diode (LED) Therapy 

 
The effects of light-emitting diode (LED) therapy at 940 nm on inflammatory RR were 

studied in rats. Animals submitted to orthodontic force plus LED therapy presented 

significantly fewer osteoclasts and inflammatory cells and more blood vessels and 

fibroblasts in the periodontal ligament than the non-irradiated animals. The results led 

the authors to suggest that LED therapy may improve periodontal tissue repair and 

decrease inflammation and RR after the application of orthodontic force [122].
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4.14.6  Ultrasound 
 

El-Bialy et al. [124] evaluated the effect of low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) 

known to enhance healing of traumatized connective tissues with IDO expression in 

humans. Histological examination revealed healing of the resorbed root surface by 

hypercementosis, and the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study showed a sta- 

tistically significant decrease in the areas of resorption and the number of resorption 

lacunae in the LIPUS-exposed premolars. 

A study on rats found that LIPUS enhances repair of IDO damages by decreasing 

the number of osteoclasts and their level of activity probably as a result of increas- 

ing the ratio osteoprotegerin (OPT) to the receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa- 

B ligand (RANKL). Reparative cementum was found in the LIPUS-treated samples 

of rats by means of high-power SEM [123]. 

Similar results were obtained by a recent study [164] that expects LIPUS to be 

applicable to clinical use in the near future. 
 

 
4.15     In Summary 

 
Orthodontitis is the inflammation that involves the periodontal ligament, bone, 

cementum, and many times the dentine. It is the direct result of orthodontic force 

application that initiates a sequential genetic-environmental cellular process. This 

inflammation is the biological process that is behind every tooth movement and 

might lead to minor (IO) up to severe manifestations of root resorption (IDO1 or 

IDO2). We know exactly how and when it evokes, but until today, we are unable to 

predict its overall outcome that goes beyond the desirable tooth movement into 

unwanted resorption of the roots (IDO1 and IDO2 expression). The intensity and 

the length of the inflammatory process depend on many factors. Some of them are 

genetically related (patient related, personal vulnerability, or personal susceptibil- 

ity), while others are treatment related (orthodontic and non-orthodontic), and most 

of them are still, even after the human genome was decoded, beyond our knowl- 

edge. This inflammation is physiologically or normally responsible for bone as well 

as cemental remodeling; however, for yet unknown reasons there might be a failure 

in the coupling process, which let the resorption continue beyond the borders of the 

cementum into the dentin. Unfortunately, this tissue cannot regenerate since the 

dentinoblasts are in the pulp and not in the dentino-cemental junction. When the 

damage is large enough, the morphological changes can be detected using external 

imaging techniques. From the three tissues involved in orthodontitis, the periodon- 

tal ligament and the bone, both are fully regenerated, while the root is not. 

This review presents the readers a new term – orthodontitis – and also suggests 

three theories to the understanding of the process: 

 
(a)  Reaction of the body to unrecognized extreme new conditions 

(b)  Hidden part of the evolutionary process – the tissue hierarchy theory 

(c)  Orthodontitis as a self-defense mechanism
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Most of the publications quoted in this review draw their legitimacy from knowl- 

edge extracted out of evidence-based dentistry studies; however some publications 

can be defined as “expectation-based dentistry,” since their outcome has not been 

challenged yet. 
 

 
Appendix 

 
Suggested protocol to minimize orthodontic root resorption (ORR) and to avoid 

periodontitis consequences during orthodontic treatment (OT) for new and earlier 

orthodontic-treated patients. Orthodontitis and its consequences should be a part of 

any orthodontic treatment informed consent (Brezniak and Wasserstein 2016): 

Orthodontitis and its unwanted ORR results as well as different types of peri- 

odontitis must be discussed with the patients/parents/guardians prior to the treat- 

ment and when positive findings were revealed during and following OT. This 

protocol is only a general suggestion or general guidelines and it does not replace 

the orthodontist’ professional medical discretion/judgment and responsibility of the 

consequences during and following OT. 

 
Definitions 

Monitoring: PA X-ray of the upper incisors 

Standard Monitoring (SM): Monitoring following 9–12 months of force application 

to the incisors and at least once a year in a lengthy treatment 

Frequent Monitoring (FM): Monitoring every 6–9 months following force activa- 

tion on the incisors 

Intensive Monitoring (IM): Monitoring every 4–6 months following force activation 

on the incisors 
 

 
I. General health – Does the patient suffer from allergy1? If yes use FM protocol. 

II.  Dental health – Does the patient suffer from periodontitis? If yes send the patient 

to the periodontist to discuss further related treatment considerations. When 

treatment lasts, use IM protocol adding bitewing X-ray every 4–6 months. 

A.  New patient before treatment: 

1. Does the patient have signs of RR (idiopathic, tooth related, etc.)? Go to 3b. 

2.  Does the patient demonstrate any periodontal problem (loss of bone sup- 

port, cervical resorption, etc.)? If yes, go to II. 

3.  Was a close family member of the patient orthodontically treated in the 

past? 
 

 
1 Allergy symbolizes many other systemic medical conditions that most of them including allergy 

have controversial relationship to orthodontitis and its manifestations.
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(a)  Was ORR detected? If not use SM protocol. 

(b)  Is the amount of ORR on PA film: 

1.  Less than 2 mm? Use SM during treatment. 

2.  More than 2 mm but less than 1/3 of the root? Use FM protocol 

during treatment. Initiate treatment without extraction if needed, 

and decide only following 4–6 months in treatment. 

3.  More than 1/3 of the root? Use 3b2 protocol; however use IM 

protocol during treatment. 

B.  An earlier treated orthodontic patient or a transfer patient: 

1.  Does the patient have signs of ORR on a mandatory incisors’ PA film? If 

not use SM; otherwise use 3b protocol. 

2.  Does the patient have signs of periodontal disease on mandatory incisors’ 

PA film and/or bitewing X-rays? If yes send the patient to the periodontist 

to discuss further related treatment considerations. Use FM protocol as 

well as bitewing X-rays every 4–6 months. 

C.  Monitoring findings during treatment: 

1.  Does  the  patient  have  signs  of  ORR?  If  not  continue  to  use  SM; 

otherwise: 

(a)  Less than 2 mm? Use FM during further treatment. 

(b)  More than 2 mm but less than 1/3 of the root? Pause the treatment for 

2–3  months.  Take  a  new  radiograph  following  3  months  in  re- 

treatment to re-evaluate treatment continuation. 

(c)  More than 1/3 of the root? Pause the treatment for 2–3 months. 

Further treatment procedures depend on the current conditions: 

1.  If close to the finish – Do as much as you can to finish treatment 

in a short time with compromises if needed. Try to avoid torque 

movements as much as you can. Use IM during treatment. 

2.  If more than a year estimated to finish – Change treatment goals; 

change treatment modalities like using TADS as anchorage; eval- 

uate surgical procedures; consider implants in extraction spaces if 

possible and if needed; avoid using resorbed teeth as anchored 

ones; don’t use rectangular wires and avoid torque movements. 

Use IM during treatment. 

2.  Does the patient have signs of periodontal disease on PA or bitewing 

X-ray? If yes go to II. 

D.  Findings following treatment: 

1.  Any type of ORR and/or periodontal disease should be discussed thor- 

oughly with the patients/parents/guardians. 

2.  Teeth with mild or even severe ORR should rarely if ever be extracted. 

Fixed retention (sometimes double retention) attached to non-damaged 

teeth or fused bridges are the best long-term solution suggested for 

extreme cases.
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Abstract 

In orthodontics there is an interest in understanding how orthodontic tooth move- 

ment (OTM) may be modified with the use of differential anchorage and decreas- 

ing treatment time(s). While the focus of these efforts has been on how various 

procedures or devices affect OTM (i.e., typically increase OTM), there has been 

little discussion of how the patient’s genetic background may influence variation 

in OTM. In this chapter, the clinician will be introduced to basic concepts of 

clinical genetics to gain insight into various genetic factors that influence bone 

modeling/remodeling and OTM. We describe how the genetic factors in these 

important pathways may also influence external apical root resorption (EARR) 

concurrent with OTM. At the end of the chapter, known genetic factors in two 

conditions that could secondarily affect OTM as they increase treatment com- 

plexity (dental primary failure of eruption and dental agenesis) are reviewed, and 

a select group of syndromes and other genetic conditions that may affect OTM in 

patients are also summarized. 
 
 

 
5.1       Introduction to Types of Genetic Factors 

 
Genetic factors influence numerous biological processes including orthodontic tooth 

movement (OTM), external apical root resorption that can be seen on standard radio- 

graphs (EARR), and problems with tooth formation and/or eruption. Therefore, 
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when a clinician has a good understanding of the genetic factors that influence OTM 

and some of the genetically influenced problems associated with OTM, treatment 

outcomes can be improved for many of their patients. A genetic factor can be defined 

as a gene or a specific gene variation that has an effect on some characteristic(s) of 

an individual or their offspring, where a gene is the smallest unit of inherited infor- 

mation. Inherited and newly introduced (sporadic) gene variations may be defined 

simply as a single nucleotide change at a specific location in the DNA code (i.e., a 

polymorphism), or they could consist of deletions, insertions, amplifications/dupli- 

cations, inversions, and/or transposition of larger portions of the DNA code. 

Genetic factors can be studied from different perspectives including (1) deter- 

mining how many unique genetic factors are needed to influence a biological pro- 

cess such that there is a measurable effect or discernible difference in the phenotype 

(the observable properties, measurable features, and physical characteristics of the 

patient) and (2) determining the nature of how each factor influences the phenotype 

(i.e., does it primarily alter the structure and/or function of the protein made from 

the genetic code? Does it alter how much of the protein is? Or both?). By studying 

these different perspectives, scientists and clinicians help to relate a patient’s genetic 

background (called the genome in total or genotype when referring to a specific 

genetic variation) to the phenotype of the patient [12]. A phenotype is generated by 

the summation and interaction of the effects arising over a period of time from an 

individual’s genotype and the effects of environment in which the individual devel- 

ops within. A trait is one particular aspect or characteristic of the phenotype. 
 

 
5.1.1  How Many Genetic Factors Are Necessary to Have 

an Effect or Make a Discernible Difference? 
 

If a trait arises due to the effect of a single gene being expressed or due to a unique 

variation in that gene, then the trait is said to have Mendelian (i.e., monogenic; mono 

= “one”, genic = “gene”) inheritance. Use of the terms autosomal dominant, 

autosomal recessive, or X-linked modes of inheritance can further describe the spe- 

cific subtypes of Mendelian inheritance. For example, an autosomal dominant (AD) 

monogenic pattern of inheritance occurs when only one copy of the trait-causing 

genetic factor is needed to inherit the trait. Theoretically, each child of an individual 

with an AD trait has a 50 % chance of inheriting the same AD trait. The inheritance 

of an AD trait, however, is not always so simple or straightforward. 

When a family tree (called a pedigree in genetics) is drawn specifically indicat- 

ing the family members who have and do not have the trait, it may be discovered 

that the appearance of the trait “skips a generation.” In clinical genetic terms, the 

trait is then said to be non-penetrant (e.g., a person does not show the trait them- 

selves, yet they inherited the same genetic variation that runs in the family and is 

associated with the trait and can pass it on to their children who may show the trait). 

In addition, among family members who show the trait, the trait may not be appar- 

ent to the same extent or severity from one individual to the next. In clinical genetic 

terms, this phenomenon is referred to as variable expressivity. How is this possible
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for a trait that is said to be AD? These variations in the appearance of an AD trait 

occur because proteins and/or RNA products from other genes, together with envi- 

ronmental factor effects, can cause differences in how the trait is expressed or if the 

trait will be expressed at all in a particular individual (even though the individual has 

a variation in a single gene that is usually associated with the trait). 

Simply stated, an AD monogenic trait is caused by a single gene, but the actual 

outward appearance of the trait is determined by the combined effect of other inher- 

ited factors that modify the extent or severity of the appearance of the trait. For 

example, the occurrences of dental agenesis (hypodontia/oligodontia) are AD in 

most of the reported families, with observed variations in the type and/or number of 

teeth that are affected and with a tendency for other teeth that are present in the 

dentition to be small. In contrast to an AD pattern of inheritance, an autosomal 

recessive mode of inheritance of a trait describes the case when two copies of the 

trait-causing genetic factor are needed to show the trait; and X-linked modes of 

inheritance specifically involve the inheritance of trait-causing genetic factors from 

the X-chromosome. 

However, most clinically observed traits do not display a monogenic inheritance. 

They instead may tend to “run in families,” but do not exhibit a pattern of inheri- 

tance that is as extensive or as well defined as would be expected with Mendelian 

(monogenic) traits. These conditions are referred to as complex or common traits, 

reflecting their complex etiological interaction between multiple and environmental 

factors, as well as their greater incidence/more common occurrence when compared 

to monogenic traits. Because so many genetic and environmental factors come into 

play with a complex trait, this type of trait is usually assessed using a continuous or 

quantitative measurement, not a discrete “yes” or “no” occurrence. Thus, one may 

expect that when compared to monogenic traits, complex traits will be more ame- 

nable to change (or a greater change) following environmental/treatment modifica- 

tion (e.g., OTM). 
 

 
5.1.2  What Is the Nature of Each Genetic Factor Involved 

in Forming a Specific Trait? 
 

The process of utilizing the instructions contained within our DNA code is called 

gene expression. During this process, the information contained within a gene can 

be copied into an RNA template to be used to synthesize a protein product that was 

encoded by the DNA instructions. Some DNA codes don’t make protein directly, but 

contain the needed instructions to produce different types of regulatory RNA 

molecules (e.g., microRNAs, long non-coding RNAs, etc.). These regulatory mol- 

ecules usually help to define where and how much of a specific protein should be 

made by specifically targeting the protein-encoding RNA template for destruction 

when it is no longer needed. 

When we study the effect of genetic variation on gene expression, two main 

mechanisms in our bodies can influence the effectiveness and/or amount of a pro- 

tein being made and, in doing so, can influence our observable and/or measurable
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traits. With the first mechanism, an inherited or sporadic variation in the DNA code 

of a gene results in a change in the amino acid sequence of the protein being pro- 

duced. Extreme and/or strategic amino acid sequence changes could (a) result in an 

altered function of the protein (i.e., making it either inactive or hyperactive), (b) 

introduce a STOP code into the protein resulting in the formation of a truncated 

protein, complete absence of the protein, and/or a signal to quickly destroy the 

protein, or (c) alter how a protein is localized within the cell (i.e., no longer send- 

ing it to its specific location of action). With the second mechanism, a genetic 

variation may influence how much of the protein is made. Genetic variations in the 

regulatory region in front of a gene code (called promoter regions) may influence 

when or for how long a gene is “turned on” (i.e., expressed to form a protein or 

regulatory RNA). Similarly, genetic variations found within the DNA code of the 

gene that cause the RNA and protein-producing machinery to stop or pause can also 

influence how much protein is synthesized. As an analogy to understand these two 

concepts, think of water coming out of a garden hose. In the first instance, water 

(protein) is coming out of the hose (is being made from the gene), but the water may 

be partly or completely adulterated by contamination (due to a detri- mental 

variation or mutation in the gene). In the second instance, good water is coming out 

of the hose, but there is less or more of it than is needed. Of course, both could 

happen at the same time with water hoses, as well as with genes and their associated 

proteins. 

There are many genetic and environmental factors that will turn genes “off” and/ 

or “on” or that can change the rate of the proteins being made. With orthodontic 

force, the stress of the root against the periodontal ligament (PDL) and alveolar bone 

will cause changes in the gene expression and corresponding protein produc- tion 

for numerous genes, ultimately resulting in the changes in the shape of the socket 

(“modeling” as discussed later) so the tooth will move. In the remainder of the 

chapter, specific genetic variations that can affect OTM will be reviewed, as well as 

their possible relationship with EARR. In addition, genetic factors affecting primary 

failure of eruption, agenic teeth, and selected syndromes that may be asso- ciated 

with an effect on, or a concern about, OTM will be reviewed. 
 

 
5.2       Genetic Factors Associated with Variation(s) in OTM 

 
Knowledge of the cellular and molecular processes that are regulated in response to 

placing physical stress on the tissues supporting and surrounding a tooth help us to 

understand the mechanism(s) by which OTM occurs. Understanding these cellular 

and molecular processes can also help suggest what genes should be studied for 

genetic variation that might contribute to the differences observed with OTM clini- 

cally. Many animal studies and a limited number of human studies have attempted 

to measure variations in the gene expression of numerous proteins following the 

placement of an orthodontic force on a tooth. These studies have been instrumental 

in identifying specific cytokines, chemokines, hormones, growth factors, enzymes, 

neuropeptides, and ligands that influence OTM.
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Most of these studies, however, have used the term “remodeling” to indicate a 

change in the gross morphology of the boney socket observed with OTM, echoing 

the same usage to describe and understand the surface sculpting and drift mecha- 

nisms of facial growth and development [42]. While orthodontic investigators have 

tended to embrace the term “remodeling” to describe this bone surface change, 

mineralized tissue biologists have used the term “modeling” for this activity, reserv- 

ing the term “remodeling” to describe internal bone turnover mechanisms that do not 

change the shape of the bone. Unfortunately, this difference in term usage by many 

in orthodontic research has created confusion in a variety of scientific circles and 

has acted as a barrier to the exchange of information with other biomedical 

disciplines [139, 140]. For the sake of clarity, we will use the terms “modeling” and 

“remodeling” in this chapter as defined by mineralized tissue biologists. 

Multiple molecular pathways that influence OTM have been identified to date 

[118], as well as many pathways that influence processes associated with OTM, 

such as root resorption on the histological level as typically seen in extracted teeth 

(RR) and EARR as typically seen on standard radiographs [58]. Two of the path- 

ways influencing both OTM and RR/EARR include the ATP/P2XR7/IL-1B inflam- 

matory signaling pathway and the RANKL/RANK/OPG bone modeling/remodeling 

pathway, both which are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Yet, even with this knowledge of key 

pathways influencing OTM, few studies have focused on determining how actual 

variations in nonsyndromic genetic factors correlate with the actual clinical out- 

comes observed during OTM in humans. 

The best examples are the investigations by Iwasaki, Nickel, and colleagues [74, 

75, 77]. This group applied a simple model based on disease processes to study the 

multiple factors that affect the normal physiological phenomenon of OTM (Fig. 5.2). 

In this model system, the phenotype (speed of OTM) is the result of environmental 

and genetic factors and their interaction. Unless the patient has a condition that 

overwhelms all other factors like some of those mentioned later in Sect. 5.5, the 

etiology of both OTM and RR/EARR is likely to be complex, i.e., the result of many 

factors, each of which may only account for a relatively small portion of the clinical 

variability seen. 

Iwasaki et al. also proposed a diagrammatic structure for future research on the 

effect of various conditions and the variations (polymorphisms) for specific genes 

(Fig. 5.3). This would require both a precise and accurate measure of tooth move- 

ment (ideally bodily with stress along the length of the PDL evenly distributed as 

much as possible) under defined forces, along with comprehensive analysis of 

genetic variation, the scale of which has to date not been done. However, this has 

been done choosing genetic variation markers based on part of the ATP/P2RX7/ 

IL-1B pathway, the genes for IL-1β and another related cytokine IL-1α (IL1B and 

IL1A, respectively), and the gene (IL1RN) for another molecular (IL-1 receptor 

antagonist, IL-RA) that helps to regulate their biological activity. 

Interleukin-1 (IL-1) is a polypeptide primarily produced by cells of mononuclear 

phagocyte lineage that generally promotes proinflammatory responses [41]. One of 

the types of cells affected is osteoblasts, resulting in a potent stimulation of bone 

resorption in vitro and in vivo by inducing osteoblasts to promote the activity of
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Fig. 5.1   As orthodontic force is placed on the teeth and the neighboring periodontal ligament 

(PDL) is compressed, the immune system responds at the site to relieve the tissue stress. As part of 

the stress response, ATP is released from platelets and can bind to the P2RX7 membrane channel 

protein located on the surface of immune cells and/or cells of the PDL. Upon binding ATP, the 

P2RX7 ion channel is opened, allowing the exchange of intracellular potassium (K+) and extracel- 

lular sodium (Na++), along with triggering the elevation of calcium (Ca++) from intracellular stores. 

Elevation of intracellular Ca++  will activate caspase-1 (also termed IL-1β converting enzyme or 

ICE) which is located in inflammasome complexes with the cell (not depicted). Caspase-1 cleaves 

the pro-IL-1β molecule, releasing active mature IL-1β for biological function. IL-1β can recruit 

other inflammatory cells to the site of tissue damage, and it can bind to its receptor on the surface 

of pro-osteoblastic cells in order to signal the activation of such genes as RANKL and OPG. When 

RANKL protein is synthesized and expressed on the surface of the osteoblastic cells, in concert 

with the production of M-CSF and its binding to the c-fms receptor on the surface of pre- 

osteoclastic cells, the osteoclast precursor cells are signaled to mature into functional osteoclasts. 

OPG and soluble RANKL (sRANKL) can act to dampen the maturation signal to pro-osteoclast 

cells by interfering with RANKL:RANK interactions. The action of both osteoblasts and osteo- 

clasts is needed to resolve the tissue stresses within the PDL from orthodontic force application 

 
osteoclasts [92]. Interleukin-1 comes in α- and β-forms, each coded by a separate 

gene. Of these two forms, IL-1β is the most potent for bone resorption and inhibi- 

tion of bone formation [151]. OTM requires a balance between IL-1β and IL-1RA 

synthesis for the bone modeling and remodeling processes involved. 

Variation in the ratio of IL-1β-1RA protein found in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) 

has accounted for 52–72 % of the inter-individual differences observed in the rate of 

OTM, and this finding correlated with the IL1B (rs1143634, also termed +3954) and 

ILRN (VNTR86bp) genetic variations (alleles) inherited by each subject examined [73, 

74, 76]. Previous studies have shown that these genetic variations can influence the
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Fig. 5.2   Model of factors affecting phenotype (Reproduced with permission from Semin Orthod. 
2008;14:135–45. © 2008 Elsevier Inc) 
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Fig.  5.3   Proposed   approach   to   orthodontic   tooth   movement/polymorphism   association 
(Reproduced with permission from Semin Orthod. 2008;14:135–45. © 2008 Elsevier Inc) 

 
amount of IL1B and ILRN protein that is produced/secreted. For example, the of this 

specific IL1B genetic variation called the A1 allele in one copy, and particularly two 

copies, has been associated with an increase in IL-1β secretion two- and four-fold 

respectively [131]. Having the specific variation in the ILRN gene with at least one 

copy of allele 2 (A2+) is associated with an increase in secretion of the ILRA mole- 

cule, which would decrease the number of open receptor binding sites for IL1β and 

therefore decrease its effect [35, 65]. The velocity of maxillary canine OTM retraction 

was greater with 26 kPa of force than with 13 or 52 kPa, with a high IL-1β/IL1-RA 

protein ratio in the GCF, when the individual inherited two IL1B A1 alleles, and in the 
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absence of any A2+ alleles for the ILRN gene. Analysis of a DNA marker in the IL1A 

gene was not associated with variation in OTM [76].
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5.3       Relationships Between Genetic Factors Influencing 
External Apical Root Resorption (EARR) 
and Variations in OTM 

 
EARR can occur in the absence of orthodontia, particularly in individuals with 

missing teeth, increased periodontal probing depths, reduced crestal bone heights, 

bruxism, chronic nail-biting, and anterior open bites with concomitant tongue thrust 

[54, 56]. EARR is also increased as a pathologic consequence of orthodontic 

mechanical loading in some patients [21, 22]. The amount of orthodontic movement 

is positively associated with the resulting extent of EARR [39, 126, 147]. Orthodontic 

tooth movement, or “biomechanics,” has been found to account for approximately 

one-tenth to one-third of the total variation in EARR [14, 64, 95]. Owman-Moll and 

coworkers [125] showed that individual variation overshadowed the force magni- 

tude and the force type in defining the susceptibility to histological root resorption 

associated with orthodontic force. Individual variations were considerable regard- 

ing both extension and depth of RR within individuals, and these were not corre- 

lated to the magnitude of tooth movement achieved [90]. 

As has been observed with velocity of OTM, there is individual variation in EARR 

associated with orthodontic treatment, indicating an individual predisposition and 

multifactorial (complex) etiology [55, 104, 105, 119, 137, 142]. Genetic variations 

with the IL-1 gene have been investigated and appear to be associated with EARR 

(Fig. 5.4). The IL1B A2 allele (+3954, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 

rs1143634) associated with decreased IL-1β secretion has been associated with an 

increased incidence of EARR in orthodontic patients in some studies [3, 13, 67] and 

has also been shown to associate with slower OTM [76]. Other studies, however, have 

failed to find an association between the IL1B A2 allele and EARR in orthodon- tic 

patients. For example, in a population of German orthodontic patients a polymor- 

phism in the IL1A gene promoter (-889) was associated with EARR, while an IL1B 

+3954 genetic marker was not [51]. Moreover, no association was apparent between 

EARR and IL-1β SNP +3954 in a recent meta-analysis [168]. 

This is not be surprising since as only one factor in the complex process of EARR, 

variation in IL1B had only accounted for 15 % of the variation in EARR in the 

original study [3], leaving a lot (85 %) of variation to be accounted for my other 

genetic and non-genetic factors. From 2003 to 2015 there have been several genetic 

studies published looking at various genetic markers in genes that were postulated 

to potentially affect EARR in orthodontic patients (Fig. 5.5). They have largely 

investigated DNA markers in genes of either the ATP/P2RX7/IL1B or the RANKL/ 

RANK/OPG pathways. Gene polymorphisms have also been studied for association 

with EARR including within the TNFα gene, which encodes a cytokine that is 

increased during OTM; the tissue nonspecific alkaline phosphatase genes (TNSALP, 

also known as alkaline phosphatase liver/bone/kidney or ALPL), which is men- 

tioned in Section 5.5 for its role in hypophosphatasia; the osteopontin  gene (OPN) 

which can influence osteoblast attachment to the surface to be demineralized; and 

the gene for the vitamin D receptor (VDR). 

More recently studies are including multiple treatment and genetic factors in mod- 

els to explain the occurrence of EARR concurrent with orthodontia. For example, in
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Fig. 5.4   Proposed model for pathway through which IL-1B genotype modulates the extent of root 

resorption experienced during orthodontic tooth movement. This model suggests that low IL-1 

production in case of allele 1 (G) results in relatively less catabolic bone modeling in cortical bone 

interface of periodontal ligament (PDL) because of decreased number of osteoclasts associated with 

lower levels of this cytokine. Inhibition of bone resorption in direction of tooth movement results 

in maintaining prolonged dynamic loading of tooth root adjacent to compressed PDL, resulting in 

more root resorption because of fatigue failure of root. In case of high IL-1 production associated 

with allele 2 (A), compressed PDL space is restored by resorption of bone interface of PDL, 

resulting in only mild root resorption that is controlled by cementum-healing mechanism. This is 1 

model for how these various factors might be implicated in clinical expression of root resorption    

(Reproduced    with    permission    from    Am    J    Orthod    Dentofacial    Orthop. 

2003;123:242–52) 
 

 

one study 30 % of the EARR variability was explained by variation in treatment dura- 

tion,  the use of a Hyrax appliance, premolar extractions, sex, and the P2RX7 gene 

rs1718119 SNP, while age, overjet, tongue thrust, skeletal class II, and other genetic 

polymorphisms made only minor contributions [129]. Similarly, a second study 

examined the relative influence of multiple parameters on the occurrence of EARR 

including treatment duration, extraction of maxillary premolars, and numerous cepha- 

lometric measurements (pretreatment, post-treatment, and overall change in values), 

as well as genotypes for multiple DNA polymorphisms. This study found that a lon- 

ger  length  of  treatment,  missing  or  extracted  maxillary  premolars,  changes  in
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Fig. 5.5   Several genetic variants have been investigated in association with the presence of exter- 

nal apical root resorption (EARR) concurrent with orthodontia, in a number of populations, and 

using various methods of EARR assessment. Each plus sign in a box above a gene indicates that at 

least one genetic marker in that gene was found to be significantly associated with EARR in a 

published study, while a minus sign indicates that markers in that gene were not significantly asso- 

ciated with EARR. Markers in some of the genes have been evaluated in more than one study (Refs. 

[3, 4, 45, 51, 68–72, 96, 146]) 

 
cephalomentric FMA and Ur-pvt, and specific polymorphisms in the P2RX7, IL-1β, 

and CASP-1/ICE genes together explained 25 % of the total variation associated with 

EARR concurrent with orthodontia in the sample tested [146]. 

These studies are interesting in that they emphasize the possible effect of longer 

treatment times on EARR concurrent with orthodontia and support the involvement 

of the ATP/P2RX7/IL1B pathway since the P2RX7 protein is an upstream regulator 

of the activation of IL-1β that was a focus of initial studies [58]. In an inbred mouse 

model with the mouse version of the P2RX7 gene knocked out showed an increase 

in histological root resorption with orthodontic force [161], as did a previous inbred 

mouse model with the mouse version of the IL1B gene knocked out [5]. 

While a genetic connection between velocity of OTM and an inverse likelihood 

of EARR has been proposed and tentatively supported, much more needs to be done. 

Recently there has been much interest in various means to safely increase the 

velocity of OTM to shorten treatment time without an increase in EARR or other 

negative sequelae. Unfortunately, describing or measuring the underlying genetics 

that could influence part of the overall phenotypic variation seen clinically with 

OTM and changes with adjunctive therapy or devices designed to increase or accel- 

erate OTM, is often is missing in OTM research studies, as well as in investigations 

examining the effects of treatment modalities on growth. Ultimately evidence-based 

orthodontic practice guidelines that do not take into account genetic differences may 

be lacking a substantial aspect of what influences the clinical outcome [59].
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5.4  Genetic Factors in Dental Primary Failure of Eruption 
and Agenesis 

 
Primary failure of eruption and dental agenesis (hypodontia and oligodontia) are 

conditions that often have a strong or dominant genetic etiology and secondary affect 

OTM as they increase treatment complexity. Some genetic factors that influ- ence 

the occurrence of these traits are described below. 
 

 
5.4.1    Primary Failure of Eruption (Nonsyndromic) 

 
In contrast to failure of teeth to erupt associated with mechanical failure of 

eruption (e.g., cysts, gingival fibromatosis, adjacent teeth) or with syndromes 

like cleidocranial dysplasia, primary failure of eruption (PFE) is a disorder in 

which a tooth will not erupt, typically along with all teeth distal to the most mesial 

involved tooth, nor will the affected teeth respond to orthodontic force. The 

familial occurrence of this phenotype in approximately one-quarter of all cases 

facilitated the investigation and discovery of genetic variations within the PTHR1 

gene associated with the disorder [38, 133]. In addition to diagnosis of individuals 

who are likely to develop or have PFE, a better understanding of its etiology could 

result in a molecular treatment for PFE, as well as the manipula- tion of selective 

tooth eruption rates to enhance treatment protocols on an indi- vidual basis [152, 

166]. 

The clinical impact of PFE is frequently very severe, with impairment of alveolar 

bone growth in the affected areas. The affected teeth appear at the base of a large 

vertical bony defect and often present dilacerations, resulting in a severe lateral open 

bite. Unfortunately the affected teeth typically become ankylosed as soon as 

orthodontic force is applied [134, 135]. It is not clear why highly variable clinical 

expressivity is observed in PFE, with some persons affected bilaterally and others 

affected unilaterally in the same family. There is also no apparent explanation for 

why the posterior dentition is preferentially affected. To date, there are only a few 

anecdotal cases of successful extrusion of teeth affected with PFE. Thus, any attempt 

at early orthodontic intervention involving affected teeth for these patients has been 

said to be futile [47]. The best treatment for an accurately established early diagnosis 

of PFE is initially no treatment of the affected teeth, reserving the multi- disciplinary 

options for affected patients for a later time after the completion of growth [47]. 
 

 
5.4.2    Dental Agenesis 

 
Dental development is a complex process that requires over 300 different genes 

working together to provide the instructions needed to form a full complement of 

teeth (http://bite-it.helsinki.fi). This intricate process is not only regulated spatially 

within three dimensions but in a time-dependent manner [110]. Genetic mutations 

or variations in one or more of the required developmental genes can alter the

http://bite-it.helsinki.fi/
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normal process of tooth formation and may result in dental anomalies such as agen- 

esis, small teeth, and/or peg-shaped teeth. In addition to affecting a patients’ appear- 

ance, the number and type of naturally missing (agenic) teeth can contribute to 

problems with occlusion, alveolar bone growth and maintenance, periodontal health, 

mastication, and speech. The increased need for space closure and moving of shifted 

teeth can increase orthodontic treatment times and expense; hence early diagnosis 

can aid in proper treatment planning. 

Dental agenesis is defined as the lack of formation of one or more teeth and can 

occur in the primary and/or the permanent dentition(s). The term “hypodontia” is 

used to describe the trait where 1–5 teeth fail to develop within the primary denti- 

tion or permanent dentition (excluding 3rd molars). In contrast, oligodontia is the 

lack of development of 6 or more teeth in the primary dentition or permanent denti- 

tion (excluding 3rd molars); and anodontia is a rare condition in which the entire 

permanent dentition fails to form. Agenic teeth may occur without the manifestation 

of other phenotypic features (i.e., nonsyndromic agenesis) or as one of many fea- 

tures associated with a syndrome. 

Genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors can all influence the occurrence 

of dental agenesis [23]. Individuals from families with a history of incisor/premolar 

agenesis will show an increased occurrence of other dental anomalies such as small 

or peg-shaped maxillary lateral incisors, displaced canines, taurodontism, and 

rotated premolars [6]. The mesial-distal crowns of all tooth types in hypodontia 

patients are smaller in size when compared to teeth from individuals forming a full 

complement of teeth such that the more severe the hypodontia, the smaller the size 

of the formed teeth [24]. 

Cusp pattern on the developed teeth in individuals with hypodontia is also altered 

compared to controls [84]. In addition, relatives within affected families who do not 

have agenesis may manifest teeth smaller in size than normal [24]. In stark contrast, 

patients with supernumerary teeth can present with larger than normal mesial-distal 

widths for their permanent maxillary incisors and canines than controls. Together, 

these observations suggest that there is a multigene (polygenic) influence on tooth 

size and patterning; and the occurrence of the variable pattern of hypodontia in some 

families is dependent on the combined input of multiple factors. Some known 

environmental influences for agenic teeth include inadequate nutrition, trauma, 

infection of the developing tooth bud, exposure to radiation, chemotherapy, drug 

exposure, and systemic diseases (i.e., rickets, syphilis, and rubella) [7]. Underlying 

mechanisms for many forms of dental agenesis are largely unknown. 
 

 
5.4.3    Dental Agenesis in the Permanent Dentition 

 
The worldwide prevalence of 3rd-molar agenesis is relative high at ~22.63 % (range 

5.32–56 %), with African populations showing the lowest occurrence (mean = 5.74 %) 

and Asian  populations  showing  the  highest  occurrence  (mean = 29.71 %)  [29]. 

Individuals with 3rd-molar agenesis are most likely to be missing 1–2 third molars 

and represent 8.44 and 7.79 % of the entire world population, respectively. The lack
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of 3 or 4 third molars is seen 2.53–3.42 % of people worldwide, accordingly [29]. 

Due to its relatively common occurrence, 3rd-molar agenesis is usually described 

separately from the agenesis of other tooth types within the human dentition. 

The first genome-wide association study (GWAS) of 3rd-molar agenesis was 

conducted in 2013 with an Asian population [52]. This study identified three SNPs 

within the genome with a p < 1 × 10−5, with the most significant SNP, rs1469622, 

located within the thrombospondin type I domain-containing protein 7B (THSD7B) 

gene (p = 7.5 × 10−6; odds ratio 1.88, 95 % CI 1.43–2.47) [52]. While not confirmed 

in the Asian study, other genes have been implicated in 3rd-molar agenesis includ- 

ing the paired box 9 (PAX9), axis inhibitor 2 (AXIN2), and muscle segment homeo- 

box 1 (MSX1) genes [91, 154, 160]. 

The prevalence of non-3rd-molar dental agenesis in the permanent dentition var- 

ies by ethnic group [85]. Worldwide prevalence ranges from 0.3 to 25.7 % [2]. 

However, studying orthodontic patients versus individuals within the general popu- 

lation can lead to broad variation in the numbers, possibly due to a bias in referral 

for orthodontic treatment in patients with dental agenesis [85]. The prevalence of 

hypodontia in the USA ranges from 1.6 to 8.8 %. Oligodontia is seen in ~0.3 % of 

all cases [40]. Agenesis of teeth appears to occur in women more frequently than in 

men [128, 132] and affects different tooth types with different frequencies. 

The most common non-3rd molar permanent teeth affected are the mandibular 

2nd premolars, maxillary lateral incisors, maxillary 2nd premolars, and mandibular 

incisors; however, the predominant tooth type missing may vary by ethnicity [6, 88, 

132]. Additional phenotypes that may occur in the adult dentition with hypodontia 

include microdontia, peg-shaped tooth formation, displaced canines, rotated premo- 

lars and maxillary lateral incisors, tooth transpositions, taurodontism, infraocclu- 

sion, delayed tooth formation, delayed tooth eruption, and short root anomaly 

[6, 36, 128]. 

Nonsyndromic familial and sporadic dental agenesis is often transmitted as an 

AD trait with variable penetrance and variable expressivity, with the occurrence of 

peg-shaped lateral(s) instead of agenesis at times [6, 26, 154, 160, 167]. Certain 

forms of dental agenesis, however, exhibit autosomal recessive, X-linked, poly- 

genic, or multifactorial models of inheritance [116]. Mutations in different genes 

involved in tooth development appear to result in dissimilar patterns in the number 

and type of teeth affected. 

For example, PAX9 mutations often show a nonsyndromic AD mode of inheri- 

tance for oligodontia with variable expressivity within families [46, 80, 89, 120, 

155]. Molars in both dental arches are often affected by to PAX9 mutations, while 

2nd premolars in the maxilla arch appear to be affected more frequently than those 

located in the mandibular arch [19, 120]. In some cases, however, PAX9 mutations 

can also affect mandibular central incisor and maxillary lateral incisor development, 

leading to peg-tooth formation or agenesis. 

MSX1 gene mutations can lead to AD inheritance of 2nd-premolar and molar 

hypodontia or oligodontia [19, 31, 37, 86, 87, 93, 115, 127, 160, 169, 170]. In addi- 

tion, mutations in the axis inhibitor 2 gene (AXIN2) have also been linked to oligo- 

dontia, often exhibited a similar pattern of affected teeth as PAX9 mutations (i.e.,
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molars, premolars, mandibular incisors > maxillary lateral incisors > canines) [19, 

91]. The AXIN2 protein is a regulator of WNT and β-catenin signaling, so it is not 

surprising that mutations in the wingless-type MMTV integration site family, mem- 

ber 10A (WNT10A) gene have also been linked to hypodontia and oligodontia [1, 8, 

113, 114, 150, 159]. 

Mutations with the ectodysplasin-A (EDA), EDA receptor (EDAR), and EDA 

receptor-associated death domain (EDARADD) genes have been shown to be 

involved in different forms of tooth agenesis [10, 19, 53, 121, 136, 143, 157, 158, 

171]. Nonsyndromic EDA mutations appear to be X-linked traits exhibiting domi- 

nant or recessive modes of inheritance that largely affect incisor, canine, and premo- 

lar development [10, 53, 121, 136, 143, 157, 158, 171]. It is interesting to note that 

alteration in the EDA gene can also lead to a syndrome in humans termed X-linked 

hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (XLHED), which presents with dental agenesis 

among other features. In studies of XLHED in dog and rodent models, replacement 

of the EDA recombinant protein has been shown to effectively correct key features 

(including dental development) of the disorder, when administered in the correct 

developmental window of time, offering hope that such therapies could be successful 

some day in humans [66]. A clinical trial is now under way to see if this is possible. 

Duplication of the entire RUNX2 gene in some individuals has been shown to lead 

to metopic craniosynostosis along with hypodontia/oligodontia (or tooth erup- tion 

problems), but hypodontia alone in others [50, 107, 111]. To date, mutations with at 

least seven different genes (PAX9, EDA, MSX1, AXIN2, EDARADD, NEMO, and 

KRT17) appear to be causal in nonsyndromic human oligodontia [141]. Other 

chromosomal locations and/or candidate genes thought to be involved in nonsyn- 

dromic hypodontia and/or oligodontia include transforming growth factor-alpha 

gene (TNFA) [28, 163], interferon regulatory factor 6 (IRF6) [164, 165], FGF3 

[162], fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1) [164], C2H2 zinc finger tran- 

scription factor 22 (KROX-26/ZNF22), and 10q11.2 [48, 97, 116]. An increased 

understanding of the various morphogenetic signaling pathways regulating tooth 

development should allow for induction of tooth development in areas of tooth 

agenesis [123]. 
 

 
5.5       Genetic Syndromes/Conditions That Are or May 

Be Associated with OTM Variation 
 

Controlled human studies on OTM in various syndromes are essentially nonexis- 

tent. The most important limiting factor for tooth movement is the underlying con- 

dition of the bone [108]. Subjective observation, case reports, and animal studies 

give some insight into how various syndromes, conditions, and medications may 

affect OTM thought variation in connective tissue, bone physiology (mineralization, 

turnover, density), osteoclast differentiation/activation, and gingival fibromatosis 

(hyperplasia), which may be kept in mind by the orthodontist as they treat the patient 

in regard to mechanics including force level, expected length of treatment, and 

retention [9, 79, 148].
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The dental history review for each patient should include a question on the loss 

of primary teeth early without trauma or other obvious reason. Not only may this 

indicate a medical problem, but could also foreshadow a concern about future OTM 

[57]. The following are a selected group of conditions or syndromes that could be 

involved: 

 
Hypophosphatasia  The disease is characterized by improper mineralization of 

bone caused by deficient (tissue nonspecific) alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP/ALPL) 

activity in the serum, liver, bone, and kidney. 

 
The typical dental finding diagnostic of hypophosphatasia in children is prema- 

ture exfoliation of the anterior primary teeth associated with deficient cementum. 

The loss of teeth in the young child may be spontaneous or may result from a slight 

trauma. Early exfoliation of the primary teeth is usually associated with the juvenile 

type of hypophosphatasia, although such a less severe history may be present in the 

adult type. Severe gingival inflammation will be absent, with loss of alveolar bone 

that may be limited to the anterior region. Treatment of patients with hypophospha- 

tasia may be problematic because of the risk of permanent tooth loosening during 

OTM [102]. 

 
X-Linked Hypophosphatemic Rickets (X-Linked Hypophosphatemia)  In addi- 

tion to short stature and bowing of the lower extremities, there are often dental 

manifestations including apical radiolucencies, abscesses (that may result in prema- 

ture exfoliation of teeth), and fistulas associated with pulp exposures in the primary 

and permanent teeth. The thin, hypomineralized enamel may abrade easily, expos- 

ing the pulp. Dental radiographs show rickety bone trabeculations and absent or 

abnormal lamina dura [57, 149]. 

 
There are other types of hypophosphatemia with overlapping clinical features and 

different modes of inheritance and genes involved. Generally, the more severe and 

earlier the onset, the more severe the dental manifestations will be. Vitamin D-

deficient rickets  however  does  not  show  the  dental  abnormalities  found  in X-

linked hypophosphatemic rickets [57]. A relatively mild class II division 2 mal- 

occlusion case with severe anterior crowding and lack of mandibular growth was 

treated using a functional appliance, followed by the extraction of four premolars 

and the use of edgewise appliances, with no occurrence of root resorption or bone 

defect [82]. 

 
Early-Onset Periodontitis: Nonsyndromic and Syndromic, Including LAD 

Syndrome Types I and II  Early-onset periodontitis may occur by itself (nonsyn- 

dromic) or as a part of a syndrome. For example, leukocyte adhesion deficiency 

(LAD) type I and type II are autosomal recessive disorders of the leukocyte adhe- 

sion cascade, with type I having an increased susceptibility for severe infections and 

early-onset (prepubertal) periodontitis [109]. The severity of the general infectious 

episodes is much milder LAD type II than those observed in LAD type I, although
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there is chronic severe periodontitis. Furthermore, patients with LAD type II present 

other abnormal features, such as growth and mental delay [43]. 

 
OTM into previously affected areas to correct crowding or anteroposterior dis- 

crepancies or reduce bimaxillary protrusion has been reported to be successful after 

a healing period following extractions secondary to periodontal disease. In addition, 

it has been claimed that after orthodontic space closure bony contours and attach- 

ment levels on repositioned second and third molars will be superior to those pos- 

sible if the affected first molars were retained and treated. Periodontal evaluations 

should be scheduled as often as orthodontic appointments to monitor the condition 

during tooth movement [106]. 

 
Papillon-Lefèvre Syndrome  One of the many different types of palmoplantar 

keratoderma (thickened skin over the palms and soles of the feet that may appear to 

be darkened or “dirty”) differs from the others by the occurrence of severe early- 

onset periodontitis with premature loss of some or all of the primary and permanent 

dentition, as a characteristic sign. Lateral cephalometric analysis of eight patients 

with Papillon-Lefèvre syndrome revealed a tendency toward a class III skeletal rela- 

tionship with maxillary retrognathia, decreased lower facial height, retroclined 

mandibular incisors, and upper lip retrusion [20]. It has been reported that following 

a successful combined mechanical and antibiotic therapy of periodontitis associated 

with the Papillon-Lefèvre syndrome, moderate orthodontic tooth movements may 

be possible within a complex interdisciplinary treatment regimen [101]. 

 
Hajdu-Cheney Syndrome  Hajdu-Cheney syndrome (HCS) is a heritable, rare dis- 

order of bone metabolism, associated with acroosteolysis, short stature, distinctive 

craniofacial and skull changes, periodontitis, and premature tooth loss. A 22-year- 

old female presented with the characteristic clinical features of HCS, including short 

stature, small face, prominent epicanthal folds, thin lips, small mouth, and short 

hands. Tests for bone mineral density were indicative of osteoporosis. 

Cephalometric analysis revealed hypoplasia of the midface and increased cranial 

base angle; the maxilla and the mandible were set posteriorly. The sella turcica was 

enlarged, elongated, and wide open with slender clinoids [15]. The mandible may 

be underdeveloped as well as the maxilla and midface. Le Fort III maxillary distrac- 

tion osteogenesis and advancement genioplasty followed by orthodontia have been 

successfully performed for the midfacial retrusion and to eliminate severe snoring 

during sleep in a case [144]. 

 
Ehlers-Danlos Syndromes  The Ehlers-Danlos syndromes (EDS) are a heteroge- 

neous group of heritable connective tissue disorders characterized by articular 

hypermobility, skin extensibility, and tissue fragility. Other manifestations, includ- 

ing periodontal disease, can vary according to type of EDS. Classification revision 

has gone from at least ten types most of which were designated by Roman numer- 

als to six main types (plus “other forms”) based primarily on the etiology of each 

type.
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The new designations are (a) classical type (formally Gravis (EDS type I) and 

Mitis (EDS type II)), (b) hypermobility type (formally hypermobile (EDS type III)), 

(c) vascular type (formally arterial-ecchymotic (EDS type IV)), (d) kyphoscoliosis 

type (ocular-scoliotic (EDS type VI)), (e) arthrochalasia type (arthrochalasis multi- 

plex congenita (EDS types VIIA and VIIB)), and (f) dermatosparaxis type (human 

dermatosparaxis (EDS type VIIC). Other forms include what have been known as 

X-linked EDS (EDS type V), periodontitis type (EDS type VIII), fibronectin- 

deficient EDS (EDS type X), familial hypermobility syndrome (EDS type XI), 

progeroid EDS, and other unspecified forms [18]. 

Dental concerns in EDS have been included hypermobility of the TMJ with an 

increased incidence of subluxation, fragile oral mucosa, early-onset periodontitis, 

high cusps and deep fissures on the crowns of the teeth, high incidence of enamel 

and dental fractures, stunted roots or dilacerations, coronal pulp stones, aberrant 

dentinal tubules, pulpal vascular lesions and denticles, increased rate of tooth move- 

ment in response to orthodontic forces, and increased need for and duration of orth- 

odontic retention [122]. 

The results of a survey about the orthodontic and temporomandibular disorder 

experiences of patients with EDS and a control sample of patients without EDS 

indicated that the majority of those with EDS types I, III, and VI experienced diffi- 

culty in their orthodontic treatment. Those with EDS type II found it tolerable, with 

a 25 % split between easy and difficult. This compared with the control group that 

unanimously reported orthodontic treatment as being either easy or tolerable. 

Frequent subluxation of the TMJ was found in all patients with EDS. This is a par- 

ticular problem in EDS type II, IV, V, and VI patients [122]. 

Although not exclusively, major periodontal concerns in EDS are primarily in the 

“periodontal” (type VIII) and the “vascular” (type IV) variants. In addition to early-

onset periodontitis, the periodontal-type patients have variable hyperextensi- bility 

of the skin, ecchymotic pretibial (purple discoloration of the shin) lesions of the skin, 

variable bruising besides the pretibial ecchymosis, minimal to moderate joint 

hypermobility of the digits, and “cigarette-paper” scars (in which the skin looks thin 

and crinkled) [62, 94, 153]. The outcome of orthodontic treatment in at least two 

cases of periodontal-type EDS is the basis for the recommendation that these patients 

may be considered to be a high-risk group for orthodontia not only in respect to 

alveolar bone loss but also for EARR. 

For example, prior to starting the orthodontic treatment, one patient had since the 

age of 5 years atrophic, hyperpigmented scars on his shins, as well as bruising from 

mild trauma. He reportedly had suffered from gingival bleeding for many years. Four 

first premolars had been extracted at the beginning of the orthodontic treat- ment. 

Unfortunately the periodontal status had deteriorated after orthodontic treat- ment 

had been started with fixed appliances [25, 81]. Bright red, edematous gingival tissue 

with obvious recession was documented in another patient with the periodon- titis 

type, along with early loss of his primary teeth and a history of severe periodon- tal 

disease [112]. 

Early periodontal disease may also be found in patients with vascular-type 

EDS. This type has some overlap clinically with the periodontal type, as evidenced
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by the finding of skin hyperextensibility, ecchymotic pretibial lesions, easy bruisi- 

bility, cigarette-paper scares, joint hypermobility of the digits, pes planus (flat feet), 

and of special importance arterial and intestinal ruptures, the last two features being 

major characteristics for diagnosis and prognosis [62]. 

 
Gingival Fibromatosis (Hyperplasia)  Generalized gingival enlargement can be 

caused by a variety of etiological factors. It can be inherited as a nonsyndromic trait 

(hereditary gingival fibromatosis, HGF), associated with other diseases character- 

izing a syndrome, or most commonly induced as a side effect of medications such 

as phenytoin, cyclosporine, or nifedipine. Regardless of the etiology, the increase in 

thickness and firmness of the overlying gingiva may impede and/or alter the course 

of dental eruption and possibly affect OTM. Interestingly its occurrence is coincident 

usually, but not always, with the eruption of teeth, particularly of the permanent 

dentition [33, 60, 156]. 

 
Excision of the hyperplastic tissue is indicated for esthetic or functional reasons, 

including facilitation of tooth eruption, OTM, and good oral hygiene. It has been 

recommended that gingivectomy should only be carried out in the areas where the 

orthodontic treatment is about to be, or has been, initiated in order to reduce the 

chance of gingival hypertrophy recurrence. Although an increase in gingivitis and 

gingival hypertrophy is associated with fixed orthodontic appliances secondary to 

food retention and being more of a challenge in oral hygiene, it has been stated that 

it is not clear if the additional oral hygiene burden from fixed orthodontic appliances 

increases the severity of the hyperplasia or its postsurgical recurrence. Regardless, 

monthly periodontal checkups with scaling and polishing as indicated are recom- 

mended to counteract gingival inflammation as needed and to maximize healthy 

OTM [32, 83]. 

 
Down Syndrome  Results from trisomy of all or a large part of chromosome 21, 

occurring in 1/660 births. Periodontal disease is common in the older patient, espe- 

cially in the anterior mandibular region. Paradoxically they may have fewer dental 

caries, although baby bottle caries may be a concern. The tongue is often posi- 

tioned partially outside the mouth (particularly when young), giving the impres- 

sion that it is enlarged, although it is likely to be a posture secondary to hypotonia 

of the tongue and the facial musculature and the relatively small size of the oral 

cavity [11, 57, 63]. 

 
It has been stated that almost all individuals with Down syndrome have a signifi- 

cant malocclusion and typically a maxillary hypoplasia class III with anterior open 

bite, often with hypodontia, tooth size discrepancy, and occasionally impacted or 

transposed teeth. Considerations in the treatment of individuals with Down syn- 

drome include a two-phase or multiphase plan to assist in early correction of maxil- 

lary transverse deficiency and class III malocclusion.
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As with any individual with developmental delay, they must be able to cooperate 

and tolerate the discomfort associated with braces and orthodontic procedures to be 

treated effectively [63, 117]. This is a case by case evaluation. Working with them 

may be effective after some initial difficulty, but sometimes it is just not possible. 

Some procedures may be done in the operating room, but obviously this is not prac- 

tical on any continuing basis for orthodontic treatment. 

Treatment considerations include taking impressions using quickset materials 

with flavors that may reduce the tendency to gag frequently experienced with Down 

syndrome patients, bonding brackets instead of banding, using a self-etching primer 

with a glass ionomer cement that can be used in the oral environment when it is dif- 

ficult to maintain a dry field for several minutes at a time, using nickel-titanium 

wires when and for as long as possible allowing a longer interval between appoint- 

ments, and using implants in treatment planning to replace agenic teeth and tempo- 

rary anchorage devices to minimize the need for compliance [117]. 

 
Osteogenesis Imperfecta  Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a heterogeneous group 

of conditions affecting bone mass and fragility. It is a highly variable disease that is 

usually secondary to an abnormality in type I collagen synthesis or extracellular 

secretion. However, some OI patients with normal type I collagen apparently have 

mutations affecting other bone proteins. The hallmark sign of OI (“brittle bone dis- 

ease”) is an increased incidence or history of bone fracture, usually resulting from 

minimal if any trauma. There are associated craniofacial and dental manifestations 

that may include dentinogenesis imperfecta, a hypoplastic maxilla, and hypodontia, 

among others. Variable expression of dentin developmental defects has been docu- 

mented, with approximately one-fourth to three-fourths of the cases showing some 

manifestation of dentinogenesis imperfecta, depending to some degree on the type 

of OI [61]. 

 
There are several types of OI, based on phenotype (clinical picture) and to some 

degree genotype. Taking all the different types and manifestations of OI as a group, 

the incidence is probably between 1 in 5000–10,000 individuals [27]. Documentation 

of histological dentin abnormalities, in clinically and radiographically normal teeth, 

indicates that the effect on dentin development is a continuum. In addition to den- 

tinogenesis imperfecta, the presence of additional dental and craniofacial manifes- 

tations has been documented: attrition of teeth and tooth fracture (associated with 

dentinogenesis imperfecta), thistle-shaped pulp chambers, apically extended pulp 

chambers (resembling taurodontism), denticles, maxillary lateral incisor invagina- 

tion, gemination, odontoma, periapical radiolucencies in noncarious teeth, class III 

malocclusion (more common than class II malocclusion), maxillary hypoplasia, 

anterior and posterior crossbite, anterior and posterior open bite that tends to worsen 

with age, hypodontia, supernumerary teeth (rare), variation in dental development, 

mandibular cysts (rare), and lack of eruption (or ectopic eruption) of the first and/or 

second permanent molars [98–100, 103, 124, 130, 145].
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Bone continues to form during the growth period in patients with OI [78]. 

Although all patients with OI are said to be osteoporotic, it has not been determined 

if bone mineralization patterns in the lumbar spine or other locations correlate well 

with those of the craniofacies, so bone mineral density determinations in other parts 

of the body may not be informative for orthognathic surgery and other treatment 

such as OTM [124]. In general rapid palatal expansion and tooth movement are not 

a problem, although the teeth may seem relatively loose after debonding, so imme- 

diate and long-term retention is advised. Care should be taken when debonding 

brackets from teeth with dentinogenesis imperfecta to minimize the chance of their 

fracture and chipping. Although banding of teeth may be contemplated if some 

teeth are already chipped or fractures prior to initiating orthodontic treatment, pru- 

dence may indicate no orthodontic attachments on those teeth and possibly some 

restorative coverage. 

The variability of the facial bone quality is so great that prediction of orthogna- 

thic surgery outcome can be uncertain until the surgeon actually makes the osteoto- 

mies and places the surgical fasteners. In addition, patients with OI have additional 

general anesthesia and possible bleeding concerns of which the anesthesiologist and 

surgeon should be aware. 

In summary by the “classic” OI types: 

OI type I: Patients can receive orthodontic treatment as their treatment response 

to orthodontic forces is fairly similar to a non-affected population [61], and their 

treatment is manageable in private orthodontic offices [30]. 

Types III and IV: These patients typically present with more complicated chal- 

lenges. They are often in a wheelchair, with more severe craniofacial deformities, 

especially the class III lateral open-bite malocclusions found in a great proportion of 

these patients. Orthodontic tooth movement should be expected to be markedly 

slowed due to the lack of bone resorption if bisphosphonates are being, or have 

recently been, used in these patients, as it is common for them to be on i.v. infusion 

in children and injections or oral intake in adults [61]. Clinically, the effect on the 

rate of OTM is variable and may be particularly resistant to extrusion to treat poste- 

rior open bites in the posterior dentition of OI type IV or III patients [138]. 

 
Cleidocranial Dysplasia (Dysostosis)  This AD condition is characterized by vari- 

able agenesis or hypoplasia of the clavicles (allowing the shoulders to be rolled to 

the body midline in the more severe cases), delayed and imperfect ossification of the 

cranium (with variable persistence of open fontanels and sutures), moderately short 

stature, and a variety of other skeletal abnormalities, although variable expressivity 

may be seen even in affected members of the same family [44, 49]. 

 
The maxillary hypoplasia may result in a relative mandibular protrusion. The 

dental manifestations are a delayed exfoliation of primary teeth, a lack of or delayed 

eruption of the permanent dentition that may appear without radiography to be 

hypodontia, and multiple supernumerary teeth [44]. Patients with cleidocra- nial 

dysostosis (CCD) benefit from a team approach with good cooperation and 

communication within the team and with the patient and family [44]. As with any 

patient with a hypoplastic/retrusive maxilla, timing of a dentofacial orthopedic
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intervention to bring the maxilla ventrally is critical, usually before the age of 10 

years of age depending on skeletal maturation [32, 102]. Further orthodontic treat- 

ment and surgery may be required following the pubertal growth spurt. Although 

there are an abundance of teeth present, sometimes they cannot be moved or placed 

in an acceptable position, which may necessitate prosthetics with or without sur- 

gery as needed. 

Although several methods, surgical and/or prosthetic, have been put forth for the 

treatment of CCD, the “Jerusalem” protocol has been recommended as an initial 

consideration. This involves two surgeries (anterior and posterior) under general 

anesthesia at the stage when the root development of unerupted teeth is at least two- 

thirds of their final estimated length. The first surgery is performed at the chrono- 

logical age of 10–12 years, with which the usual dental development delay in CCD 

corresponds to a dental age of 7–8 years. In addition to the extraction of deciduous 

incisors and supernumerary unerupted teeth in both arches, unerupted permanent 

incisors are exposed and have attachments bonded to them, followed by primary 

closure of the surgical flaps. The immature posterior permanent teeth are not 

exposed or their dental follicles disturbed at this stage. 

In the second operation (chronological age of at least 13 years; dental age of 

10–11 years), deciduous canines and molars are extracted, permanent canines and 

premolars are exposed in both arches, attachments are bonded, and the surgical flap 

is closed. Care should be taken in the extraction of supernumerary unerupted teeth 

and the exposure of permanent unerupted teeth in order to maintain the integrity of 

vestibular and lingual/palatal bone plates. Bone is only removed around the crowns 

of the permanent teeth as needed for the bonding of attach- ments. In order to 

encourage healing by primary intention, the flap is repositioned so as to completely 

cover the wound, without compresses/pressure. Traction is placed by the 

application of low extrusion forces using rigid upper and lower arches and anterior 

box elastic between the two arches to oppose the possible distortions caused by the 

excess of space in the arch and the resistance to extru- sion. Further details of the 

treatment protocol may be found in the cited papers by Becker et al. [16, 17, 34]. 
 

 
5.6       In Summary 

 
Various types of genetic factors can have a significant effect on OTM, EARR, pri- 

mary failure of eruption (PFE), and dental agenesis. The clinician should be aware 

of these factors, particularly the possible inverse relationship between velocity of 

OTM and EARR, the resulting ankylosis when attempting to extrude teeth affected 

by PFE, the variety and other dental developmental anomalies associated with den- 

tal agenesis, and the effect of some syndromes on OTM and other aspects of orth- 

odontic treatment. Until further advances are made in genetic testing and 

understanding, the results in relation to orthodontic treatment, the careful examina- 

tion of the patient, awareness of the patient’s developmental and family history, and 

monitoring of the progress of treatment are the clinician’s best instruments to deal 

with these genetic factors in the treatment of their patients.
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Abstract 

In this chapter, we reviewed the effects of medication on bone physiology and 

orthodontic tooth movement (OTM). The chapter is organized according to the 

classes of medication, such as synthetic analogues of eicosanoids, analgesics, cor- 

ticosteroids, insulin, relaxin, as well as calcium and calcium regulators. We looked 

into well-controlled animal studies because clinical studies were scarce. Topical 

administration of synthetic analogues of eicosanoids increased the rate of OTM, 

whereas inhibition of these analogues decreased OTM. Opioid-based analgesics 

and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) decreased OTM, whereas 

non-NSAIDs (such as paracetamol) did not affect the rate of OTM. Corticosteroid 

hormones, calcium and calcium regulators such as exogenous parathyroid hor- 

mone (PTH), and thyroxine stimulated OTM in a dose-dependent manner. 

Treatment with insulin delayed OTM, while relaxin might have a positive effect 

on relapse, following OTM, because it modulated collagen metabolism. Estrogen 

supplementation used to overcome postmenopausal problems might slow down 

OTM, but there was no experimental evidence. Progesterone, bisphosphonates 

(BP), and local injection of vitamin D3 delayed OTM. Medications may influence 

OTM, and for this reason, adequate information on their consumption is essential 

for orthodontic treatment planning. 
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6.1       Introduction 
 

Orthodontists increasingly see patients that use medication for prevention or treat- 

ment of various diseases on a regular basis. In the USA, the National Drug Early 

Warning System (NDEWS) reports data and trends showing that prescription drug 

abuse explodes. Among prescription medication users, about half used concurrently 

over-the-counter medications and/or dietary supplements. It is known that medica- 

tion may have side effects intervening with orthodontic treatment. Orthodontists 

should be aware of that, as it may result in increase or decrease in the rate of orth- 

odontic tooth movement (OTM) or other unwanted side effects that should be dis- 

cussed with the patients [15]. 

Recently, the effects of different types of medication on biological processes 

related to orthodontic tooth movement have been reviewed [15, 60, 70, 71, 78]. Most 

of these reviews discuss the possible effects of medication on biological pro- cesses 

related to OTM. Briefly, they conclude that the principal trigger for OTM is probably 

strain of the periodontal ligament cells, the bone-related cells, and the extracellular 

matrix. This strain subsequently leads to multiple changes in gene expression in the 

cells by interactions between cells and extracellular matrix, whereby integrins play 

an important role. A variety of cell-signaling pathways is activated, which ultimately 

leads to stimulation of periodontal ligament turnover as well as localized bone 

resorption and bone deposition. Many of these processes can be modulated by 

systemic or local application of medications and the intake of dietary supplements, 

such as vitamins and minerals, suggesting that they may have a stimulatory or 

inhibitory effect on OTM [28, 32, 61, 111]. In most cases, these authors distinguish 

two categories of effects: those related to general bone physiol- ogy in terms of bone 

density, bone mineralization, bone turnover rate, and osteoclast differentiation, on 

one hand, and on the other hand, clinical side effects induced by medications,   such   

as   gingival   hyperplasia,   xerostomia,   and   external   root resorption. 

Most reviews, however, have not reported experimental data on the effects of 

medications or dietary supplements on the rate of OTM itself [11, 33, 89]. 

Nonetheless, such information is important for clinicians in their communication 

with their patients, as that many patients use prescription or over-the-counter medi- 

cations, as well as dietary supplements on a daily basis that it can be considered an 

“epidemic phenomenon” [46, 61, 111]. 

High esthetic results and short-lasting treatment are required by many adults 

seeking orthodontic treatment. Therefore, recently, several systematic reviews have 

been   published   about   methods   that   are   supposed   to   possibly   accelerate 

OTM. Although no evidence-based clinical data are available, it is suggested that 

surgical interventions such as corticotomy and distraction osteogenesis may shorten 

the orthodontic treatment [44]. Additionally, a systematic review on animal experi- 

ments suggests that both corticotomy and distraction osteogenesis lead to an early- 

stage temporary acceleration of OTM [66]. A systematic review on the clinical effect 

of low-intensity laser therapy, photobiomodulation, or pulsed electromag- netic 

fields on the rate of OTM leads only to the suggestion that low-intensity laser
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therapy may have some effect [34]. These recent reviews indicate an increased 

interest from the orthodontist to find surgical of physical methods for acceleration 

of the treatment. 

The most recent systematic review on the sequela of pharmaceutical interven- 

tions and the use of dietary supplements on the rate of OTM covers the literature up 

to 2008 [15]. To describe the more recent developments in this field, we performed 

an update of this review, covering the literature up to June 2015. Unfortunately, only 

a limited number of clinical trials in humans have been published [90, 105, 119]. 

Therefore, it has been decided to focus mainly on well-controlled animal studies. 

This chapter is organized around several regulatory systems of which distur- 

bances may lead to pathological conditions that affect bone metabolism or give rise 

to other unwanted signs and symptoms. Most pharmaceutical interventions either 

aim for an increase in the local production of regulatory factors by stimulating their 

synthesis or by the administration of synthetic analogues. On the other hand, they 

often try to counteract the effect of these regulatory factors by selective inhibition of 

their synthesis or by blocking their active domains. 
 

 
6.2       Eicosanoids 

 
Eicosanoids are a group of signaling molecules involved in the regulation of a wide 

variety of regulatory processes and pathological conditions that trigger inflamma- 

tory reaction and immune responses, anaphylaxis, vasodilatation and vasoconstric- 

tion, coagulation, stimulation of peripheral nerve endings, and the development of 

(auto)immune diseases. 

Four families of eicosanoids can be distinguished: leukotrienes, thromboxanes, 

prostacyclins, and prostaglandins. All four are derived from arachidonic acid by a 

variety of enzymatic conversions. Leukotrienes are the only eicosanoids that are 

converted from arachidonic acid by the action of lipoxygenase and not by cyclooxy- 

genase (COX). All three isoforms of cyclooxygenase (COX), COX-1 COX-2, and 

COX-3, play a pivotal role for the conversion of arachidonic acid to thromboxanes, 

prostacyclins, and prostaglandins. 

Depending on the pathological condition, the action of eicosanoids may be stim- 

ulated by the administration of synthetic analogues or counteracted by direct or 

indirect inhibitors. 
 

 
6.2.1    Leukotrienes 

 
Leukotrienes play an important role in inflammation, allergic, and asthmatic reac- 

tions. Their effects can be counteracted by antagonists of leukotriene receptors, such 

as montelukast and zafirlukast, medication used for asthma, or by inhibition of 

leukotriene synthesis by a drug such as zileuton. Zileuton selectively blocks the 

essential enzyme lipoxygenase resulting in inhibition of bone resorption, as well as 

stimulation of bone deposition, thereby possibly influencing OTM [73].
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AA861 ((2,3,5-trimethyl-6-(12-hydroxy-5,10-dodecadiynyl)-1,4-benzoquinone)) 

was used to selectively inhibit the leukotriene synthesis on OTM in a rat model. The 

first molars were mesialized by force application of 60 cN, and AA861 was admin- 

istered at a dosage of 20 mg/kg/day. The experimental data showed significant 

decrease in the rate of OTM [73]. 

In a more recent study, mice were treated orally with zileuton (30 mg/kg/day) and 

montelukast (2 mg/kg/day). A force of 35 cN was applied for first molar mesializa- 

tion. The two experimental groups treated by zileuton and montelukast showed a 

reduction of 34.5 % and 41 %, respectively, of OTM after 12 days of treatment [74]. 

These findings suggest that pharmaceuticals such as zileuton, montelukast, and 

zafirlukast decrease the rate of OTM. Further clinical studies may elucidate whether 

the same phenomena take place in chronic asthmatic patients under the treatment of 

antileukotriene drugs [74]. 
 

 
6.2.2    Thromboxanes 

 
Thromboxane A2 (TXA2) is an unstable arachidonic acid metabolite, and thrombox- 

ane B2 (TXB2) is an inactive product of TXA2 which stimulates platelet aggregation, 

atherogenesis, neovascularization, and vasoconstriction. TXA2 is involved in allergic 

and immune system reactions, while TXB2 is found in increased amounts in the oral 

cavity in experimental inflammatory conditions (gingivitis and periodontitis). However, 

no relation with periodontal bone loss could be established [82]. The local administra- 

tion of the thromboxane analogue U 46619 at dosages between 2.10−5 and 2.10−3 μM/12 h 

significantly increased the rate of OTM evoked by a force of 20 cN between rat incisors 

[37]. This data suggest that inhibition of thromboxane synthesis by, for example, non- 

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (see below) may impede OTM. 
 

 
6.2.3    Prostacyclins 

 
Prostacyclins (PGI2), in contrast to thromboxanes, act as vasodilators and prevent 

platelet aggregation. Synthetic prostacyclin (epoprostenol) or analogues such as ilo- 

prost are used for the treatment of ischemic conditions and pulmonary arterial hyper- 

tension. However, surprisingly, local iloprost administration at dosages from 2.10−5 

to 2.10−3  μM/12 h significantly increased the rate of OTM evoked by a separation 

force of 20 cN between rat incisors [37]. This indicates that the effects of prostacy- 

clins and thromboxanes on OTM are comparable, although their effects on platelet 

aggregation and vasodilatation are contrary. An explanation can be found in in vitro 

findings showing that stimulation of either thromboxane receptors or prostacyclin 

receptors leads to an upregulation of COX-2 and subsequently to a positive feedback 

loop that also includes prostaglandin synthesis [87]. Therefore, the administration of 

the prostacyclin analogue iloprost as well as the thromboxane analogue U 46619 

increases the synthesis of prostaglandins, thereby indirectly stimulating OTM. As for 

thromboxanes, the synthesis of prostacyclins is inhibited by NSAIDs (see below).
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6.2.4    Prostaglandins 
 

Prostaglandins play an important role in inflammation. Furthermore, they have an 

effect on smooth muscle cells, platelet aggregation, peripheral nerve endings, and 

calcium homeostasis. Prostaglandins are associated with osteoblastic differentiation 

[60], increased number of osteoclasts, and new bone formation. Synthetic prosta- 

glandin analogues, such as misoprostol, are used for a variety of conditions, includ- 

ing the prevention of peptic ulcers and the induction of labor. 

The effect of exogenous prostaglandins on OTM was studied in monkeys 

[118]. In a split-mouth design, canine retraction was performed after extraction 

of the first premolar. The initial force was set at 100 cN, and at one side, local 

injections of synthetic PGE2 (dinoprostone) were given during a 4-day interval at 

a dosage of 40 μg. The results suggest faster OTM at the experimental sides, but 

no statistical analysis was performed [118]. Some other studies in rats are more 

convincing. In these studies, incisors were separated by a force of 20 cN and 60 

cN, respectively. It was shown that the rate of OTM increased signifi- cantly in a 

dose-dependent manner after single or multiple local injections of exogenous 

prostaglandin (PGE2) at dosages between 0.1 and 10.0 μg [50, 64]. Weekly local 

injections of 100 μg of exogenous PGE2 also stimulated mesial molar movement 

in rats induced by a force of 60 cN [93]. Also a study into the effect of 

administration of an agonist of the prostaglandin receptor EP4, thus stimulating 

PGE synthesis, on tooth movement in rats showed comparable effects [23]. 

The effects of exogenous PGE1 (alprostadil) and its synthetic analogue misopro- 

stol on OTM have also been studied. PGE1 stimulates the synthesis and secretion of 

protective mucus that lines the gastrointestinal tract. Furthermore, it increases 

mucosal blood flow, thereby improving mucosal integrity. It is sometimes co- 

prescribed with NSAIDs to prevent gastric ulceration, a common adverse effect of 

NSAIDs. 

In an experiment in guinea pigs, a separating force of 25 cN was applied to the 

incisors [53]. Administration of misoprostol at a dosage of 100 μg/kg/12 h resulted 

in a significant increase in the rate of tooth separation [53]. The stimulatory effect 

of misoprostol on incisor separation was also found in a rat study, where misopros- 

tol was administered at different dosages by gastric gavage. A force of 60 cN was 

used; and dosages of 10 μg/kg/day and more resulted in a significant increase in the 

rate of OTM [95]. 

The effect of PGE1 has also been studied in humans and monkeys. The study in 

monkeys yielded no convincing results due to the lack of statistical analysis [118]. 

Two investigations in humans using a split-mouth design showed a significant 

increase in the rate of palatal premolar movement after multiple local injections of 

PGE1 at a dosage of 10 μg [105, 119]. 

An indirect way to influence PGE2 synthesis is the use of a diet rich in n-3 

polyunsaturated fatty acids. After 5 weeks of feeding such a diet, rats showed lower 

arachidonic acid and PGE2 concentrations in lipids extracted from the alveolar bone 

than after a diet rich in n-6 saturated fatty acids [56]. Orthodontic incisor separation
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with a force of about 56 cN was significantly slower in animals being fed with 

unsaturated fatty acids diet. Similar results have been shown after buccal movement 

of maxillary first molars in rats with an initial force of 20 cN [47]. 

Inhibitors of prostaglandin synthesis have found a widespread application in 

medicine. NSAIDs represent the most important class of these drugs (see below). 
 

 
6.3       Analgesic 

 
6.3.1    Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) 

 
NSAIDs form the most important class of prostanoid synthesis inhibitors. They have 

analgesic, antipyretic, and anti-inflammatory effects and are prescribed for a wide 

variety of conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, gout, dys- 

menorrhea, headache, migraine, and (postoperative) pain, as well as for the preven- 

tion of cardiovascular diseases and colorectal cancer. The prescriptions show 

important differences. In case of chronic diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, 

osteoarthritis, and gout, relatively high doses are prescribed for a long period of time. 

For the prevention of cardiovascular problems and colorectal cancer, also long-term 

prescriptions are given but at a low dose. Finally, for the treatment of, for example, 

pain and headache, NSAIDs are taken incidentally. This should be consid- ered in 

evaluating the effects of NSAIDs on OTM. 

NSAIDs can be divided into different groups according to their chemical compo- 

sition. Well-known members of these groups are listed in (Table 6.1). 

All NSAIDs have more or less similar effects and mechanisms of action. 

They suppress the production of all prostanoids (thromboxanes, prostacyclins, 

and prostaglandins) due to their inhibition of COX-1 and COX-2, which are 

essential enzymes in the synthetic pathways of the prostanoids. COX-1 is a con- 

stitutive form, while COX-2 is inducible. Acetylsalicylic acid, for example, 

inhibits both types of COX in a noncompetitive and irreversible way [117]; thus, 

it effectively inhibits prostaglandin synthesis. In the early 1990s, it became 

apparent [43] that COX-1 mediates the synthesis of prostaglandins responsible 

for the protection of the stomach lining, while COX-2 is induced during inflam- 

matory reactions, thereby mediating the synthesis of prostaglandins responsible 

for pain [63, 92]. 

A special category of NSAIDs are the so-called coxibs. These are specific COX-2 

inhibitors developed for the management of osteoarthritis, but they are also used in 

the therapy of acute or chronic pain and dysmenorrhea. Concerns about the increased 

risk of cardiac attack and stroke associated with long-term, high-dosage use have in 

some cases led to either a complete withdrawal from the market (rofecoxib (Vioxx, 

Ceoxx, and Ceeoxx), valdecoxib (Bextra)) or to a more stringent prescription policy 

(celecoxib (Celebrex, Celebra)). 

Almost all studies on the effects of NSAIDs during experimental OTM in ani- 

mals evaluate the effects of a relatively short-lasting administration. They have 

shown a decrease in the number of osteoclasts, since prostaglandins are involved
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Table 6.1   Groups and subgroups of NSAIDs and some well-known brand names 
 

NSAIDs 

Salicylates              Aspirin (Aspirin, Acetal, Acetophen, Acetosal, Aspro, and over 100 more) 

Diflunisal (Dolobid) 

Arylalkanoic           Diclofenac (Voltaren, Voltarol, Diclon, Dicloflex, Difen, Difene, Cataflam, 

acids                                           Pennsaid, Rhumalgan, Abitren) 

Indometacin (Indocin, Indocid, Indochron) 

Ketorolac 

Arylpropionic         Ibuprofen (Nurofen, Advil, Brufen, Dorival, Panafen, Ibumetin, Ibuprom) 

acids (profens)        Flurbiprofen (ANSAID) 
Naproxen (Aleve, Anaprox, Naprogesic, Naprosyn, Naprelan) 

Oxicams                 Piroxicam (Feldene) 

Meloxicam (Movalis, Melox, Recoxa, Mobic) 

Tenoxicam (Mobiflex) 

Coxibs Celecoxib (Celebrex, Celebra) 

Rofecoxib (Vioxx, Ceoxx, Ceeoxx) 

Valdecoxib (Bextra) 

 
 

either directly or indirectly in osteoclast differentiation or in stimulating their activ- 

ity. The effect of NSAIDs on the rate of OTM itself will be discussed for the differ- 

ent groups of NSAIDs separately. This has been shown for acetylsalicylic acid and 

flurbiprofen [89], indometacin (INN term for the USAN term indomethacin) [33], 

and ibuprofen [11]. Whether or not this leads to a reduction in the rate of OTM is 

less clear. There are recommendations that the prostaglandin inhibitors during the 

orthodontic treatment should be avoided [33]. Acetaminophen was proposed as the 

analgesic of choice for the orthodontic patients [11]. 

 
6.3.1.1  Salicylates 
Acetylsalicylic acid is the first discovered and most widely used NSAID. 

Acetylsalicylic acid administration in a dosage of 65 mg/kg/day in guinea pigs 

did not result in a reduction in the rate of lateral incisor movement by mild forces of 

8 cN [117]. On the other hand, the rate of lateral incisor movement in rats, evoked 

by a force of 35 cN, significantly decreased after application of acetylsalicylic acid 

at a dosage of 100 mg/kg twice a day [11]. However, acetylsalicylic acid adminis- 

trated at a dose of 60 or 300 mg/kg/day via drinking water did not affect mesial 

orthodontic tooth movement induced by a force of 50 cN over a period of 14 days 

[36]. In contrast to this study, molar mesialization was significantly reduced in rats 

after local injections of 17.5–35 mg/kg/day of Cu salicylate and forces application 

of 50 or 100 cN for 28 days [54]. The differences in outcome may be related to dif- 

ferences in study design. 

 
6.3.1.2  Arylalkanoic Acids 
Administration of a single dose of indometacin (4 mg/kg) in rats resulted in a sig- 

nificant short-lasting inhibitory effect on the mesial movement of molars induced by 

a force of 40 cN [123]. Other authors employed forces of 60 cN and 50 or 100 cN, 

respectively, while indometacin was administered at a dosage of 2.5–5 mg/kg/day.
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A significant reduction in the rate of molar movement was found during the whole 

experimental period of 14 and 28 days, respectively, regardless of the force level [54, 

73]. The effect of indometacin on OTM has also been studied in cats and miniature 

pigs. In cats, the third premolars were moved mesially by a force of 250 cN [22]. 

Using the same application regime for indometacin as in the previously mentioned 

study, a significant reduction in the rate of OTM was found [22, 73]. In miniature 

pigs, the incisors were separated by a force of 100 cN. Initially, a dosage of 20 

mg/kg/day of indometacin was given, but this had to be changed during the 

experimental period to 10 mg/kg/day due to peptic ulcer problems [33]. Although 

no direct tooth movement was measured, the reduced bone turnover strongly 

suggested a decrease in OTM rate [33]. 

The effect of diclofenac was studied in a rat model in which mesial tipping of 

first molars was induced by forces of 50 or 100 cN. Injections of diclofenac (10 mg/ 

kg at day 1 and day 3) abolished OTM completely [27]. These results point in the 

same direction as a more recent study in rats on the effect of diclofenac. A force of 

30 cN was applied on the first molar for 3, 7, or 14 days. Diclofenac was given in a 

daily dose of 5 mg/kg/day, and after 3 and 7 days, this leads to fewer blood vessels, 

Howship lacunae, and osteoclast-like cells, suggesting less OTM during the initial 

phase of treatment [55]. 

Ketorolac is an analgesic that is used for the short-term relief of moderate to 

severe pain and should not be used for longer than 5 days and for mild pain or for 

pain from chronic (long-term) conditions. The only study in which the effect of 

ketorolac on OTM is studied is in rats, in which a dosage of 3 mg/kg/day was 

administered by gastric gavage for 2 months. This leads to a decrease in mesial OTM 

after the application of a force of 50 cN [38]. However, the experimental period is 

far longer than the prescribed maximal period this drug should be taken, and 

therefore its clinical relevance is questionable. 

 
6.3.1.3  Arylpropionic Acids 
Administration of ibuprofen at an unknown dose for 5 days resulted in a significant 

reduction of tipping molar movement induced in rats by a mesial force of 50 cN over 

a period of 21 days [112]. Also, studies in which rat incisors were moved later- ally 

by a force of 25 or 35 cN point in the same direction. After ibuprofen adminis- tration 

at a dose of 30 mg/kg twice a day, the rate of OTM decreased significantly [11]. On 

the other hand, no inhibitory effect could be found at a low dose (10 mg/ kg/day) of 

flurbiprofen on the mesial movement of rabbit first molars when a force of 100 cN 

was applied [89]. 

These clinical studies provide an indirect evaluation of the effect of ibuprofen on 

the OTM. 

Two recent clinical studies that have been performed on the effects of ibuprofen 

on PGE2 release in the gingival crevicular fluid (GCF), as an indirect indication for 

their effect on OTM, showed conflicting results. The first evaluated the effect of 

ibuprofen (400 mg/day for 2 days) during canine distalization with a force of 150 

cN. This led to a significant decrease in PGE2 release compared to the control group 

[97]. In the other study, the participants had taken 400 mg ibuprofen, 1 h before and
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6 h after bonding, and GCF samples were taken prior to bonding, after bonding, and 

1, 3, and 7 days thereafter. Neither time-related differences nor placebo group dif- 

ferences in PGE2 release was observed [110]. 

However, OTM is a multifactorial process over a long period of time, and the effect 

of long-term use of ibuprofen therefore may differ. In patients with chronic illnesses 

like juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, or gout, where long-term analgesic 

consumption is needed, the inhibiting effects on OTM may become more evident. 

 
6.3.1.4  Oxicams 
The effect of meloxicam on OTM was studied in rats in which a force of 50 cN 

was used to move the maxillary left molar to the mesial for 2 weeks. The ani- mals 

received a high (67 mg/kg/day)- or low (13 mg/kg/day)-dose meloxicam via their 

drinking water. No effect on OTM was found over the experimental period [36]. 

One clinical study also has been performed on the effects of oxicams. In a ran- 

domized clinical trial (RCT), bilateral canine retraction was performed over a period 

of 3 months with monthly reactivation. Tenoxicam (20 mg/day) was given for 3 days 

around each (re)activation, and the patients had access to additional paracetamol (4 

times 750 mg/day). This medication had no effect on OTM [10]. 

 
6.3.1.5  Coxibs 
The effect of local injections of rofecoxib (1 mg/kg at day 1 and day 3) was studied 

in a rat model in which mesial movement of the first molar was induced by forces 

of 50 or 100 cN [27]. It appeared that no OTM occurred when 50 cN were applied, 

but 100 cN did induce OTM. It was however significantly less than in the controls 

without medication [27]. In a subsequent study, the same group compared the effects 

of injections of rofecoxib (0.5 mg/kg), celecoxib (8 mg/kg), or parecoxib (25 mg/kg) 

on days 0, 3, and 5 after placement of the appliance. OTM was deter- mined after 10 

days of treatment. In the rofecoxib-treated animals, no OTM at all was occured, 

while OTM in the celecoxib and parecoxib treatment was comparable to the controls 

[27]. 

In a comparable rat study, in which a longer experimental period was used 

(14 days), a significant reduction in OTM was found after celecoxib administration 

[40]. In contrast to these studies, no interference with OTM was found after admin- 

istration of 50 mg/kg celecoxib by oral gavage, prior to placement of an orthodontic 

appliance exerting a force of 50 cN. The experimental period was restricted to 48 h 

of active OTM [106]. 

A dose-dependent effect of celecoxib in OTM was found in a rat study where 

doses of 16 mg/kg/day or 3.2 mg/kg/day were administered through the drinking 

water for 14 days. Only the high dose inhibited OTM [36]. These results are in con- 

trast to a more recent rat study in which celecoxib injections at a low dose (0.3 mg/ 

day) were given every 3 days for a period of 18 days. This resulted in a significant 

decrease in OTM [102]. However, another recent study, in which daily injections of 

10 mg/kg celecoxib was administered in rats for a period of 2 months, could not 

establish an effect on OTM [38].
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6.3.2    Non-NSAID Analgesics 
 

Paracetamol (INN term for the USAN term acetaminophen). 

Paracetamol is a very commonly used analgesic. It lacks anti-inflammatory prop- 

erties. Therefore, it does not belong to the group of NSAIDs, although their chemi- 

cal structures are comparable. Other important differences are that paracetamol has 

almost no effect on blood clotting and on the stomach lining. These differences are 

related to its mode of action. NSAIDs block COX-1 and/or COX-2 and interfere with 

prostaglandin synthesis, while paracetamol blocks the isoform COX-3 but has no 

effect on COX-1 or COX-2 nor on PGE2 synthesis [97]. 

The effect of paracetamol on OTM in rabbits has been studied during adminis- 

tration of a dosage of 500 mg/kg/day. No effect on the rate of mesial molar move- 

ment was found when using a force of 100 cN [84]. Likewise, a dosage of 200 mg/ 

kg/day for 2 or 10 days in rats did not influence the rate of lateral displacement of 

the incisors by applying a force 35 cN [11, 106]. Comparable results were found in 

a rat study where molars were moved to the mesial by a force of 50 cN, and 

paracetamol was applied via drinking water at a dose of 20 or 100 mg/kg/day for 

2 weeks [36]. However, a recent study showed a significant decrease of OTM in 

rats where a mesial force of 50 cN was applied for 2 months, and paracetamol was 

administered by gastric gavage at a dose of 150 mg/kg/day throughout the experi- 

mental period [38]. Paracetamol did not affect the rate of OTM with the given 

dosages, during the 2-week observational period. For this reason, it is suggested 

that it should be the analgesic of choice for managing pain associated with orth- 

odontic therapy. However, long-term application might result in a decrease in 

OTM. 
 

 
6.3.3    Opioids 

 
Opioids are effective for the treatment of acute and chronic-related pain, i.e., with 

degenerative conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, or even during labor and 

cardiac infraction. They work by binding to opioid receptors, which are found 

principally in the central and peripheral nervous system and the gastroin- testinal 

tract. Only very few studies have been performed on the effects of opi- oids on 

OTM. The opioids tested were only morphine (INN) and tramadol (marketed as 

Ultram and Tramal and as generics). However, tramadol is under strict control in 

some countries. In one rat study, it is reported that daily mor- phine injections at 

a dose of 5 mg/kg/day over 14 days reduced the rate of OTM induced by a force 

of 60 cN [5]. In another study from the same group, daily tramadol injections at a 

dose of 20 mg/kg/day during 14 days had no effect [81]. These results are 

supported by a rat study in which again a force of 60 cN was used to move rat 

molars to the mesial for 14 days. Administration of tramadol at 10 mg/kg/day 

had no significant effect on OTM, while after administration of increasing doses 

up to 60 mg/kg/day, OTM almost completely came to a standstill [4].
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6.4       Corticosteroids 
 

Corticosteroids form a class of steroid hormones, produced in the adrenal cortex. 

Some corticosteroids, the glucocorticoids (cortisone, cortisol, prednisolone, and 

methylprednisolone) are involved in the control of carbohydrate, fat, and protein 

metabolism. They are also participated in bone physiology, but their mode of action 

is not yet completely elucidated. Osteoblasts and osteoclasts can express 

glucocorticoid receptors under the influence of pro-inflammatory factors, such as 

IL-6 and IL-11. Glucocorticoids are prescribed for a variety of inflammatory and 

(auto)immune conditions, including rheumatoid arthritis, dermatitis, allergies, 

and asthma. They are also used as immunosuppressive medications after organ 

transplantation. Their anti-inflammatory function is based on the indirect block- 

ing of phospholipase A2 and the suppression of the synthesis of both COX-1 and 

COX-2. This leads to an inhibition of the synthesis of prostaglandins and leukot- 

rienes. Their immunosuppressive action is due to the inhibition of interleukins 

and IFN-γ. Other corticosteroids (mineralocorticoids), such as aldosterone, con- 

trol mainly electrolyte and water levels by promoting sodium retention in the 

kidneys. 
 

 
6.4.1    Glucocorticoids 

 
6.4.1.1  Cortisone 
The effect of cortisone on OTM was investigated in rabbits. Cortisone acetate was 

injected at a dosage of 15 mg/kg/day for 4 days before, as well as during the applica- 

tion of an orthodontic force of approximately 100 cN for a period of 14 days. 

Compared to controls, this regime led to a significant increase in the rate of 

OTM. Also, the relapse rate was faster in the experimental than in the control ani- 

mals [13]. 

 
6.4.1.2  Prednisolone 
In a rat study was tested the effect of two dosages of prednisolone (0.13 and 0.67 mg/ 

kg/day) administered through the drinking water over a period of 14 days. It showed 

a dose-dependent suppression of OTM [36]. In another study, prednisolone was 

administered at 1 mg/kg/day in rats for an induction period of 12 days, followed by 

a subsequent experimental period of 12 days. During the latter phase of the study, 

the first molar was moved mesially with a force of 30 cN. This therapy had no sig- 

nificant effect on the rate of OTM [77]. 

 
6.4.1.3  Methylprednisolone 
In one of the experimental groups, an induction period of 7 weeks was used, where- 

upon OTM was performed for 3 weeks with a force of 25 cN in which methylpred- 

nisolone was given at a dosage of 8 mg/kg/day [51]. This led to an increase in the 

rate of OTM. However, in another experimental group where the induction period 

was omitted, methylprednisolone had no effect on the rate of OTM [51].
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6.4.2    Mineralocorticoids 
 

No experimental study was found dealing with mineralocorticoids. 
 

 
6.4.3    Triamcinolone 

 
Triamcinolone is a synthetic corticosteroid. It is used to treat various ophthalmo- 

logic and skin conditions or to relieve mouth sores. The derivative triamcinolone 

acetonide is one of the ingredients of Ledermix, used during root canal treatment. 

The effect of triamcinolone acetonide on OTM has recently been studied in rabbits. 

The drug was injected at a dose of 1 mg/kg/day for 21 days, and the incisors were 

moved by a force of 50 cN for the same period. A significant increase in OTM was 

found [1]. The differences in the results of the studies on glucocorticoids probably 

reflect the combined effects of the applied dosages, the induction periods, and the 

relative anti-inflammatory activity of the glucocorticoids tested. 
 

 
6.5       Insulin/Relaxin 

 
6.5.1    Insulin 

 
The human insulin is a peptide hormone produced by beta cells in the pancreas. It 

regulates the metabolism of carbohydrates and fats by promoting the absorption of 

glucose from the blood to skeletal muscles and fat tissue. It also inhibits the produc- 

tion of glucose by the liver. When control of insulin levels fails, diabetes mellitus can 

result. As a consequence, insulin is used medically to treat some forms of diabetes 

mellitus (type 1 diabetes, injected subcutaneously). Patients with type 2 diabetes are 

often insulin resistant and may eventually require insulin if dietary modifications or 

other medications fail to control blood glucose levels. In only one study, the effect of 

insulin treatment in mice with induced diabetes type 1 on OTM is measured. Diabetes 

was induced by weekly intraperitoneal injections of 120 mg/kg of streptozotocin. 

Another group was treated with insulin after diabetes induction. Tooth movement was 

evoked by a mesial force of 35 cN. OTM in the diabetic animals was faster than in the 

controls. Treatment with insulin resulted in slower OTM than in the normal animals 

[17]. One other study was performed in rats with a comparable experimental design. 

However, in this study, OTM itself was not measured, but the presented his- 

tomorphometric data point in the same direction: increase in bone remodeling in 

diabetic animals and return to about normal values after insulin treatment [115]. 
 

 
6.5.2    Relaxin 

 
Relaxin belongs to the insulin superfamily, and it is an ovarian hormone that stimu- 

lates  osteoclastic  and  osteoblastic  activities  and  connective  tissue  turnover.  In
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humans it is produced in males and in both pregnant and nonpregnant women. In 

addition, relaxin is a potent vasodilator with a number of pleiotropic effects. In recent 

years, scientific interest has been raised with respect to relaxin as a com- pound 

for use in the management of acute heart failure (AHF) [116]. It has also been 

proposed as a pharmacological agent for the treatment of primary varicosis (chronic 

venous insufficiency, CVI) which is a widely prevailing venous disease [3]. Relaxin 

can reduce the level of PDL organization and increase tooth mobility, in the early time 

of experimental evaluation, but not the OTM [69]. These were the results of mesially 

evoked force of 40 cN in rats which had previously received relaxin or vehicle 

treatments for 1 or 3 days [69]. In another experimental design, only the relapse after 

the completion of OTM was evaluated in rat molars. It was concluded that because 

relaxin modulates the collagen metabolism, it may be effective for the relapse 

following OTM [42]. 
 

 
6.6       Calcium and Calcium Regulators 

 
Calcium is essential in a variety of physiological processes, for example, muscle con- 

traction, fluid balance, heartbeat, and enzyme regulation. An important aspect of cal- 

cium metabolism is plasma calcium homeostasis. When the blood plasma calcium 

level in humans rises above its set point, calcitonin is released by the thyroid gland, 

and the plasma calcium level returns to normal. If on the other hand, calcium falls 

below that set point, parathyroid hormone (PTH) is released by the parathyroid glands 

in order to keep the plasma calcium homeostasis. Hormones, such as thyroid hor- 

mones (thyroxine, calcitonin) and sex hormones (estrogens), as well as vitamins (e.g., 

vitamin D3) and dietary intake of calcium are important regulators of calcium homeo- 

stasis. They control the expression and secretion of receptor activator of nuclear factor 

κB ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin (OPG). RANKL is a cytosine secreted by 

bone marrow cells, osteoblasts, and osteocytes, and it plays an important role in osteo- 

clast generation [86]. RANK is the receptor for RANKL on the osteoclast precursors 

and part of the RANK/RANKL/OPG-signaling pathway. The binding of RANKL to 

RANK stimulates the osteoclast differentiation, and consequently, it stimulates bone 

resorption. OPG is a soluble decoy-RANK receptor. If it binds to RANKL, it inhibits 

the interaction between RANKL and RANK, thus suppressing osteoclast differentia- 

tion. Consequently, skeletal homeostasis involves interactions between systemic hor- 

mones and the local RANKL/RANK/OPG system [86]. A separate class of drugs that 

affect calcium homeostasis are the bisphosphonates. 
 

 
6.6.1    Parathyroid Hormone (PTH) 

 
Parathyroid hormone (PTH) consists of 84 amino acids, but the active fragment 

contains only the amino acids 1–34. Its main effect is an increase in the concentra- 

tion of calcium in the blood. PTH binds to osteoblasts, stimulating the expression of 

RANKL.
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Pathological PTH conditions might involve hypoparathyroidism and hyperpara- 

thyroidism. Hypoparathyroidism leads to a shortage of active PTH. There is no direct 

way of influencing thyroid hormone secretion by the thyroid gland. The most widely 

used therapy is the exogenous vitamin D and/or calcium (see below) or/and a 

synthetic long-acting form of thyroxine, known as levothyroxine (l-thyroxine). 

In primary hyperparathyroidism, overproduction of the hormone stimulates bone 

resorption, reduces renal clearance of calcium, and increases intestinal calcium 

absorption, which results in increased serum calcium levels. The therapy involves 

medication with bisphosphonates (see below) or even surgical removal of the glands. 

In secondary hyperparathyroidism, the secretion of PTH is increased due to 

hypocalcemia. The treatment consists of vitamin D3 supplementation (see below) or 

the use of phosphate binders. 

Although short and intermittent elevations of the PTH level can be anabolic for the 

bone, the continuous elevation of the hormone induces bone loss [80]. The only bone 

growing anabolic agent is teriparatide. It is a recombinant form of the active (1–34) 

fragment of PTH. The intermittent use of teriparatide activates osteoblasts more than 

osteoclasts, and therefore, it is used for the treatment of advanced osteoporosis [85]. 

Daily injections of teriparatide promote new bone formation and increase bone mineral 

density [48]. Also in ovariectomized animals, teriparatide administration at a dose of 

30 mug/kg/day for 90 days has stimulated OTM 1 week after the force application [88]. 

Exogenous administration of PTH was studied in rats [103, 104]. The rate of 

OTM was significantly increased in a dose-dependent manner and only when PTH 

was applied rather continuously, either by systemic infusion [103] or by local, slow 

release every other day [104]. Total (1–84) PTH was as effective as the (1–34) frag- 

ment, in dosages ranged from 0.1 to 1.0 μg/kg/day. If PTH was administered in 

intermittent short-lasting applications, OTM was not significantly accelerated. This 

was probably because osteoblastic activity was stimulated, but osteoclastic activity 

was not affected [104]. However, in a comparable experimental design in male 

Wistar rats, short-term injection of PTH at a dose of 0.4 μg/kg/day increased bone 

turnover rate and subsequently OTM [65]. 

Indirect evidence for the effect of PTH on the rate of OTM may be derived from 

studies dealing with low-calcium diet, resulting in increased PTH release (see below) 

[35, 72]. 
 

 
6.6.2    Thyroid Hormones 

 
The thyroid gland produces two hormones, thyroxine and calcitonin. 

 
6.6.2.1  Thyroxine 
Thyroxine (T4) is a prohormone that can be converted to its active form triiodothy- 

ronine (T3). T4 affects intestinal calcium absorption; as such it is indirectly involved 

in bone turnover. T3, the active hormone, increases the rate of cell metabolism, and 

it plays an important role in physical growth, body temperature, and heart rate. 

Hyperthyroidism or thyroxine medication may lead to osteoporosis.
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The effect of exogenous thyroxine on OTM has been studied in a rat model. After 

an induction period of 4 weeks, 0.003 % thyroxine was added to the drinking water 

of the animals. Orthodontic force of 25 cN was applied on the first molar for 21 

days. Exogenous thyroid hormone increases the rate of OTM in rats [114]. 

Intraperitoneal administration of thyroxin in dosages of 5, 10, and 20/mg/kg/day 

resulted in a dose-dependent acceleration of OTM evoked by a force application of 

60 cN [99]. More recently, this effect of thyroxine application was confirmed in an 

experiment with rats after injection of thyroxine at a dose of 20 μg/kg [94]. 

 
6.6.2.2  Calcitonin 
Calcitonin (CT) has the opposite effects of PTH. It decreases intestinal calcium 

absorption, osteoclast activity in bone, and renal calcium reabsorption. It is used for 

the treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis, hypocalcaemia, and Paget’s disease. 

CT is sometimes used for pain relief after vertebral fracture [86]. 

Although CT is involved in bone remodeling and calcium homeostasis, no exper- 

imental data is available on the effect of exogenous CT application on the rate of 

OTM. The CT level was evaluated in both tension and compression sites in GCF of 

upper central incisors in children. Increased level of CT was detected after 24 h to 

15 days in the compression site of the teeth, suggesting a stimulatory effect of CT 

on OTM. CT values were negatively associated with patients’ pain perception [6]. 
 

 
6.6.3    Estrogens 

 
Estrogens are female sex hormones that occur naturally in three forms. The first form 

is estradiol, which regulates the reproductive female cycles. The second form is 

estrone, which is produced after menopause. The third form, estriol, is expressed 

primarily during pregnancy. Estrogen supplementation has been used to overcome 

postmenopausal problems. However, this treatment was related with increased risk 

of breast cancer, strokes, and other cardiac problems. The development of selective 

estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) such as raloxifene is able to minimize the 

adverse effects of estrogens. Although SERMs improve bone mineral density 

(BMD) in osteoporotic patients, they do not completely rule out the risks. They 

reduce the risk of breast and endometrial cancer but not the risk of death from venous 

thromboembolic events (VTE) and stroke. Therefore, a careful risk–benefit analysis 

is essential prior to its use in osteoporotic patients [31]. 

No experimental studies are available in which exogenous estrogens or raloxifene 

has been administered for an evaluation of their effect on OTM. All available studies 

evaluate the indirect effect of estrogens on OTM. One study has focused at the rate 

of buccal movement of molars evoked by a force of 12.5 cN in the course of the 

normal estrous cycle in rats. It was found that the rate of OTM was inversely related 

to the estrogen serum level [39]. Another study has looked into the effect of ovariec- 

tomy (OVX) on buccal movement of rat molars evoked by a force of 10 cN. A signifi- 

cant increase in the rate of OTM has been established [121]. These results are in 

agreement with more recent rat studies in which OTM was induced 4 or 8 weeks after
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OVX [12, 100, 101] and a study in cats were OTM was significantly slower in the 

estrous cats than in OVX or anestrous animals [19]. Some authors suggest that estro- 

gen supplementation and raloxifene may slow down OTM, but again, no experimen- 

tal evidence is available. 
 

 
6.6.4    Progesterone 

 
Progesterone (P4) and estradiol (E2) are ovarian steroid hormones and play a substan- 

tial role in the female reproductive function. E2 has a crucial effect on epiphyseal bone 

closure. Derivative of E2 is the ethinyl estradiol (EE2), which is used as oral 

contraceptive. Another hormonal contraceptive is a synthetic progesterone called 

norgestrel. Hormonal contraceptives induce a reduction of estrogen and a suppression 

of endogenous progesterone. The use of these contraceptives is associated with 

endometrial hyperplasia or endometrial cancer. For eliminating these risk factors, hor- 

monal contraceptives are generally prescribed with progesterone. Only few experi- 

mental studies are available on this topic. In a rat study, an oral contraceptive consisting 

of 100 μg/kg/day of ethinyl estradiol plus 1 mg/kg/day of norgestrel was administered 

1 week prior to appliance insertion and during the orthodontically induced tooth 

movement. Maxillary central incisors were moved distally by a force application of 30 

cN. Two weeks after the force application, the OTM was significantly slower in the 

experimental group. This leads to the conclusion that oral contraceptives can signifi- 

cantly inhibit OTM [76]. These results are in agreement with a rabbit study in which 

long-term progesterone administration reduced experimental OTM [79]. 
 

 
6.6.5    1, 25-Dihydroxycholecalciferol (Vitamin D3) 

 
1,25(OH)2D (now known as the D hormone) has multiple biologic effects. 

Vitamin D (cholecalciferol) is a pleiotropic steroid hormone and is the prohor- 

mone  of  1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol  (1,25(OH)2D3).  Vitamin  D  is  rarely 

found in food as D3  in animal sources and as D2  in vegetal sources. It regulates 

calcium and phosphate serum levels by promoting their intestinal absorption and 

reabsorption in the kidney. Vitamin D deficiency is also associated with peri- 

odontal disease, rickets, and osteomalacia as well as other autoimmune, cardio- 

vascular, and metabolic disorders [24]. Therapy for 1,25(OH)2D3 deficiency 

involves dietary changes or taking 1,25(OH)2D3 supplementation. Active vitamin 

D compounds are used against osteoporosis. Hypervitaminosis D causes hypo- 

calcemia and may lead to conditions such as anorexia, nausea, polyuria, and 

eventually renal failure. It can be treated with a low-calcium diet and corticoste- 

roids. Several animal studies are available on the effect of topical injections of 

1,25(OH)2D3 on OTM. The studies vary largely in the application regimes. 

Repeated injections are given in all studies, but the dosages vary. Injections of 

10-100 pg/ml showed a dose-dependent increase in OTM in cats [25]. A study in 

young and adult rats used 20 μl 10−10  or 10−8  mol/l in the young animals, which
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leads to a significant dose-dependent increase in OTM, while the same regime in 

adult animals showed more increase in OTM with the lowest dose (20 μl 10−10 

mol/l) than with the higher dose (10−8 mol/l) [109]. Also another rat study showed 

a stimulation of OTM after repeated injections with 20 μl 10−10 mol/l vitamin D3 

[50]. Normal physiological doses of 1,25(OH)2D3 in humans are in the order of 

20–30 ng/ml. It is well establish that, small variation within the physiological 

range may affect bone resorption [107] and thus OTM. 
 

 
6.6.6    Dietary Calcium 

 
Dietary recommendations for calcium intake for children aged 4–8 years is 

800 mg/day and for adults between 1000 and 1300 mg/day [99]. Normally, the net 

absorption from the diet is only 500 mg/day. Calcium supplementation is often 

prescribed for the prevention of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women. 

However,  increased  dietary  calcium  intake  is  related  to  cardiovascular  risk 

events, and therefore, the routine use of calcium supplements has been ques- 

tioned. The effect of dietary calcium on OTM has been studied in dogs. The 

animals were fed low- or high-calcium diets for a period of 10 weeks. Eight weeks 

after premolar extraction, orthodontic force of 100 cN induced in the low- calcium 

regime led to a significantly higher rate of OTM than the high-calcium diet [72]. 

These results are in agreement with a comparable study in rats, in which lactating 

animals were fed a low-calcium diet for 1 week prior to orth- odontic force 

application. OTM induced by a force of 60 cN was higher than in the control 

animals [35]. These results were probably the result of the quick response of 

trabecular bone to low-calcium feeding. Low calcium led to an increase in PTH 

release, thus stimulating bone remodeling [96]. 
 

 
6.6.7    Bisphosphonates 

 
Bisphosphonates can be broadly classified into the non-nitrogen-containing (e.g., 

clodronate, tiludronate, and etidronate) and the nitrogen-containing BPs (N-BPs, 

e.g., pamidronate, alendronate, ibandronate, risedronate, and zoledronate). They are 

used primarily for the prevention and therapy of osteoporosis, Paget’s disease, bone 

metastases, and bone pain from some types of cancer [16, 29, 58, 59, 121]. The mode 

of action differs between both groups, but the final outcome is the same. They build 

in the extracellular bone matrix and inhibit bone resorption. Once built in, 

bisphosphonates have extremely long half-life of 10 years or more. They can again 

be released as an active drug during normal bone metabolism. Therefore, they may 

affect bone metabolism for many years after the patient has completed therapy [121]. 

Bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaws (BRONJ) is a complication 

described in the long-term bisphosphonate treatment [7, 8, 16, 26, 75]. This is caused 

by the suppressive and anti-angiogenic effects on epithelial cells and inhibi- tory 

effect on endothelial cell proliferation [8] and wound healing [18, 62]. The
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relatively high prevalence of BPONJ in the jaws and specifically in the mandible is 

mainly due to the fact that the alveolar bone has approximately 10 times more bone 

turnover than other bones; thus, the accumulation and release of bisphosphonates in 

alveolar bone is significantly higher [30]. Furthermore, the mandible contains a 

large amount of cortical bone, whereas the maxilla contains more marrow, and thus 

the microcirculation is more extensive [83]. 

Most early experimental research on the effect of bisphosphonates on the rate of 

OTM has been performed by the Mitani group [2, 45, 67]. A similar model and pro- 

tocol were used consistently throughout their experiments. They induced lateral or 

mesial movement in rat molars with a force of approximately 15 cN. A considerable 

number of studies have been published in which topical or systemic administration 

of bisphosphonates resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in the rate of OTM. This 

has been shown in mice [30], rats [21, 41, 49, 52], and rabbits [113]. Only few stud- 

ies have been performed in orthodontic patients. They comprise case reports, case 

series, and retrospective cohort studies [57, 68, 83, 122]. They are rather uniform in 

their conclusions, namely, the orthodontic tooth movement under bisphosphonate 

medication is possible, especially in low-risk patients (low dose and short period of 

intake). The final outcome of orthodontic treatment in these patients showed longer 

treatment duration, incomplete space closure, poor root parallelism, poor incisor 

alignment, sclerotic areas, and wide PDL with tooth mobility in some cases. 

Therefore, the altered bone metabolism and higher extent of side effects should be 

considered in treatment planning, especially in extraction cases or high-risk patients. 

On the other hand, bisphosphonate therapy might be beneficial for orthodontic 

anchorage control, skeletal relapse after maxillary expansion or mandibular distrac- 

tion and similar procedures. Further long-term prospective randomized controlled 

trials are required to assess possible benefits and adverse effects of bisphosphonate 

treatment, before bisphosphonates can be therapeutically used in orthodontics. 

A complicating factor is the increasing off-label use of bisphosphonates in chil- 

dren [108] for the treatment of primary osteoporosis in conditions like osteogenesis 

imperfecta and Ehlers–Danlos or Marfan syndrome or even for the treatment of 

secondary osteoporosis associated with cerebral palsy, cystic fibrosis, anorexia ner- 

vosa, idiopathic juvenile arthritis, diabetes mellitus, and childhood cancer. The use 

of bisphosphonate therapy in pediatric patients remains controversial because of 

inadequate  long-term  efficacy and  safety  data.  Therefore,  limiting  the  use  of 

bisphosphonates to those children with recurrent extremity fractures, symptomatic 

vertebral collapse, and reduced bone mass is advocated. More research is needed to 

define appropriate indications for bisphosphonate therapy in pediatric patients and 

the optimal agent, dose, and duration of use [14]. 
 

 
6.7       Discussion and Conclusions 

 
Clinicians become more and more focused on methods for acceleration of the orth- 

odontic treatment because increasing numbers of patients of all ages are seeking 

orthodontic treatment with an increased demand for optimal result in the shortest
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treatment duration possible [34, 44]. Orthodontists are very often confronted with 

patients that use medications on a regular basis, as prescription and/or over-the- 

counter drug use is ever expanding in advanced societies. For example, the average 

American citizen receives more than 10 prescriptions per year. The overall medica- 

tion consumption has been increased because the number of first-time users has 

increased, more current users take their medications for a longer period of time, and 

more individuals take more than one medication at the same time [9]. This chapter 

focuses on data related to the effect of medication on the rate of orthodon- tic tooth 

movement. It comprises almost exclusively experimental animal studies, as 

designed prospective clinical trials are scarce. Comparison of the data from the 

included studies is hampered by the large variability in experimental design, ani- 

mal models, administration regimes, and force characteristics. Another problem is 

that direct extrapolation of experimental animal studies to the clinical situation is 

not well possible. However, the effects of medication point most likely in the same 

direction in the experimental animal studies as in the clinical situation. The most 

frequently prescribed classes of medications, such as antidepressants, anti-ulcer- 

ants, cholesterol reducers, and broad-spectrum antibiotics, may be involved in 

orthodontically undesired side effects [61], but no effect on the rate of OTM has 

been identified from the use of these medications. Therefore, these medication 

classes have not been addressed in this chapter. 

Topical administration of synthetic analogues of eicosanoids increases the rate of 

OTM, while their inhibitors may decrease it. The most important inhibitors are the 

NSAIDs, which have both an analgesic and an anti-inflammatory effect. Although 

they all show a comparable action pathway, their effect on the rate of OTM is not 

uniform. It should be realized that the studies on the effects of NSAIDs on OTM are 

all performed over a relatively short experimental period. The effects found in these 

studies, therefore, cannot estimate the effects of the prolonged use of the medication 

in patients with rheumatoid arthritis or with increased risk of cardiovascular dis- 

eases including the various side effects listed (risk of adverse cardiovascular reac- 

tions or gastrointestinal bleeding events). 

From the non-NSAID analgesics, only paracetamol has been studied in relation 

to orthodontics, and no effect on the rate of OTM could be established. However, 

serious skin reactions and liver damage have been reported. Therefore, orthodon- 

tists should educate themselves in finding safe analgesics that do not interfere with 

the orthodontic treatment, depending on the individual medical record of their 

patients. 

Opioid-based analgesics reduce OTM in rats [4, 5]. This effect was reversed by 

the morphine antagonist naltrexone [5]. 

Corticosteroids, and especially glucocorticoids, stimulate OTM, but this is 

dependent on the relative anti-inflammatory activity of the corticosteroid used and 

the administration protocol. Local or systemic application of PTH also increases 

the rate of OTM. The same effect is seen, if endogenous PTH synthesis is stimu- 

lated by, for example, a low-calcium diet. Intermittent short administration of PTH 

or its active 1–34 fragment (teriparatide), on the other hand, has an anabolic effect 

on the bone. However, no data has been found showing that such an
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administration regime inhibits OTM [48]. Administration of exogenous thyroxine 

increases the rate of OTM in a dose-dependent manner [99, 114]. Although calci- 

tonin (CT) is involved in bone remodeling and calcium homeostasis, no experi- 

mental data is available, on its effect on the rate of OTM. CT has been negatively 

associated with the perception of pain in initial orthodontic tooth movement in 

young patients [6]. 

Estrogen supplementation, and specific estrogen receptor modulators (such as 

raloxifene), may have an inverse relation on the induced OTM. However, data show- 

ing a direct effect of estrogen on OTM has not been found in literature. 

A case report on a postmenopausal orthodontic patient suggested that the 

estrogens used for the treatment of osteoporosis may have delayed the OTM, and 

they may have inhibited alveolar bone loss in the patient’s chronic peri- odontitis 

[91]. 

Progesterone in long-term administration and oral contraceptives (ethinyl estra- 

diol and norgestrel, prescribed together) could reduce the rate of OTM [76, 79]. 

Administration of vitamin D3 increases the rate of OTM in a dose-dependent 

manner by frequent application, which is rather impractical if we want to apply 

it in the orthodontic clinic. The systemic administration of vitamin D has also 

been under consideration, but long-term safety data is lacking [24]. Often, the 

systemic administration of vitamin D is combined with calcium. In this case, we 

cannot draw conclusions about their effect on OTM if vitamin D or calcium has 

been examined as monotherapies and not as combined supplementation. Their 

combined use, though, is under safety consideration in terms of cardiovascular 

events [20]. 

Dietary calcium in low dose resulted in an increased rate of OTM in compari- 

son to the high-calcium regime [35, 72, 96]. Calcium supplementation is often 

prescribed for the prevention of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women. 

Increased doses of dietary calcium have been related to cardiovascular risk 

events. 

Bisphosphonate administration decreases the rate of OTM in a dose-dependent 

manner. The use of bisphosphonates can lead to complications due to serious osteone- 

crosis in the maxilla and mandible [121]. This threat is largest in patients which are on 

prolonged use and intravenous bisphosphonate therapy. Due to the extremely long 

half-life of these drugs, patients can experience problems even years after they have 

discontinued therapy. The dental clinician needs to be aware of the potential risk of 

bisphosphonate-related necrosis of the jaws (BRONJ) in these patients. The reported 

incidence rate of osteonecrosis is 1:5000 after 2–3 years of discontinuation of BP 

treatment [122]. Treatment of osteoporosis with teriparatide is a good alternative for 

patients undergoing orthodontic treatment [88]. However, teriparatide can cause seri- 

ous side effects, such as decrease in blood pressure or increase plasma calcium level. 

Only a few case reports and one retrospective cohort study on orthodontic patient 

treated with BP are available [59, 68, 83, 122]. 

In patients with low dose and short period of bisphosphonate intake, orthodontic 

treatment is possible. In these patients, orthodontic treatment with light force
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application, frequent monitoring and avoidance of extractions has been recom- 

mended. In one case, a complete cessation of OTM has been reported as a side effect 

of the treatment [83]. Additional side effects are incomplete space closure and poor 

root parallelism. In high-risk patients, the orthodontic treatment is unpredictable. 

It has been suggested that in orthodontic patients, bisphosphonates can be used 

to prevent relapse, but great caution should be applied [121]. 

In conclusion, this chapter has shown that experimental evidence for the effects 

of many prescription and over-the-counter drug medications on OTM is still lack- 

ing. The rate of OTM and the medication consumed by the orthodontic patients 

apparently has not been considered to be an issue for many years. 

As mentioned above, medications are also increasingly prescribed to children and 

adolescents these days. Consequently, orthodontists should assume that many of 

their patients are taking prescription or over-the-counter medications on a regular 

basis [46]. This requires that the orthodontist should identify these patients by care- 

fully questioning them about their medication history as well as their consumption 

of food supplements. We recommend that such an inquiry be a part of every orth- 

odontic diagnosis. Our role as orthodontists is not only to treat the malocclusion but 

also to identify the biochemical profile of each patient down to the molecular inter- 

action level. We have to be aware of medical considerations of each patient and relate 

them with possible implications with our treatment. 

Furthermore there is a need for more well-designed experimental studies on the 

effects of different medications on OTM. For the clinician, it is important to trans- 

late the animal experimental data into clinical information. In the available, reviewed 

literature are only isolated clinical orthodontic case reports, which hamper this 

process. 

The use of patients in clinical trials with a systemic use of a drug for acceleration 

of OTM may present a severe ethical dilemma. For the same reason, local drug 

administration is sometimes impractical. 

It still remains essential that more evidence should be gathered to guide the 

orthodontist, and further investigations are needed to fill knowledge gaps. 
 

 
6.8       Appendix 

 
6.8.1    Websites 

 
General information on the medications and their effects on different mediators as 

presented in this review is mainly web-based information derived from the follow- 

ing sites: 

 
http://en.wikipedia.org;  www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus;  www.rxlist.com;  www. 

drugs.com 

http://www.fda.gov/References to these websites are omitted in the following text.

http://en.wikipedia.org/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus
http://www.rxlist.com/
http://www.drugs.com/
http://www.drugs.com/
http://www.drugs.com/
http://www.fda.gov/References
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